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Preface

This year celebrates the 12th anniversary of the Hamlyn Symposium on Medical Robotics. In many cultures, the
number 12 symbolises faith and completeness, the one that also triggers a new cycle of changes. We are indeed
living in an era of constant advances of technologies, which are shaping the future of surgery. Surgical robotics
has evolved from a niche research field to common clinical practice and the commercial success of the current-
generation clinical robotic systems has inspired an ever-increasing number of platforms from both commercial and
research organisations. This has resulted in smaller, safer, and smarter platforms that extend the perception and
dexterity of human operators.

This year’s symposium was held at the Royal Geographical Society on the 23rd to 26th June 2019 and the
theme of the meeting was "Clinical Challenges and Levels of Autonomy", with a fantastic line-up of scientists,
engineers and clinicians in medical robotics and allied technologies. Out of the 115 papers submitted from authors
in 24 countries, 58 of them were selected either as oral or poster presentations. The topics covered this year
included:

• Soft and bioinspired robots

• Wearable robotics

• Virtual and augmented reality in surgical training

• Imaging and emerging integrated surgical systems

• Smart handheld devices

• Clinical translation and challenges.

We were honoured to have distinguished keynote speakers from the UK, USA, Germany, and Israel. Professor
Paolo Dario from the Scuola Superiore Sant’ Anna in Pisa, Italy, who is also the Editor-in-Chief of the new IEEE
Transactions on Medical Robotics and Bionics, gave his insight into the role of bioinspired design for the devel-
opment of surgical robots. Professor Alexander Meining from the University of Wurzburg, Germany, provided his
vision on the future trends in interventional gastrointestinal endoscopy. Professor Conor Walsh, a distinguished
roboticist and the founder of the Harvard Bio-design Lab demonstrated his new design of soft-exoskeleton robots
that are suitable for everyday wear. Finally, Professor John Rogers, a world authority on soft electronics highlighted
the importance and convergence of new concepts in materials science, mechanical engineering, electrical engi-
neering and advanced manufacturing that has led to the emergence of diverse, novel classes of "biocompatible"
electronic and microfluidic systems with skin-like physical properties.

Professor Moshe Shoham, an internationally acclaimed authority in robotics and the co-founder of Mazor
Robotics, provided his view on new generations of medical and surgical robots. He was then joined by Drs Manish
Chand, Qingquan Luo, Naeem Soomro, and Jim Khan for The Leaders’ Forum, focussing on the role of new
technologies for the future of surgery and precision medicine. The Forum involved lively debate and discussions
among the panel members as well as the audience. The panel also provided unique insights into the unmet clinical
demand, the challenge of bringing new products to market, and the importance of integrating engineering, clinical
and business innovation. This year’s Storz-Hopkins lecture was delivered by Dr Dinesh Nathwani, a distinguished
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orthopaedic surgeon, about his research on navigation and robotics, and how they have changed his clinical
practice.

I was delighted to see that the affiliated workshops to the Symposium have continued to grow and flourish, with
most of them organised by early career researchers. A total of 11 workshops were organised and they covered
from advanced bionics, micro-nano robotics, to advanced materials and emerging machine learning techniques.
A detailed programme of the workshops is listed on http://hamlyn-robotics.org and these workshops have truly
helped to seed new ideas and new collaborations among the attendees.

One of the highlights of the Symposium was the Surgical Robot Challenge. This year we shortlisted 11 entries,
with 10 attending the challenge and 1 submitted as a video demonstration, from teams in Italy, Portugal, Thailand,
Japan, Germany, UK,Netherlands and Singapore. The teams brought their robots to London to compete over a
3-day competition, starting in the lab, followed by presentations to an esteemed judging panel and then presented
to the Hamlyn Symposium’s audience. It was remarkable to see the TRLs (technology readiness levels) of these
systems. I am sure some of them would go all the way to commercial success and clinical adoption in future.

Organising an international meeting of this scale involves a huge amount of effort and requires a dedicated
team. I would like to thank the International and Local Programme Committees, the Workshop Organising Com-
mittees for dedicating their valuable time to ensure timely review of the submitted papers and to put together an
excellent symposium programme. I am grateful to all the sponsors, particularly the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) through its EPSRC/NIHR-HTC Network and the Wellcome Trust through its
iTPA (Institutional Translational Partnership Award) in supporting the Symposium and affiliated Workshops. Spe-
cial thanks go to the Royal College of Surgeons of England for arranging CPD accreditation of the Symposium
workshops.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to the team who have worked so hard behind the
scenes and to their effort in managing all aspects of the Symposium organisation from programme preparation
and publicity to registration and logistics. In particular, I would like to thank Fani Deligianni, Giulio Dagnino, Erh-
Ya Tsui, Marianne Knight, Ulrika Wernmark, Florent Seichepine, Robert Merrifield, Jason Keane and Alia Talaat
Ahmed, as well as all of the Hamlyn teams who have helped to make the Symposium a great success.

Lastly, special thanks go to Lady Hamlyn. This would not be possible without the generous philanthropic sup-
port from both the Helen Hamlyn Trust and Lady Hamlyn herself. For me, it has been a great honour and privilege
to have had the opportunity to establish, develop and lead the Hamlyn Centre to its current internationally leading
status, supported by so many talented researchers. After 12 years of success, it is time for me to hand over the
baton and it is with regret, that this is the last Hamlyn Symposium that I have organised. I hope that the legacy
created will be long-lasting within the community and among those who truly believe in the venture we have em-
barked on.

June 2019,
London, United Kingdom
Guang-Zhong Yang, CBE, FREng
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INTRODUCTION 
Ventricular Assist Devices (VADs) are medical implants 
designed to augment cardiac output for patients with 
heart failure. We recently proposed a soft robotic VAD 
(SRVAD) that adopts pneumatic soft actuators to 
rhythmically massage the heart left ventricle (LV) via 
septal bracing [1]. The performance of SRVADs is 
highly dependent on effective temporal synchronization 
between the device and the native heart contraction [1, 
2]. In our previous work, we used discrete on/off valves 
to control airflow into the SRVAD actuators, which 
places inherent limitations on the dynamic response of 
the soft actuators. Here, we use a proportional 
electromechanical valve with a variable aperture for 
controlling the working fluid flow rate to enable arbitary 
actuator contraction profiles. We experimentally derived 
valve actuator parameters to obtain a range of actuator 
contraction profiles and tested these profiles in vivo.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Our device and control system are thoroughly described 
in [1]. McKibben-based soft actuators are attached to the 
extracardiac bracing frame that is positioned around the 
LV. The frame is braced against the LV via an
intracardiac bar that passes through the LV wall and is
attached to the ventricular septum via an anchoring
system (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. (a) SRVAD, control system and (b) in vivo use 

When cyclically pressurized, the actuators contract 
which causes rhythmic loading of the LV to aid blood 
ejection. We adopt the same control system as previously 
described in [1], which uses a pressure-sensing catheter 
to detect the beginning of the LV systole and trigger 
device actuation. However, instead of using a discrete 
on/off valve to control valve pressurization, we adopt a 
3-port proportional valve (VEF3121-2-02N, SMC) that 
can provide a pneumatic output of abritary forward and 

reverse flow rate, when connected to a regulated pressure 
source and a vacuum source (Fig. 1, 2). A position-
controlled solenoid adjusts the valve aperture to control 
the output flow rate. The solenoid drive electronics 
(VEA250, SMC) sets the valve aperture according to an 
input signal (0-5V); a 5V signal corresponded to the 
valve being fully open to the pressure source and 0V 
corresponds to full vacuum. The valve is fully shut in a 
2-3V deadband range, and the valve aperture is 
proportionally open to the intermediary voltages (Fig. 2). 
The McKibben-based soft actuators used in our device 
have a non-linear pressure-contraction relationship [2]. 
To account for this, our actuation strategy was to provide 
a high initial flow rate in to the actuator and then 
immediately reduce the valve aperture to retard actuator 
contraction. The valve input voltage (V)  with respect to 
time (t) was governed by equation 1: 

𝑉 = 5 − ((5 − 𝑅𝑉) (
𝑡
𝑇𝑠
)
𝐾
)  for (t ≤ Ts) (1) 

Where Ts is the systolic actuation period, K is a constant 
which determines the rate of valve closure and RV sets 
the valve aperture at the end of systole. V is then set to 
0V (valve set to full vacuum) for the entirety of diastole 
to relax the actuator. The regulated pressure source can 
be adjusted to provide an input pressure, P.  

Fig. 2. 3-port proportional valve control paradigm 

In a benchtop study, we empirically derived the actuation 
parameters (K, RV, P) to obtain 4 distinct temporal 
contraction profiles within a 0.4 second time window 
(representing 60bpm, 40% systolic phase). Linear 
actuation contraction distance was measured using a 
potentiometer and data acquistion system, as described in 
[2]. We used a regulated pressure source and connected 
2 McKibben actuators to the system (since two actuators 
are used in the SRVAD for LV support, although 
contraction measurements were only made on a single 
actuator). We used a 2m length of ¼“ tubing from the 
valve output to the actuators. The McKibben actuators 
(140mm in total length) were based on a ½“ mesh, with 
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a thermoplastic bladder and nitrile oversheath to aid 
device recoil, as described in [2]. The actuation 
parameters for the actuation profiles are listed in Table 1. 
We tested these 4 actuation profiles in an IACUC-
approved in vivo porcine study (n=1) to assess the 
influence of actuator contraction profile on cardiac 
output. The device was deployed as described in [1] and 
the actuators were sutured to LV free wall. After SRVAD 
implantation, heart failure was created by injecting 
polystyrene microbeads of a nominal diameter of 50 to 
100 µm (Megabead NIST, Polysciences Inc.) in to the 
coronary arteries to induce LV ischemia. During heart 
failure, the device was actuated for each contraction 
profile and the aortic blood flow was measured using a 
flow probe (20PS, Transonics Corp). The control system 
regulated Ts to be 40% of the cardiac cycle. Data analysis 
was based on n=7 consecutive cardiac cycles. 

RESULTS 
Temporal actuator contraction profiles and contraction 
velocity profiles are presented in Fig. 3. Key 
hemodynamic data is presented in Table 1. The animal 
heart rate was 61-67bpm during actuation periods. In 
vivo aortic flow data is presented in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3. 140mm McKibben soft actuator contraction profiles and 
corresponding contraction rates (profiles 1-4). 

Profile K Rv P 
(psi) 

Mean flow 
rate 
(L/min) 

Peak LV 
pressure 
(mmHg) 

1 0.150 3.00 21 0.97 46.8 
2 0.010 5.00 15 1.06 43.7 
3 0.010 3.90 15 1.03 47.3 
4 0.005 3.62 17 1.25 52.0 

Table. 1. Actuation parameters and hemodynamic data for each 
contraction profile tested 

DISCUSSION 
Fluidic-based soft robotic systems commonly use on/off 
valve switching and static-pressure based control 
paradigms for device actuation. Such an approach is 
sufficient for many soft robotic applications, but in 

cardiac assist applications the dynamic response of the 
actuator is critical to device efficacy. The proposed 
control methodology has demonstrated the ability to tune 
the actuator response time to aid SRVAD-heart 
synchronization.  

Fig. 4. Systolic phase of aortic flow traces during actuation of 
the SRVAD for the 4 actuator contraction profiles (average 
aortic flow profile is based on n=7 consecutive cardiac cycles). 

Bench testing of the control system demonstrated the 
ability to achieve a broad range of contraction profiles. 
There was a 2-fold increase in full contraction response 
time between the extreme profiles (1 and 4) and a ×2.4 
reduction in peak contraction velocity. In vivo testing 
demonstrated that the different actuator contraction 
profiles distinctly alter the aortic blood flow rate trace 
(Fig. 4). Nonetheless, cardiac output was comparable 
between actuator contraction profiles. Profile 4 (the 
slowest actuation profile) facilitated greater cardiac 
output and higher peak LV pressures. This agrees with 
prior work with direct cardiac compression devices that 
demonstrated that slower actuator contraction is 
preferable to faster contraction in maximizing cardiac 
output [2], but further investigation is needed to draw 
definitive conclusions. Future work will consider 
modeling of the soft actuator dynamic system to allow 
prediction of the optimal actuation parameters. This work 
will need to consider the transfer function of the 
electromechanical valve and fluid flow conditions. It will 
also be desirable to model the dynamic response of the 
actuator when coupled to the heart.  

REFERENCES 
[1] Payne C.J. et al. Soft robotic ventricular assist device with

septal bracing for therapy of heart failure. Science
Robotics. 2017; Nov(2) eaan6736.

[2] Payne C.J. et al. An implantable extracardiac soft robotic
device for the failing heart: mechanical coupling and
synchronization. Soft Robotics. 2017; Sep(3) 
soro.2016.0076.
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Evaluation of a Soft Helical Actuator Performance with Hard and Soft 

Attachments for Tissue Regeneration 
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INTRODUCTION 
Soft robots have the potential to interact safely within         
dynamic and delicate environments. As such, they can        
be safe to use inside the human body [1], and conform           
to soft tissues and organs, making them well suited to be           
used as implants. These robots may reside inside the         
human body to provide sustained therapy, for example,        
to regenerate tissue via mechanotherapy [2][3].  
In our previous work, we introduced a rigid robotic         
implant and demonstrated it grows a significant length        
of tubular tissue by stretching it [3]. Based on literature          
suggesting that soft implants reduce the fibrotic       
response of the body [4], we advance this technology         
through the development of a soft pneumatic actuator        
that can potentially elongate tubular tissue [2].  
An important factor that has not received sufficient        
attention is the physical interface of an implant to the          
tissue and how this interface affects the performance of         
the implant and ultimately the state of the tissue. Some          
findings suggest that smooth and soft surfaces are likely         
to improve in vivo biocompatibility [3][5][6] and reduce        
inflammation [4], though these studies overlooked the       
functional interplay between the tissue and the       
mechanical function of the implant.  
In this study, we investigate two attachment methods of         
a Soft Helical-Interlayered Actuator (SoPHIA) [2] to a        
cadaveric oesophageal tissue and their effect on the        
performance of this actuator as an implant required to         
stretch tissue in order to induce growth. For more         
detailed information about SoPHIA’s design, function      
and control, please refer to [2]. 

Fig. 1 Attachment systems used in this study. (a-b) Views of           
the Hard Connector-Hard Sleeve (HCHS). (c-d) Views of the         
Hard Connector-Soft Sleeve (HCSS). 

Fig. 2 Experimental setup, attachment and mechatronic       
components. (a) SoPHIA in relaxed and (b) pressurised state         
at 15 kPa for the Radial Actuation Chamber (RAC) and 20           
kPa for the Axial Actuation Chamber (AAC), using HCHS. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Design and Fabrication: 2 types of attachments were        
tested as interfaces between SoPHIA and the       
oesophagus: an entirely plastic connector with      
integrated hard suturing sleeve (HCHS) (Fig. 1 a-b) and         
a plastic connector with a soft polyester sleeve (HCSS)         
that were sutured to the tissue (Fig. 1 c-d). The          
connectors did not contact the esophageal tissue. Both        
sleeves were designed to minimise the amount of tissue         
surface that is covered by the fixation methods. The         
connectors were 3D printed (Mojo Stratasys) out of        
ABS material. The soft sleeves were fabricated out of         
laser cut (Denford-VLS) polyester fabric. For the       
HCSS, the soft sleeve was attached to the connector         
using cyanoacrylate adhesive. All of the designs were        
fixed to the oesophagus by subcuticular continuous       
sutures using surgical thread (Mersil Ethicon-W577)      
(Fig. 2).  
Experimental Setup: The sleeves were fixed to a swine         
oesophageal tissue. Four force sensors (I.E.E. Strain       
Gauge, RS Components) were placed between SoPHIA       
and the ABS connectors (Fig. 2a) to record the amount          
of force that can be exerted with regards to the          
resistance of the ex vivo tissue. Expansion of the soft          
actuator is controlled by a pressure based pneumatic        
system [2]. 
Experimental Procedure: We supplied 25 and 20 kPa        
of pressure to the axial (AAC) and radial actuation         
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chambers (RAC) (Fig. 2b) respectively, in sequence, as        
that is the maximum pressure they can stand before         
failure. Combined pressurisation of the chambers      
caused the actuator to expand up to 25% its original          
size. We performed 3 trials per sleeve design. 

RESULTS 
Characterisation of Traction Forces 
The HCHS exerted a maximum force of 0.15N on the          
tissue, with forces first noticeable at an axial pressure of          
10 kPa and a radial pressure of around 7 kPa (Fig. 3).            
The HCSS exerted similar maximum forces of 0.15N in         
all trials by applying a total (axial and radial) pressure          
of 35 kPa. The forces were linearly related to both axial           
and radial pressure, with forces recorded from 0 kPa for          
both pressures (Fig. 3). The similar maximum forces for         
both sleeve designs confirm that the material selection        
has no impact on the traction force capacity that         
SoPHIA can exert on the tissue. 

Fig.3 Force behaviour vs applied pressure among attachments. 

Fig. 4 (a) Bar chart of average elongations and bending angles           
per attachment method. We obtained 28% (± 0.4) of         
elongation using the HCHS, 26% (± 0.6) using the HCSS and           
26% (± 0.7) using the (b) Soft Connector-Soft Sleeve (SCSS).          
Both, the HCHS and the SCSS showed bending angles of          
15.7° (± 3.1°) and 14.3° (± 1°) respectively, compared to the           
HCSS which bent on average 2° (± 0.6°). 

Elongation and Bending Angle 
We measured the elongation and bending angle of        
SoPHIA, as an indication of its capability to stretch the          
tissue on which it is fixed. With the two designs,          
SoPHIA achieved a similar level of elongation around        
27% (± 1) at the maximum pressurization. In contrast,         
the bending angles varied between the two designs (Fig.         
4). Based on the overall performance metrics, we        
concluded that a soft attachment is most suitable for         
SoPHIA, and fabricated a Soft Connector- Soft Sleeve        
(SCSS), shown in Fig. 4b. The elongation and bending         
angle for the SCSS are also shown in Fig. 4a. While           

SoPHIA’s elongation with HCHS and SCSS were       
consistent, the bending angles differed.  

DISCUSSION 
In this study, we investigated the feasibility of two         
attachment methods and their effect on the tissue        
elongation using a soft helical actuator. We       
demonstrated that a soft sleeve is capable of elongating         
axially (SCSS) and exerting similar traction forces       
(HCSS) as a hard sleeve (HCHS). Moreover, the soft         
sleeve applied forces more gradually which is better        
suited to clinical applications, compared to the sharper        
increase in forces with the hard sleeve, which could         
result in tissue damage. The forces applied by SoPHIA         
on the tissue, regardless of the attachment type, were         
low because of the initial fixation on a relaxed tissue.          
Thus, SoPHIA reached it maximum extension on a        
relatively not tensed tissue. In our experiments, the        
oesophageal tissue works as axial support for the entire         
system. While Fig. 4 indicates that the design of HCSS          
is the most effective for SoPHIA due to the low bending           
angle value, the extent of bending should not affect the          
tissue, but rather the elongation performance of       
SoPHIA. We hypothesise that higher bending angles are        
caused in general, by the manual, and thus less precise,          
fixation of attachments to the oesophageal tissue.       
However, in the in-vivo scenario, we conceive that the         
bending of the actuator will be naturally suppressed by         
the tight arrangement of the organs. We envisage the         
use of SoPHIA with soft tissue attachments to perform         
tissue elongation on tubular tissue via mechanotherapy.       
Next steps include standardisation of the soft       
attachments, advancing the mathematical model of      
SoPHIA and conducting in-vivo evaluation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Biological systems in the human body are elegantly 
perceptive to the timing and location of physiological 
cues and drug release (1). Despite this sensitivity, 
contemporary pharmacological strategies typically 
release the active biological agent in a sustained, 
predefined manner, lacking the precision needed to finely 
modulate physiological and pathological processes, and 
often causing undesired side effects (2). Implantable 
microelectromechanical devices show great promise in 
this regard, providing a means to regulate spatiotemporal 
drug release in response to a pre-programmed schedule, 
a physiological stimulus, or wireless communication 
from a clinician or patient (3, 4). However, these rigid 
devices have inherent limitations in terms of tissue 
placement, and are currently intended for use as 
subcutaneous implants (3). Soft compliant materials have 
distinct advantages over rigid components; they can be 
designed for minimally invasive catheter delivery and 
moulded or shaped to the curvature of the targeted area, 
enabling greater spatial control following device 
placement. Here, we present SoftSwitch, a soft 
implantable device that allows for switchable on/off drug 
delivery in response to a precise actuation stimulus.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Manufacturing: A single-pour lost wax casting technique 
was used. The actuation element was composed of high 
stiffness (Smooth-Sil 950) and low stiffness (Ecoflex 00-
20) silicone to enable unidirectional actuation expansion.
The self-sealing membrane (Ecoflex 00-20) was pre-
stretched to varying strains (0/75%) using a custom rig
and a pore was created using a hypodermic needle (0.24/
1.65 mm). The membrane was then relaxed and bonded
to the drug reservoir with a silicone adhesive (Sil-Poxy).
Device Activation Pressure: Devices were actuated using
a syringe pump (PhD Ultra, Harvard Apparatus) at a slow
infusion rate (100 µl/min) while pressure was measured
(ArgoTrans Model 2). A sudden drop in pressure (>2%
in 1sec) indicated pore opening. This was confirmed by
visual inspection.
Release Studies: Acid red 1 (10mg/mL, Sigma 210633),
HCl (1M), or NaOH (1M) were loaded into the device.
Devices were submerged in water and actuated above
their activation pressure (133mmHg). Release was
quantified by measuring absorbance at 506nm

(SpectraMax M3), or a pH probe (224 Conductivity TDS 
Meter) and universal indicator (Innovating Science 
IS30003). 

RESULTS 
Design and realization of a milli-scale soft drug 
delivery system. Here, we show the realization of a milli-
scale soft drug delivery system (Fig 1a). The device is 
composed of an actuation layer, and a sealed drug 
reservoir. Application of a pneumatic stimulus above a 
predefined pressure threshold opens a self-sealing pore, 
causing localised drug release into the surrounding 
environment. Subsequent pressure evacuation allows the 
pore to close and re-seal (Fig 1b,c). 

Fig. 1 Design and realization of a milli-scale soft drug 
delivery device. (a) The design schematic (left) and realization 
(right) of a milli-scale soft drug delivery device with switchable 
on/off control. (b) An overview of the device mechanism of 
action. The self-sealing pore remains closed when the device is 
at rest. The pore opens when the device is actuated. (c) 
Demonstration of on/off drug release. The pore opens, and drug 
is released when the device is actuated at pressures above a pre-
defined threshold. 

On/off drug release utilising a self-sealing silicone 
membrane. First, we characterized the pressure upon 
which the device will switch to its “on” configuration 
(opening of its self-sealing pore). A Huber needle of a 
defined size was used to create a resealable pore or drug 
exit point in the silicone membrane. Using a pressure 
gauge, we established an inverse relationship between the 
pore size and required opening pressure (Fig 2a). 
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Opening pressure could be further modulated by pre-
straining the silicone membrane before needle insertion 
(Fig 2b). Next, we tested drug release using optimised 
pore size parameters (0.24mm, 75% pre-strain). Devices 
loaded with a model small molecule drug (acid red 1) 
exhibited negligible baseline release over 5 days (“off” 
configuration).  Activation of the device on day 5 caused 
rapid drug release (~60% of loaded cargo). Following 
activation, the device switched back to its “off” 
configuration, and again demonstrated negligible release 
(Fig 2c). 

Fig. 2 On/off drug release utilizing a self-sealing silicone 
membrane. (a) The effect of pore size on device activation 
pressure (n=6), mean ± SD. **** P<0.0001, unpaired, two-
tailed t-test between groups. (b) The effect of pre-strain on 
pressure to open (n=6), mean ± SD. **** P<0.0001, unpaired, 
two-tailed t-test between groups. (c) Demonstration of on/off 
release (n=3). 

Fig. 3 Modulation of physiological pH. (a,b) Controlled 
modulation of pH after sequential activation and deactivation 
of Reservoir A (Acid) and Reservoir B (Base). 

Modulation of physiological parameters. Finally, we 
tested the ability of the device to modulate physiological 
parameters using on/off delivery of drug. Two devices 
loaded with an acid (HCl) and base (NaOH) were 
submerged in water, and the pH was monitored in the 
surrounding fluid. The pH remained constant while the 
devices were in an “off” configuration. Colorimetric 
change of a pH buffer was monitored for visual 
confirmation of pH change (Fig 3a). Activation of 
Reservoir A containing an acid caused a drop in pH, and 
activation of Reservoir B containing a base restored the 
solution to near its starting pH (Fig 3b). 

DISCUSSION 
Simple drug delivery formulations often exhibit a pre-
determined passive release profile, which only matches 
the ideal pharmacokinetic profile of certain drugs (2). 
Furthermore, these preordained formulations do not 
account for disease, patient or anatomical site variability. 
Our device, SoftSwitch, can tailor the treatment course 
accordingly via switchable on/off drug release. It can be 
accurately switched “on” with a precise pneumatic 
stimulus and exhibits negligible drug leakage in the “off” 
configuration even with molecules of low molecular 
weight (506Da). This has been difficult to achieve using 
other  externally controlled soft material systems (2), and 
is an essential requirement for drugs with a narrow 
therapeutic index (5). The activation pressure for the 
“on” configuration can be tightly controlled by the initial 
pore size and degree of pre-stretch. Discrete opening 
pressure is important for device reliability and patient 
safety. Spatial control of drug release could be achieved 
by incorporating multiple reservoirs with different 
switches into the same device, or by designing multiple 
reservoirs in a distinctive geometric pattern. An array of 
reservoirs, each containing the same or separate drugs, 
could be used to finely modulate biological processes. 
Here we demonstrate this capability simply, using pH, 
which may have clinical value in the treatment of cancer 
where pH has been shown to impact tumour gene 
expression (6). This soft platform system could be 
utilised for numerous indications in difficult anatomical 
positions, such as rhythm control for the heart. Indeed, 
device placement in deeper anatomical positions may be 
more suitable so the reservoir is not subjected to excess 
musculoskeletal movement and unintentional opening of 
the drug reservoir. In the future, activation control could 
be achieved by wireless communication to an 
implantable actuation system i.e. an implantable, fully 
integrated, soft device. 
In summary, SoftSwitch demonstrates precise, switchable 
on/off drug delivery to a localized site. This exquisite 
control of drug release shows considerable promise for 
enhancing the therapeutic effects of molecular therapies 
by enabling delivery of a precise dose of the correct cargo 
at the optimal time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Overtubes are commonly used to protect patients from 
trauma due to sharp and harmful objects during inser-
tion and retrieval of surgical instruments as part of en-
doscopic procedures. Typically, overtubes are made 
from semi-rigid plastic. Their inner diameter usually 
matches the outer diameter of the surgical tool to be 
used. The dimensions of existing overtubes are between 
540 – 650 mm (length) and 14.4 – 21 mm (outer diame-
ter), depending on the entry point and the application 
area. For example, overtubes for oesophageal or gastric 
surgeries require longer overtubes than those used for 
the cricopharyngeal area or the airway, which are usual-
ly 25 cm in length. When the surgical area is far away 
from the point of entry i.e. stomach, a longer overtube is 
required [1].The most reported complications associated 
with the use of overtubes are damages to the mucosa 
such as abrasion and tears caused by friction between 
the overtube and the biological environment, especially 
during repeated insertion [2]. Other problems reported 
are tissue perforations and pancreatitis during endoscop-
ic procedures [1].  

Research on so-called overtubes has proven promising 
[3]. The work described here reports on recent ad-
vancements in the new area of eversion-type robots for 
endoscopic surgery. To the best knowledge of the au-
thors, this is the first time an eversion-type inflatable 
overtube is being proposed as an alternative endoscopic 
method, capable of guiding flexible instruments to the 
point of interest inside a patient’s abdominal cavity or 
for the treatment of illnesses of the oesophageal tract.  

We propose an eversion-based, inflatable overtube 
made of a fabric sleeve structure that continuously 
lengthens from the tip significantly extending into the 
cavities. The main advantages of our proposed overtube 
are the increase of the depth of insertion compared to 
previous systems, the compliance to the surroundings 
and the protection of the mucosa from trauma also dur-
ing insertion thanks to the frictionless movement of the 
device [4], [5]. It can also be used in situation where 
multiple flexible tools need to be inserted along a long 
and narrow pathway, i.e., for the treatment of oesopha-
geal food impaction.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The proposed overtube prototype is constructed from 
airtight fabric with an outer diameter of 18 mm and an 
inner diameter of 17 mm; the tube can extend up to 1 m. 
When using current overtubes, the outer surface needs 
to be lubricated before the procedure to lower the fric-
tion and resistance between the overtube and tissue [6]. 

Figure 1 Schematic of the proposed eversion overtube with 
embedded camera: (a)  actuation of overtube until fully 
elongated. 

Similar to work by Okamura and Hawkes the proposed 
design is based on eversion or growing at the tip [7], [8]. 
When compared to existing overtubes, we note that our 
overtube does not need lubricating. The airtight fabric 
sleeve of the proposed overtube folds inside-out at the tip 
when pressurised by air pushing the tip forward and 
outwards, (Fig. 1 (a)) and, hence, no friction occurs be-
tween our overtube and the tissue. The adaptability of 
the device to the biological environment is enhanced, 
thanks to compliance of the soft material used. This can 
help to seal the area where the overtube is employed and 
avoid any gas leakage. Also, the length of the device can 
be tuned controlling the inner pressure of the fabric 
structure, even though, the position of the camera is 
fixed at the very end of the device.  

Another advantage of the proposed device is its cost. 
Low cost materials are used, and, hence, an overtube 
based on the eversion principle is disposable. 

RESULTS 
In our study, we performed experiments to explore the 
feasibility of our overtube prototype. Firstly, we studied 
its capability to pass through a trocar port (standard 12 
mm trocar port), see Fig. 2. Although our overtube 
reaches a diameter of 18mm diameter, when fully in-
flated, it was capable of squeezing through the narrow 
trocar port and continuing to elongate further.  
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Figure 2 Eversion overtube passing through a standard 12 
mm trocar port.

We show that an eversion-type overtube can pass 
through narrow openings and that one overtube (even 
with a large outer diameter) can traverse through trocar 
ports with smaller diameters. Our second experiment 
aimed at investigating the overtube’s compliance and 
bending capability. In these experiments, we blocked 
the straight-line path with obstacles, requiring the over-
tube to change direction. Also, we investigated the abil-
ity of our eversion overtube with regards to elongation 
(Fig. 3). 

Figure 3 Bending of the overtube; (a) when the straight path 
is blocked the overtube bends, (b) an artist’s impression of 
the overtube bending when used in the oesophagus. 

From these experiments we learn that our overtube di-
verts from its straight path, if an obstacle is encoun-
tered. Furthermore, the tested obstruction scenarios did 
not influence the elongation capabilities of the overtube. 
Thus, the overtube can bend and carry on extending 
until fully extended or reaching another obstacle. The 
natural bending of the overtube excludes the need for 
other actuation means such as tendons, which are used 
to control the bending movement of overtubes in other 
work [1]. Once deployed, the hollow inside of the ever-
sion-type overtube can be employed to guide surgical 
tools to the operating site. The results presented here are 
promising and show the feasibility of the proposed ever-
sion-type overtube.  

DISCUSSION 

Our overtube is made from soft material. This combined 
with the principle of an inflatable cylindrical structure 
that the eversion robot evolves into during employment, 
allows us to create a system that is capable of adapting 
its shape to the patient’s inside without imparting undue 
forces on the tissue and organs. Our overtube also 
shows superior performance when compared to other 
approaches with regards to punctures and perforations. 
The new device proves to be highly compliant and ca-

pable of adapting naturally to a given path. Our experi-
ments also show that the length of our overtube sleeve 
can be adjusted by regulating the air that is pumped in-
side. We note that low cost materials are being em-
ployed making the system disposable, further underlin-
ing the suitability of the proposed eversion overtube for 
surgical applications. 

One of the main advantages of our overtube concept is 
its compliance; this avoids unnecessary tissue trauma 
and simplifies the insertion process, since the device 
adapts naturally to a given path. The experiments re-
ported here showed the feasibility of the chosen ap-
proach to pass a camera in to a human’s abdominal 
cavity. We foresee that also other tools such as grasping 
devices can be transferred in a similar way. Although 
the experiments described here are initial, the concept is 
promising. Future work will focus on the internal fric-
tion caused by the instruments during their insertion 
through the overtube, and the integration of our device 
with existing surgical tools. We also aim to use this 
overtube in a preclinical study to evaluate its suitability 
in a more realistic setting. 
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Design of a Robotic Balloon-catheter Endoscope for Sinus Procedures 
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INTRODUCTION 
Over 30 million cases of Chronic RhinoSinusitis (CRS) 
occur annually in the U.S. [1, 2]. This condition 
involves blockage of the sinuses resulting in 
accumulation of mucus, pain and susceptibility to 
infection. Diagnosis often involves transnasal 
endoscopic examination of the sinuses. Subsequent 
treatment can also involve endoscopically-guided 
balloon dilation of the sinus ostia. This procedure, 
balloon catheter sinuplasty (BCS), has proven to be 
feasible, safe and effective [3], and the trend to perform 
this technique in treating CRS has largely increased in 
recent years [4].  
The procedure can be challenging to perform, however, 
since endoscopic inspection of the airways (seeing 
around corners) as well as endoscopically-guided 
balloon positioning remain awkward (Fig. 1a). To 
address these challenges, transcutaneous illumination is 
often used to confirm the balloon catheter is properly 
placed before inflating the balloon [5]. And although 
there are flexible endoscopes on the market, poor 
imaging quality has limited their adoption. 
Toward addressing this need, this paper introduces a 
concept for a multi-segment endoscopic balloon catheter 
that is able to crawl through the sinuses. The scalable 
robot design is described along with experiments that 
demonstrate that it can crawl through flexible lubricated 
tubes and navigate through a simplified model of the 
nasal passages while providing an endoscopic view of 
its path.  

Fig. 1. Balloon catheter Sinuplasty (BCS) used to open 
blocked sinus ostia. (a) Current procedure – rigid endoscope is 
used to guide balloon catheter into ostia. (b) Robotic 
endoscope navigating through model of sinuses to reach 

frontal sinus. Chip camera mounted on balloon-catheter robot 
provides tip view during navigation.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The proposed design, different from the other crawling 
medical robots [6 - 8], is comprised of two buckling 
balloons as anchor units connected by a linearly-
expanding balloon as the actuator unit to control the 
movement. The distal buckling balloon can also be used 
for dilation of the sinus ostia. The prototype and the 
design parameters are shown in Fig. 2. This prototype 
was built at 2X scale to facilitate fabrication and testing.  

Fig. 2. Robotic balloon-catheter endoscope. Locomotion is 
achieved by first expanding the linear-actuator balloon when 
the proximal anchor balloon is inflated and the distal anchor 
balloon is deflated. Next, the distal balloon is inflated, the 
proximal balloon is deflated and then the linear actuator is 
deflated.  

The three balloon units, fabricated as shown in Fig. 3, 
are made of a soft polyethylene membrane (Pregis 
Corp.) with a camera embedded in the distal anchor 
balloon. The robot has a tether comprised of three 2mm 
OD silicone tubes for inflating and deflating the 
balloons and wiring for the camera. In the current 
prototype, the tether also includes nylon tendons for 
steering the distal anchor balloon. Future versions will 
employ differential inflation of balloon chambers to 
produce steering.  
One full cycle of forward locomotion is comprised of 
the six steps. The steps consist of sequentially inflating 
the proximal anchor, linear actuator and the distal 
anchor and then sequentially deflating the proximal 
anchor, the linear actuator and the distal anchor. To 
execute turning of the distal section for visualization of 
the workspace or for navigating around a corner, the 
proximal anchor is inflated and the distal anchor is 
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deflated. Differential tension is applied to the tendons to 
achieve the desired bending. To lock in the tip direction, 
the distal anchor is then inflated.  

Fig. 3. Balloon fabrication. (a) Anchor balloon is made from 
two pieces of membrane. (b) Heat sealing on marker lines 
creates three chambers. (c) Chambers are sealed on proximal 
and distal edges. (d) Chambers are sealed longitudinally to 
create cylindrical balloon. (e) Linear actuator is fabricated 
from 8 chambers sealed to each other around circular 5mm 
diameter port. (f) Connected chambers. (g) Final chamber 
shape is hexagonal.  

To evaluate the prototype, we tested its ability to 
locomote through three environments. The first 
experiment consisted of crawling through a rigid tube. 
Since tissues are soft, we next tested the system inside a 
thin flexible silicone tube. In both cases, we lubricated 
the interior of the tubes to mimic the slipperiness of 
mucus-lined passages. Finally, we tested the ability of 
the system to navigate inside the curved passages of a 
phantom model of the sinuses.  

RESULTS 
Robot control was performed via sequential inflation 
and deflation of the balloons via control tubes attached 
to syringes. Inflation / deflation times for all balloons is 
less than one second and there was no observable delay 
time between syringe motion and balloon response.  
Fig. 4 presents the three experiments conducted for 
evaluating the robot. Syringe operation was performed 
manually and was the limiting factor with respect to 
robot speed, which averaged 1.5mm/sec. We are 
currently implementing microprocessor control of 
motorized syringe actuation. We demonstrated 
navigation to the frontal sinus in our phantom model, 
which required the robot to make turns. The current 
prototype can produce follow curves with a 35mm 
radius of curvature.   

DISCUSSION 
This paper provides proof of concept results for the 
design of an endoscopic balloon catheter for navigating 
in the sinuses. We demonstrated the ability to crawl 
inside lubricated soft tubes and in a model of the sinus 
passages.  

The use of a soft robotic balloon with integrated sensing 
can provide a number of advantages over the current 
approach in which a rigid endoscope is inserted in 
parallel with a standard balloon catheter. The robotic 
balloon endoscope can traverse the sinuses with 
minimal trauma while providing the ability to both 
visualize and navigate around corners. Furthermore, the 
robot can also be used to perform balloon dilation inside 
the sinuses with the embedded camera providing 
accurate localization of the dilation.  

Fig. 4. Experimental results. (a) Crawling through a 
lubricated, but rigid tube. (b) Crawling through a lubricated 
soft silicone tube. (c) Balloon catheter navigating to the frontal 
sinus in a 3D-printed planar model of the sinuses.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a disease of the 
human's main blood vessel causing the artery to bulge 
and eventually burst, causing life-threatening bleeding. 
The aorta can be repaired either through open surgery or 
Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) with the use of an 
endovascular stent graft [1]. Endovascular Aneurysm 
Repair (EVAR) has become the preferred minimally 
invasive AAA treatment due to advantages over open 
surgery including less blood loss, shorter surgery time 
and reduced mortality within the first 30 days [2]. 
However, patients that undergo an EVAR procedure are 
subject to long-term complications, such as stent-graft 
migration [3]. A stent graft migration can lead to loss of 
fixation and Type I endoleaks. The number of affected 
patients has decreased from 3-28% [1] to about 8.6% in 
recent years due to aortic stent-grafts with proximal 
fixation [4]. However, studies show that reinterventions 
are required for ca. 24% of patients [5] and hand-sewn 
anastomosis (conducted in open surgery) outperforms 
any stent design with  proximal fixation [6]. 
In this work, we propose a novel design of a 
collaborative suturing catheter for EVAR allowing 
single-sided suturing during a minimally invasive 
intervention. The device has great potential to deliver a 
continuous suturing pattern around the artery 
circumference inside the aortic root (see Figure 1). 
Here, we describe the robotic mechanism of a large-
scale suturing catheter module to demonstrate its 
feasibility. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Our suturing device consists of two modules/parts as 
shown in Figure 1: a suturing and positioning catheter 
module. Each module is mounted onto a catheter tip and 
inserted through the femoral arteries on each side of the 
groin into the abdominal aorta. The large-scale 
prototype of the positioning module has a length of 
95 mm serving two purposes: (i) The tip acts as an 
anchor to the aortic wall and has a partly hollow, 
cylindrical structure (diameter: 85 mm) allowing blood 
flow during the suturing procedure; (ii) The shaft of the 
positioning module (diameter: 30 mm) is equipped with 
an embedded actuated rotary joint with a platform made 
of ferromagnetic material on one side. 

Fig. 1 Modular suturing system composed of a positioning and 
suturing catheter module. Each module can be inserted 
through the femoral arteries into the abdominal aorta where 
the device assembles. The top and front (small figure) view of 
the large-scale prototype of the modular suturing catheter 
shows the rotary shaft and suturing mechanism which are 
tendon-driven and integrated in a robotic pulley system.  

The suturing catheter module connects to this platform 
via an electromagnetic component integrated inside the 
suturing module. During the suturing process, the 
positioning catheter provides a stable location for the 
suturing catheter module allowing a full rotation around 
the shaft of the positioning module. This prototype is 
made of Polylactic Acid (PLA) using an Ultimaker 2. 
Hence, the tip (anchor) of the positioning module is 
entirely rigid. It is envisaged to replace this part with a 
soft inflatable robot to allow size reductions to the 
diameter of the module's shaft when inserting and 
retrieving this catheter module. 
The suturing catheter module builds on our previous 
work in [7] creating new kinematic structures for a 
single, one-sided stitching device. Here, our prototype 
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has a length of 90 mm and diameter of 30 mm. An 
embedded electromagnet (Uxcell XRN-XP DC 12 V 
2.5 kgf) is integrated into the tip connecting the suturing 
module to the ferromagnetic platform of the positioning 
module. The needle has a semi-circular shape rotating 
via its center point. The eye of the needle is located at 
the tip of the needle feeding the suture thread into the 
looper. The looper has an arc shape rotating around an 
axis passing through the arc center point. Protrusions on 
the looper arc secure the suture thread and keep the loop 
open so the needle passes inside the loop. The suturing 
module is made of Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 
fabricated by a FORMIGA P 110, EOS. 
The suturing module follows a four-step process to 
perform one stitch: The default set-up of the module is 
shown in Figure 1 (bottom left), where the needle is 
inside the device and a suture thread is fed through the 
eye and forms an initial loop through the looper. The 
needle then rotates through the tissue until a reaches the 
looper where a new loop is created. During the final 
step, the needle returns to the default position. 

RESULTS 
The large-scale suturing catheter shown in Figure 1 is 
experimentally validated inside a large-scale aorta 
phantom environment which has a cylindrical shape 
with a diameter of 80 mm, length of 150 mm and 
thickness of 2.2 mm (see Figure 2(a)). The phantom was 
made of Ecoflex 00-30 silicone (Smooth-On, Inc., 
Easton, PA). The suturing device is inserted into the 
phantom vessel. All experiments are performed with a 
5/0 monofilament polypropylene suture thread using a 
sample of a Uni-Graft KDV by B. Braun.     
After the suturing catheter performed a number of 
stitches, the phantom vessel was cut along the 
longitudinal axis to assess the suture pattern. 
Figures 2(b)-(c) show the experimental results. The 
catheter performed five stitches along 30 mm of the 
vessel circumference. Each stitch has been successfully 
executed creating a sequence of intersecting loops. 
Using an electronic scale, the strength of the suture was 
measured. The suture was able to withstand forces of 
17.45 N before the suture ruptured. 
The experiments showed that the large-scale suturing 
catheter is able to successfully perform a suture pattern 
inside a phantom vessel. The positioning module 
provides stability for the suturing module. Even with a 
few stitches along a short length, the suture strength 
performs better than a number of self-fixed stent-grafts. 

DISCUSSION 
This paper has presented the novel design, development 
and testing of a new suturing catheter for EVAR 
allowing single-sided suturing in a minimally invasive 
way. Future work will aim to reduce this large-scale 
prototype so that the final diameter of the catheter is 
within 7 mm. This includes the creation of a soft robotic 
mechanism/structure for the positioning module that can 
be crimped or folded when introducing the catheter into 
the femoral artery and, then, inflated inside the aorta.  

(a) 

(b) 

(c)                                               (d) 
Fig. 2 (a) Experimental setup with the suturing catheter inside 
a phantom vessel made of Ecoflex 00-30 silicone. (b) Side 
view of the suturing catheter with the open phantom vessel. 
Close-up side views show (c) the successful suture and (d) the 
insertion of the needle into the phantom.. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The geometry of the bone surface plays an important role 
in registration for robotic assisted knee replacement. In 
order to map out the bone surface, an optically tracked 
probe is often used to collect points on the bone surface. 
Since this procedure is done manually by the surgeon, the 
surface points cannot be updated in real time. To solve 
this problem, most of the commercial orthopaedic robot 
systems, such as Mako (Stryker Corp.) and Navio (Smith 
& Nephew PLC), require optical markers inserted into 
the target bones so that the registration result is projected 
into the marker frame to enable real-time updates. 
However, the insertion of markers into the bone 
inevitably increases the operating time and may result in 
complications such as infection and fracture [1][2].  

Depth sensing, with the ability of real-time spatial 
mapping, can free surgeons from having to manually 
scan the bone surface using a digitising probe. The high 
mapping frequency also makes it possible to track the 
target bone in real time without the need for markers. 
However, depth sensing captures the whole geometry of 
the environment it can see, so correctly extracting the part 
that needs to be tracked represents the key to adoption for 
depth sensing in orthopaedic registration. 

In this paper, we aim to realise automatic segmentation 
of depth images of the surgical site in order to extract the 
bone surface geometry for registration. In recent years, 
deep learning has achieved state-of-the-art performances 
in image processing tasks such as image classification, 
segmentation, and object detection [3][4][5]. Our 
segmentation method is thus based on deep learning. We 
collected and labelled depth images from a cadaveric 
knee for network training. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A depth image is a map describing the spatial geometry 
of the environment. Like RGB images, a depth image is 
also a matrix of pixels, or points, each of which contains 
three values. But the values of a pixel are the x, y and z 
coordinates of that point relative to the depth camera 
rather than RGB channels. As depth images and RGB 
images share the same data structure, the deep learning 
network for depth image segmentation can adopt the 
architectures that perform well on RGB images. However, 
as a relatively new imaging modality, depth sensing does 
not have many labelled datasets, and those for medical 
purposes are even fewer. Thus, a suitable depth image 
dataset for network training is first required.  

To obtain the reference structure for the knee joint, we 
used a depth camera (Intel RealSense D415) to collect 
depth images from a cadaveric knee. Our application for 
access to human tissue samples was approved by the 
tissue bank of Imperial College. A normal incision was 
made over the front of the knee and the patella was 
pushed aside to expose the distal femur. We changed the 
position and angle of the knee several times during image 
collection and took depth images from different positions 
to increase the diversity of the data. These depth images 
were labelled by adding a fourth value to each pixel, with 
1 representing the pixel is on the femur and 0 otherwise, 
and data augmentation by flipping and rotation was 
applied. The dataset contains more than 2,000 labelled 
depth images and is randomly divided into three groups 
for network training, validation and testing. 

The deep learning network we built for depth image 
segmentation adopts the architecture called “U-Net” [6], 
which is a fully convolutional network that has a 
symmetric U shape, as shown in Fig. 1. On the left side 
are typical convolutional and pooling layers that increase 
features and contract resolution, while the right side 
contains deconvolutional layers to increase resolution, 
which are then concatenated with high resolution features 
from the left side to assemble a more precise output. The 
last layer is a 1×1 convolutional layer with a sigmoid 
activation which maps all the features of a pixel to a value 
between 0 and 1, which represents the probability of that 
pixel belonging to the femur. The loss function is defined 
as the mean of the squared pixel errors. The network is 
implemented using TensorFlow [7], and the Adam 
optimiser [8] is used for training. 

Fig. 1 Network architecture for depth image segmentation. The 
horizontal numbers are the channel numbers of the feature maps, 
and the vertical numbers are their resolutions. The input is a 
128×128 depth image, and the output is the prediction mask 
with the same resolution. 
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RESULTS 
After training the segmentation network for 250 epochs, 
the validation error stopped decreasing. The last part of 
the labelled dataset was used to test the segmentation 
performance. A mean loss of 0.0082 was achieved, and 
to calculate the segmentation accuracy, the output masks 
were converted to binary by using a pixel threshold of 0.5. 
The average dice similarity coefficient (DSC) between 
the output masks and the labels is 92.8%. Fig. 2 shows 
the segmentation results of some depth images chosen 
from the testing dataset. 

 
Fig. 2 Segmentation results of the depth images. Three rows are 
three group of results from different viewing positions. First 
column: RGB images of the knee joint. Second column: the 
depth images (blue) with labelled points (ground truths, 
magenta). Third column: the depth images (blue) with predicted 
femur points (cyan). Fourth column: the ground truths (red), the 
predictions (green) and their overlays (yellow). 

DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we proposed a deep learning based 
segmentation method for depth images of the knee 
anatomy. A fully convolutional network was built for 
end-to-end segmentation, and the training dataset was 
collected from a cadaveric knee. After training, the 
segmentation network performed well on testing data, 
with an average DSC of 92.8%. 

Segmentation is important for medical image analysis as 
it identifies the target anatomical structure for further 
diagnosis or treatment plan. Studies on deep-learning 
based segmentation of medical images such as MRI and 
CT scans have achieved promising accuracy. For 
example, Roth et al. [9] achieved an overall accuracy of 
89.3% (DSC) on CT segmentation using a fully 
convolutional network.  Bao et al. [10] used a multi-scale 
patch-wise convolutional network for brain MRI 
segmentation and achieved an overall DSC of 85%. 
Using a similar ‘V-Net’ architecture, Milletari et al. [11] 
achieved an average DSC of 86.9% on segmentation of 
prostate MRI scans. Although our result cannot be 
compared with the results of other studies directly due to 
different imaging modalities and different datasets, the 
segmentation accuracy looks promising. As the purpose 
of our depth image segmentation is for intra-operative 

orthopaedic registration, the final assessment of the 
segmentation can be obtained in further registration 
experiments.  

The main limitation of this study is the lack of labelled 
data. As a new imaging modality, depth imaging is still 
rarely applied in medicine, despite its potential to 
reconstruct anatomical structures in real time. To our 
knowledge, this is the first study on segmentation of 
depth images of the surgical scene, which means a 
training dataset had to be generated specifically for this 
study. Although real human specimens were used and 
data augmentation was conducted, the data may still be 
somewhat artificial and not sufficiently diverse. Given 
more data from real surgical scenarios, the segmentation 
results could be more reliable and convincing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Galen is a cooperatively-controlled robotic platform 
designed for precise microsurgery [1]. With the aid of 
hand tremor cancellation and adaptable geometric 
constraints the system has the potential of enabling the 
wider use of minimally invasive surgery (MIS) with 
inherent benefits for the patient and surgeon. Intuitive 
operation, small footprint and ability to work with 
standard surgical instruments lead to minimal disturbance 
to the established workflows [1]. These benefits make the 
Galen a versatile robotic platform for multiple disciplines, 
including otolaryngology, neurosurgery and similar fields 
where high-precision and accuracy are crucial.  
Conceptualized at Johns Hopkins University (JHU) and 
licensed for commercial development by Galen Robotics, 
Inc. in 2016, the system has undergone a series of design 
improvements on the path to commercialization. This 
paper explores this transition of the Galen Platform from 
the lab bench to the OR as well as the technical, market 
and user-driven factors that guided the design process. 
Disclaimer: The Galen platform is under development by 
Galen Robotics, Inc. and is not for commercial sale. 

DESIGN PROCESS 
1- Robotic ENT Microsurgery System (REMS)
a) Needs identification
The REMS was designed to address the challenges in
minimally invasive otolaryngology procedures. Delicate
and millimeter-scale anatomy is often accessed through
natural orifices or by drilling through bone concealing
highly-sensitive anatomy. Manipulation of these delicate
structures requires extreme caution as hand tremor and
accidental contact with other anatomies can create adverse
complications. These risks, amplified by difficult
ergonomics and prolonged procedures, may overweigh
the potential benefits of certain interventions.

b) Implementation
Developed at the JHU LCSR, the REMS is the initial
surgical robot prototype for ENT in the Galen family.
While the core technology of cooperatively controlled
“steady-hand” robots is well established, the REMS is the
first application of this technology in otolaryngology, to
our knowledge [1]. The REMS incorporates five degrees-
of-freedom (DOF) for manipulation of standard surgical
instruments: two one-DOF rotational stages are connected
to a delta parallel system for three-DOF Cartesian
positioning. The overall size of the REMS was determined
by its work volume which is roughly the size of a human
skull. In order to demonstrate different surgical setups, the
REMS was integrated onto the Preoperative Positioning

System (PPS) that allowed the work volume of the REMS 
to be aligned with the surgical site using a motorized 
frame [2]. 

Fig. 1, 2 Standalone REMS (left) and REMS + PPS (right) 
c) Evaluation
The REMS has been tested through several cadaver and
phantom-based studies that simulated microlaryngeal
surgery, sinus surgery and vessel anastomosis. A few prior
publications have addressed the resolution, accuracy,
stiffness and disruption to existing surgical workflows [1-
3].  The robot achieved 0.140 mm translational and 0.0011
rad mean error after calibration [1]. It has also been shown
that the REMS improved the peer-reviewed performance
of novice surgeons during an anastomosis task by more
than threefold [1]. The results of these studies, along with
the personal reviews by around 100 surgeons have led to
the following conclusions:

- The assumed needs have been verified: Certain
otolaryngology interventions are error-prone, require
difficult ergonomics and are too time consuming.

- The REMS serves as a valid test-bed to demonstrate
the benefits of robotic assistance in otolaryngology
surgeries, including decreased error rates, improved
ergonomics and time savings.

2- Galen Mk. 1
a) Needs identification
Following commercialization, a new market research
effort, backed by surgeon reviews outside otolaryngology
revealed that the underlying technology of the REMS
could also be useful in other disciplines, including spine
and neurosurgery. These procedures often deal with larger
anatomies and may require heavier instruments than those
used in ENT. These findings, along with the identified
improvements to user interface, mobility and cosmetics
drove the design of the next prototype: Galen Mk. 1.
b) Implementation
In order to meet the larger spatial and force requirements
of spine and neurosurgery, the design of Galen Mk.1
included sturdier structural elements, higher performance
actuators, as well as a 250% larger work volume over the
REMS. Furthermore, the following design changes were
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implemented to improve the user experience and 
workflow: 
- Non-motorized, weight-balanced PPS for more

intuitive coarse positioning
- All electronics self-contained within the robot body
- Adjustable touch screen for user interface
- Skins for easy cleaning

Fig. 3, 4 Galen Mk. 1 concept and implementation 
c) Evaluation
The Galen Mk. 1 was demonstrated to more than 80
international surgeons at the 2017 American Academy of
Otolaryngology (AAO) Annual Meeting in Chicago, IL.
The reception was positive particularly in reference to the
robot’s feel and performance. The main criticisms were
the large footprint and the compliance of the PPS.

The robot has been shown to reduce unwanted tool-to-
tissue forces that cause complications in microsurgery. In 
a study that measured lateral forces applied to the incus 
during placement and crimping of a stapes prosthesis, a 
decrease from 469.3 to 272.2 mN during crimping was 
reported when using the robot versus freehand [4]. 

3- Galen Mk. 2
a) Needs identification
Having the market needs and the potential benefits of the
system reverified by a larger and more diverse sample of
users, the next step towards a commercial medical device
involved the determination of the requirements and a
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) in
compliance with the FDA regulations. In addition to
design improvements to comply with these regulations,
the next prototype also needed an overhaul of the PPS to
alleviate the user criticism relating to the large footprint,
insufficient stiffness and the time-consuming coarse
position adjustment process.

Fig. 5, 6 Galen Mk. 2 concept and implementation 
b) Implementation
The third-generation prototype of the robotic platform, the
Galen Mk. 2 has completely eliminated the PPS for coarse
positioning. Instead, the active delta stage was enlarged

accordingly to make up for it. The resulting system is 
simpler, stiffer and has a smaller footprint. 

In order to mitigate the identified hazards and satisfy 
regulatory requirements the new design includes safety 
circuits, joint brakes and redundant encoders on all axes. 
Finally, a new force sensor accommodates larger loads, 
allowing for a broader set of applications. 

c) Evaluation
Several studies are in progress using the Mk. 2 to evaluate
its utility in otolaryngology as well as in neurosurgery and
orthopedics. Verification tests and early cadaveric studies
have shown improved utility over its predecessors due to
increased work volume, repeatability and stiffness.

Fig. 7 Cadaveric transoral thyroidectomy study with Mk. 2 

DISCUSSION 
Through the translational research efforts and the 
consequent commercial development, the Galen’s 
potential in overcoming the challenges of minimally 
invasive otolaryngology surgeries has been demonstrated. 
To hit the next milestone of human trials, the development 
will be focused on regulatory compliance and integration 
into established hospital workflows. The team has 
identified design improvements in sterility, usability and 
maintainability, accordingly. 

Close coordination between engineers and surgeons has 
been instrumental in navigating Galen’s path from the lab 
bench to the OR. The authors believe that the many 
discoveries and setbacks along the way will be well 
justified in helping real patients. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The current generation of surgeons requires extensive 
training in teleoperation to develop specific dexterous 
skills, which are independent of medical knowledge. 
Training curricula progress from manipulation tasks to 
simulated surgical tasks [1]–[3] but are limited in time 
due to the need for proper mentoring for each trainee. 
We propose to integrate surgical robotic training 
together with Haptic Feedback (HF), as is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The reason is that a good use of HF during 
training can improve skill acquisition [4]–[7]. 

Figure 1. Full dry and wet lab approach (non-clinical setup) of 
our complete robotic surgery training system. During the 
execution of the surgical gestures the highlighted haptic 
feedback loop transmit to the surgeon trainee timely 
information about his/her performance. 

In this paper we introduce an exploratory work on a 
portable haptic device designed to offer hand guidance 
in 3D space. The idea is that the HF can be felt by the 
trainee “as if” a force was directing his/her entire hand 
through of the surgical gesture execution. 
Mainly, we create HF signals by stretching the skin of a 
pair of fingers (e.g., Thumb-Index). Our haptic device 
acts on the finger pads of the fingertips (see Fig. 2), in 
order to stimulate the cutaneous mechanoreceptors. 

Figure 2. The colored areas indicate the jargon for different 
zones of the human fingertips (i.e., finger tip and finger pad). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The device consists of a pair of servomotors mounted in 
a 3D printed handle, as shown in Fig. 3. Each motor 
rotates a lever arm to stimulate the trainee’s finger pads 
of the thumb and index distal phalanges, while the 
trainee holds it in his/her hand.  
The stimulations, called haptic signals, consist of to 
stretch the skin on the finger pads by rotating through a 
semicircular arc (see schema in Fig. 3). Thus, different 
movements of the arms give to the user the sensation 
that their hand is being pulled in certain directions. We 
called these senstations haptic cues. 

Figure 3. Scheme for one actuator of the haptic device 
(working principle) and views of the entire device. 

The experiment presented here aims to identify two key 
aspects: (1) cue saliencies or cue clarity; and (2) if there 
is a common perception of tactile cues between users. 
The first aspect is related to stimulus-cue repeatability 
by the users, while the second one is related to the 
identification of a common stimulus-cue set among 
different users. 
We investigate the feasibility to induce three types of 
hand movements, or 3 Degrees of Freedom (DoF). 
Namely: right/left wrist twisting; hand moving 
forward/backward; and hand tilting up/down. 
The experiment involved 8 right-handed engineers. 24 
different stimuli were applied in a pseudorandom 
sequence of 240 stimuli per trial (each stimulus 10 
times). Trials included two time breaks in order to 
release the device, relax the hand, and continue the 
experiment. 
For each haptic signal (i.e., stimulation induced), users 
reported the cue felt from six empirically predetermined 
options: (1-2) hand moving Forward/Backward; 
(3-4) Tilt Up/Down; and (5-6) Twist Left/Right. 
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During the trial, the users trigger each haptic stimulus 
by using a key of a computer keyboard. Then, the cue 
felt was reported by a “number key” assigned.  
Sumarizing the test method, we executed a system 
identification procedure to investigate the responses of 
the tactile sense of each user. Our aim was to identify 
stimuli-cues that can be used as commands to guide the 
user’s hand in 6 different directions (i.e., in 3 DoF). 

RESULTS 
Each trial took about 45 minutes plus extra time for the 
familiarization with the procedure. People were 
constrained to select between 6 possible directions. It 
was noticeable that most of the time participants chose a 
direction after triggering each stimulus just 1 or 2 times. 
The multidimensional nature of the results is expressed 
by colored marks in a two-dimensional map (Fig. 4). 
The meaning of the features of this map are: 
x the colors encode the type of cue most often 

selected by the users (e.g., hand pulled 
Forward/Backward, hand Tilt Up/Down, and hand 
Twist Left/ Right). 

x the x-y location of each mark corresponds to a 
combination of angular displacement for each 
servomotor (stimulus related). 

x the mark size represents the cue saliency or cue 
clarity. The bigger diamonds correspond to the 
most salient cues.  

 

 
 
Figure 4. Cues identified by 8 users in the exploratory 
experiment. The mark size relates to cue saliency, the color to 
cue type, and the location to stimulus direction and magnitude 
(servomotor actuation). 
 
From the data obtained in this exploratory study, we can 
agree that the device is able to induce at least two clear 
tactile cues, called hand Twist Left and hand Twist 
Right. These two cues are very salient for several 
combinations of servomotor values (see the 2nd and 4th 
quadrants of the Actuation-Cues Map), identified more 
than 85% of the time.  

Conversely, the cues labeled as hand Tilt Up and hand 
moves Backward, are not as salient but are present. For 
the remaining cues, hand moves Forward and hand Tilt 
Down, it seems that a trend appears, then this haptic 
device deserves more research. 

DISCUSSION 
Interestingly, our haptic device is able to induce a 
directional cue (i.e., a feeling of direction) without prior 
training. Thus, the principle of skin stretch [8], [9] 
explored here allows us to envisage ungrounded and 
low-cost haptic devices for hand guidance.  
In the experiment some people had problems with the 
thumb, which occasionally slipped out from the haptic 
device. This issue can be related to the symmetrical 
arrangement of the device. A modified device with a 
better ergonomics is foreseen for future test campaigns. 
A good alternative is proposed in [10] using 4 motors.  
To conclude, we see the Haptic Feedback (HF) as a key 
ingredient of our recipe for surgical robotic training. 
There is potential for HF to speed training times for 
surgeon residents, while increasing development of 
relevant visual-motor skills. Our ongoing work is 
related to integrate the HF in the RAVEN II platform. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Robotic-Assisted Partial Nephrectomy (RAPN) 
tumours are excised from the kidney while aiming to 
preserve organ functionality. Ultrasound (US) 
imagining is used as an intraoperative technique to 
identify and outline of the tumour. During RAPN with 
the da Vinci Surgical System (Sunnyvale, CA), US 
images are acquired using a “drop-in” US probe which 
is passed through the instrument port. The EndoWrist® 
Pro-Grasp Forceps Gripper is commonly used to grasp 
this kind of probe and to swipe it on the surface of the 
kidney. During scanning, given the morphology of the 
kidney, slippages are common, and repositioning of the 
probe is often needed.  
In this paper, we build on previous work [1] where 
Pneumatically Attachable Flexible (PAF) Rails were 
introduced. We propose a software architecture 
customized for PAF to automate track-guided US 
scanning leading towards better workflow. Our 
architecture is designed to automatically grasp the PAF 
rail and to place it on the tissue. After autonomous pick-
and-place of the system, the probe can be used for 
scanning, sliding the probe along the PAF rail. The 
architecture relies on a calibrated environment and on 
vision as input of a gradient-based planning algorithm. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Calibration and Visual Feedback - Calibration is 
needed to link the vision system and measurements 
from it with robot kinematics data. The stereo 
endoscope is calibrated using conventional camera 
calibration [2]. For the transformation between the 
camera and robot frame, we select a specific point cloud 
and, knowing the coordinate of points in the different 
reference frames, the calibration problem can be 
formulated as a point cloud registration problem [3]. 
The proposed system presents a visual interface which 
allows the surgeon to select the current position of the 
PAF rail and the location where it should be placed on 
the organ’s surface. Selection of the grasping site 
represents the input to the system.  
The coordinates of the selected points are then 
triangulated and reconstructed in the 3D space using the 
stereo endoscope. They can then be used as targets for 
the pick and place task using the calibration 
transformations. In parallel, the kidney is segmented 
both in the left and right frame and the local features are 
extracted using the SURF algorithm [4] for both frames. 
The two points clouds are triangulated, reconstructed 
and translated in the robot reference frame and used as 
the target for the placement phase.  

Figure 1 – Schematic representation of the proposed 
system. The PAF rail is located on the kidney surface and 
the model of US-probe is equipped with an adaptor. This 
allows the surgeon to properly grasp the probe with the 
Pro-Grasp tool and slide the probe in the rail. 

Gradient-based Planning - Our algorithm takes as input 
the current and desired positions of the PAF rail defined 
by the surgeon and allows the robot to grasp it and 
position it on the kidney’s surface accordingly. Notably, 
we have not considered the effects of physiological 
motion on the organ. However, in consideration of the 
future work we will conduct in this direction, we have 
decided to choose a fast planning algorithm to allow 
rapid re-planning, hence, to tackle the position 
uncertainty associated with motion in vivo. 
At each time step, given the current location of the 
tooltip in the Cartesian space, we computed an 
intermediate position, through the gradient-based 
approach, located at a distance called next-translation. 
If the target is within the next-translation distance, the 
new Cartesian position is the target itself. Similarly, for 
the orientation, we compute an intermediate target as 
the rotation necessary to change the current orientation 
of the tooltip to the target one. Given the morphology of 
the system paired with the organ we defined as the 
target orientation the one along the x-axis (direction 
shown in Fig. 1). The intermediate rotation, the 
next-rotation, is parameterized as the angular rotation 
that needs to be performed to reach the target 
orientation. Due to the design of the grasping slot of the 
PAF rail, it is important to correctly grasp the system 
with the tooltip in the proper orientation, to guarantee an 
effective grasp. Hence, after the grasp-acquisition step, 
the orientation is never more than a small angle away 
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from the desire targeted organ surface orientation. We 
assume that the orientation of the PAF rail in the 
operating area before the grasp can be controlled by the 
surgeon’s assistance through the pressure pipe. Using 
cisst-saw library [5], we compute the Cartesian Jacobian 
and the rotational Jacobian, which show how the 
changes in the joint angles effect the final pose of the 
tooltip in the Cartesian space. Rotations are given in 
angle-axis representation. The parameters next-transl 
and next-rot, associated with the next-translation 
distance and the next-rotation angles respectively, 
guarantee that the intermediate tool tip pose is close to 
the current one. Hence, it is possible to linearize our 
problem using Equation 1, where Jtr and Jr are the 
Cartesian and rotational Jacobian defined above, and Δtr 
and Δr the desired translation and rotation to move the 
end effector to the intermediate target. The da Vinci 
robotic arm has 6 DoFs and an ordinary least-squares 
regression is used to compute the required joint changes 
necessary to satisfy the equation. 

(1) 

RESULTS 

A dataset of 40 acquisitions has been recorded to test 
the overall architecture. To recreate the surgical 
scenario, the experiment was defined as follows (see 
Fig. 2): 1 - the PAF rail is randomly inserted inside the 
field of view of the stereo-endoscope; 2 - the operator 
triggers the motion of the robot selecting on screen the 
desired position of the PAF rail on the targeted kidney; 
3 - The robot grasps the PAF rail; 4 – it moves toward 
the target organ; 5 - The robot place the PAF rail on the 
organ surface according to the position previously 
selected through the interface. The task in consider 
successfully completed once the PAF rail is in suction 
and is correctly positioned on the kidney’s surface. The 
experiment had a success rate of 35 acquisitions over 40 
(Fig. 3), while in the remaining 5/40 the tooltip was not 
able to reach the rail to complete the grasp. The average 
completion time among all the successful acquisitions 
was 42 seconds. 

Figure 2 – Representation of the different step of the pick 
and place task. 

Figure 3 – Representation of the Cartesian position of the 
tooltip in the workspace in meters. The 35 successful 
acquisitions are represented. 

DISCUSSION 

The experiments presented in this paper show that the 
autonomous pick-and-place of the PAF rail system is 
feasible. We showed that the proposed software 
architecture can be successfully used to locate the PAF 
rail in the environment, to place it in a desired position, 
as well as to move the robotic instruments accordingly 
based on the calibrated environment and on a gradient-
based trajectory planned on the fly. The results obtained 
show a success rate of 87.5%. Regarding the rest of 
executions, the system fails the correct execution for 
reasons related to the accuracy of the reconstruction of 
the grasping site. As a matter of fact, the small baseline 
between the two cameras of the stereo endoscope makes 
really challenging to precisely estimate of the 3D-
position of points in space. Several challenges remain: 
one is increasing and incorporating mitigation strategies 
for the uncertainties coming from the real clinical 
environment, e.g. kidney motion and deformation and a 
highly vascularized environment where bleeding can 
cause occlusion, thus the failure of the vision system. 
This could have potentially adverse effects also on the 
surface registration process.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery has been widely 
preferred since its introduction, as it reduces blood loss, 
hospital stay and mortality of patients. Various Multi-
Port Laparoscopy (MPL) robotic system,  Single-Port 
Laparoscopy (SPL) systems and Natural Orifice 
Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES) systems[1-
3] were developed.

Although those surgical systems demonstrated
impressive dexterity, the end-effectors (graspers, 
retractors, etc.) installed to the distal of the systems 
remain similar to the tools used in manual laparoscopic 
surgery. For example, most of the EndoWrist graspers 
and retractors for the da Vinci surgical system share 
similar two-jaw design. Limited dimension of access 
port might be the major reason that restrained surgical 
end-effector to simple and compact design.  

Since human organ/tissues are generally slippery 
and existing graspers could not provide prehensile 
grasp, a high gripping force need to be applied on the 
tissue to secure reliable pinch grasp. Inappropriate grasp 
force may cause tissue injury, especially for handling 
larger organs like the bowel, liver and spleen. 
Moreover, the missing of tactile sensation of current 
grasper may worsen the situation, as the surgeon could 
not know the contact force he/she is applying on the 
organ via the robotic system.  

Aimed at a miniature hand with human-like 
functionality for robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery, the 
three-fingered MUSHA Hand (MUltifunctional Smart 
HAnd) have been developed as our first effort [4]. 
Based on the obtained result, the MUSHA Hand II was 
developed, as shown in Fig. 1, with significant 
improvement on dimension, integrity and compatibility 
with the da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) surgical system. 
This paper presents the design, development and 
preliminary experimentation of the new hand. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The MUSHA Hand II, was designed and developed, as 
shown in Fig. 1(a)~(d). The hand is composed of an 
actuation unit, a ϕ12mm tube and three identical snake-
like fingers. The fingers are remotely actuated by the 
actuation unit through multiple tendons inside the tube.  

Driven by the actuation unit, the hand can be folded 
to a ϕ12mm cylinder shape, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Then, 
the hand can be inserted into an abdominal cavity 
through a ϕ13mm trocar. After the insertion, it can be 
configured to the grasper or the retractor mode, as 

shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively. In addition, 
three-dimension force sensor was integrated to each 
fingertip. Thus the hand can also perform palpation, as 
shown in Fig. 1(d).  

The hand is designed to be installed to one of the 
Patient Side Manipulators (PSMs) of the dVRK, as 
shown in Fig. 1(e). Therefore, the original dVRK 
interface was adopted and the four channels of actuation 
from the dVRK were utilized. In addition, two DC 
motors (Maxon DCX12S) were used to augment the 
dexterity and functionality of the hand.  

Fig. 1 The Developed MUSHA Hand II. (a) The hand folded 
to a ϕ12mm cylinder shape. (b) The hand in grasper mode and 
(c) retractor mode. (d) Fingertip sensor can be utilized for
palpation. (e) The Hand install in the dVRK system.

The MUSHA Hand II has three identical 
underactuated fingers. Design details of the finger is 
shown in Fig. 2. The finger is consisted of a proximal 
segment and a distal segment, which connected by a 
passive abduction/adduction joint.  

The distal segment consists of four vertebrae and 
one sensorized fingertip, connected by four revolute 
joints. The segment is driven by two antagonistic 
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tendons (red ones) made from ϕ0.4mm steel cable, as 
shown in Fig. 2.   

The proximal segment has six vertebrae, which can 
be further divided to the P1 sub-segment and the P2 
sub-segment. Two tendons (blue ones) are used to drive 
the P1 subsegment. Another two tendons (green ones) 
are used to couple the motion of the two sub-segments, 
as two ends of each tendon were anchored on the hand 
base and the most distal vertebra of the P2 sub-segment. 
Therefore, as the P1 sub-segment is driven to bend 
outward or outward, the P2 sub-segment is bent to the 
opposite direct.  

Two ϕ0.4mm nitinol rods are inserted in the holes of 
each vertebra, from the fingertip to the hand base, to 
bring all the joints compliance, including the passive 
abduction/adduction joint. 

Fig. 2 Design of the underactuated finger 

RESULTS 
Preliminary teleoperated grasping experiment were 
conducted.  

The hand was mounted on one of the PSM of the 
dVRK system, as shown in Fig. 1(e). After been 
inserted through a trocar, the hand was switched to the 
grasper mode shown in Fig. 1(b).  

Control of the hand is also integrated with the dVRK 
system through ROS (Robot Operating System). Motion 
of the master tool manipulator (MTM) was mapped to 
the MUSHA Hand II. Specifically, the rotation of the 
most distal joint of the MTM was mapped to the 
rotation of the whole hand along the tube. The 
open/close of the MTM gripper was mapped to the 
flexion/extension of the distal segments of the three 
fingers.  
A ϕ15mm ball made from plasticine was placed within 
the view of the dVRK endoscope, as shown in Fig. 3(a). 
Then hand was teleoperated by a subject operating the 
MTM of the dVRK (see Fig. 3(b)). Fig. 3(c)~(e) show 
the sequence of the MUSHA hand reaching, grasping 
and lifting the object, respectively. Fig. 3(f) shows a 
clos-up of the fingers pinching the object by its 
fingertips. 

Fig. 3 Preliminary teleoperated grasping experiment. (a) The 
view from the dVRK endoscope. (b)The MTM of the dVRK. 
(c)~(e) Sequence of the hand grasping an object. (f) Close-up 
view of the hand grasping the object.  

DISCUSSION 
This paper presents the design and preliminary 
experiment of the MUSHA Hand II, which is a 
miniature three-fingered hand with fingertip force 
sensor for robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery. After 
been inserted through a ϕ13mm trocar, the hand can be 
switched to different configuration to perform various 
tasks. The hand was integrated with the dVRK system 
and preliminary teleoperated grasping was successfully 
performed. Further experimentation, including 
quantitative organ manipulation and palpation, will be 
performed to verify the dexterity and functionality of 
the hand.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Creating an ontology for automation in surgery will 
impact the way information is currently exchanged 
between human and surgical robots. Human and robot 
both represent two different cognitive models and 
exhibit different spatiotemporal interactions, the 
knowledge gap that still needs to be addressed for 
automation in surgery. For autonomous task execution 
in a safety-critical scenario like surgery, efficient low-
level data processing, e.g., recognition of surgemes – 
primitive gestures, as well as robust representation of 
abstract interventional models are necessary in order to 
guarantee safety in all conditions and to cope with 
unknown and failure situations. The objective of this 
work is to provide a generic symbolic knowledge model 
which should be generalized to any surgical procedure 
to achieve a level of maximum autonomy for executing 
surgical tasks in variable environments. We developed 
an ontology representing generic high-level entities 
toward task automation in surgery. For prototyping, an 
ontology for surgical automation is developed focusing 
on “peg-and-ring” task, a surgical training task, from the 
Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) [1]. 
Furthermore, we validated the developed ontology by 
using it in a supervisory control framework. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a 
shared conceptualization [2]. Conceptualization refers 
the concepts related to the types of entities, with 
relationships and constraints that exist in a given 
domain. A task is defined as a concrete decomposition 
of actions into robot behaviors. Robot behavior, a low-
level goal-directed movement, can be pre-defined in any 
computational model, e.g. Finite State Machine (FSM) 
and allow robot to interpret based on the instructions 
from the high-level supervisory layer, e.g. ontology. 
Ontology for surgical automation is expected to provide 
a knowledge base on the surgical intervention, high-
level description on the surgical task and behavior of the 
system, and semantic interoperability to interact with 
the execution layers, which are used for robot control, to 
aid in low-level reasoning, e.g. motion planning.  
Developed ontology is based on Suggested Upper 
Merged Ontology (SUMO) [3]. SUMO particularly 
divides all entities in physical and abstract groups that 
exist in the domain of discourse. Entities that exist in 
space-time are defined as “physical”, whereas other 
entities which are not as “abstract”, e.g. including 

mathematical and epistemological constructs. Physical 
entities are separated into objects and processes. An 
object, a type of task resource, is an entity that has 
spatiotemporal parts like objects and spatial regions. A 
process contains entities for mechanical operations and 
is expected to unfold over a finite time duration. 
The ontology for peg-and-ring task defines what a peg-
and-ring task is, and specifies the properties of task as 
well as task resources, e.g., objects and entities for a 
state machine. To develop the ontology, we understood 
peg-and-ring task based on the recorded videos and 
using the previous literature [4] which explains peg-
and-ring task using two manipulators. The ontology is 
developed using a top-down methodology, following a 
method described in [5], where we separated object and 
process branches based on SUMO. Object branches, i.e. 
Object, are used to present peg-and-ring task resources, 
e.g., a set of needed physical objects for the task -
“pegs”, “rings”, “robot”, “end-effector” and so on,
while process branch is used to specify entities
representing surgical actions, e.g. “move”, “carry” and
so forth. The logical propositions are specifically
defined for the processual entities, Action and State.
Action defines the specific Goal-directed movement, an
externally defined behavior or state of the system,
which ideally pre-defined in the FSM, that robot is
trying to accomplish. State represents whether the state
machine is in the initial, transition, or final state. If the
overall Goal is to move, i.e. “move” state in FSM which
was used to reach the ring, the robot may be told to have
a goal of reaching an intermediate pose which is derived
implicitly analyzing the sensor data, e.g., vision using
the ontology. To define the temporal relations inside the
ontology, we followed Allen’s temporal interval
algebra. Temporal relations are especially specified
between the entities representing Action. Spatial
information is represented with the abstract concepts,
e.g. position, orientation, etc., which are defined
especially for object. The ontology was developed using
the Protégé knowledge management tool, serialized in
RDF/XML, and processed in OWL API.

RESULTS 
The resulted ontology has 211 axioms, 113 logical 
axioms, 40 classes, 14 object properties and 17 data 
properties. The classes, i.e. State, Action, Object, Exit 
conditions, MathematicalOrComputationalThing and 
spatial information, to derive the surgical task is shown 
in Fig. 1. The normative knowledge represented in the 
ontology defines the structure and content of the task 
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Fig. 1 High-level conceptual structure representing entities of 
the ontology. The rectangles represent the classes of ontology. 
Black arrows show the class hierarchies and other colored 
arrows represent relations between the classes.  

which enables communication of task-related data, 
categorization of states and vision data, e.g., assigning 
percepts to classes’ instances, called “symbol 
grounding”, decomposition of the action sequence, and 
high-level reasoning using the semantic/production 
rules. Production rules were defined using the pre- and 
post-conditions and used to derive axioms for action 
instances inside the ontology during the task execution.  
A prototypical peg-and-ring task scenario consisted of 3 
different colored pegs and rings. The task consists of 
multiple pick-and-place in various sequences and spatial 
configurations using an anthropomorphic manipulator 
(Panda from Franka Emika, Germany). The ontology 
was validated by using it in a supervisory control 
framework [6] consisting of four components - a 
predefined task model (FSM), an ontology-based 
reasoner to drive the execution, a RGBD camera for 
sensing, and Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs) as 
a motion planner. Temporal relations were used to do 
the qualitative temporal planning between two actions, 
e.g. “move”, to the ring, takes place before “carry” the
ring. Spatial reasoning was achieved by associating
spatial objects in the environment considering the
“colorID”, which was specified for the objects as a data
property. For example, if environment contains the
object with “colorID” “0” and “0” is associated
“redring”, where “colorID” is specified as an axiom for
each ring, then the environment contains the “redpeg”
with the exact coordinates, which was also included
inside the ontology by analyzing the vision data. The
ontology also infers that the “redring” and “redpeg” are
objects and contains some spatial information, i.e.
object poses. A total of 5 different type of rules were
implemented. An exemplary rule which was used on the
ontological entities to execute the task is as below:
Preconditions: End-effector at some spatial location 
and gripper status is open 
Effects: Classification of rings, decomposition of 
states (of FSM’s), i.e. obtaining action sequences, 
assignment of colorIDs to rings  

In the exemplary rule, the end-effector is an instance of 
object class, while the status of gripper is obtained 
implicitly by analyzing the vision data. The expected 
effects are classification of rings based on the 
“colorIDs”, i.e. if an object is associated with colorID 

“0” then it is a “redring”. It also allows to decompose 
the action sequences based on the sequences of the IDs 
of colors. Ontology was processed in 258 ms by a 
description-logic (DL) based reasoner i.e. “Pellet” to 
autonomously execute the peg-and-ring task with 100% 
success rate, also in a failure condition when drop of a 
ring occurs while carrying it to the peg. 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The ontology could indeed be used to represent the 
entities and logical axioms for mapping high-level states 
to low-level actions and efficient high-level task 
planning for automation in surgery. The low-level 
action models are executed based on the abstract 
specifications by extending class taxonomy with action-
related concepts.  While it is evident that ontologies can 
be a promising knowledge and information model to be 
used in supervisory control architectures, the knowledge 
model should be evolved intraoperatively to handle the 
dynamic nature of surgery and to do efficient task 
planning. Future work includes extension of the 
proposed ontology including domain ontologies, 
OntoSPM (Ontology for Surgical Process Modelling) 
[7] for surgery and CORA (Core Ontology for Robotics
and Automation) [8] for automation and robotics, and
realization of a reasoning engine which will be able to
efficiently compute the task and action description in
the ontology during dynamic situations. Furthermore,
we will validate the ontology with the execution of peg-
and-ring task using the da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK).
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INTRODUCTION 

Through the reduction of soft tissue trauma, and 
navigation through tortuous paths inside the body, soft 
robots have the potential to improve upon conventional 
rigid devices [1].  However, the controllability of these 
soft systems is limited given the deformability of the 
compliant structures and the challenges in integrating 
sufficient shape or pose sensing. Many proposed sensing 
methods either compromise the desirable mechanical 
properties or require line of sight [2]. Soft tactile and pose 
sensors have been proposed wherein shape related 
electrical impedance changes are imaged using Electrical 
Impedance Tomography. However, these elastomer 
sensors are often not suitable for minimally invasive 
surgery (MIS), as they have low packing efficiencies or 
are not biocompatible [3]. This work describes a 
deployable shape sensing technique, Frequency Division 
Multiplexed Electrical Impedance Tomography (FDM-
EIT), suitable for integration with soft robotics for 
minimally invasive surgery. Due to the low-profile of the 
structure when unpressurised, large changes in volume 
are possible when transitioning between the undeployed 
and deployed states. The conductive fluid within the 
sensing chambers is added after deployment inside the 
body, and thus does not add to the volume of the system 
during insertion. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A soft actuator was created based on the “aeroMorph” 
fluid actuated hinges [4] that bend to an angle pre-defined 
by the aspect ratio of the diamond weld pattern at their 
centre, Fig 1. Thermoplastic films were welded together 
using a robotically guided laser welding system 
developed in-house. The pneumatic actuator was created 
using a single planar weld pattern, and another chamber 
was added to one half of the hinge to form the tactile 
sensor. Copper wires of 0.15 mm diameter were affixed 
inside the sensing chamber prior to welding, and 
electrodes created by removing 0.5 mm of insulation. 
Thus, the wires were held in a stable position during 
deployment and actuation. The pneumatic chamber was 
then pressurised using a syringe pump. Then the sensing 
chamber was filled with 0.1 % saline solution through a 
separate inlet, Fig 2.  

In FDM-EIT, current at different frequencies is injected 
between different electrode pairs simultaneously. The 
system was constructed from a parallel current source 

with six injection channels [5], and a USB-6363 16 bit 
DAQ at 60 kHz sampling rate. Current was injected at six 
frequencies between 2 and 11.25 kHz, with 1.85 kHz 
spacing, to reduce harmonic interference. The current 
amplitude of 120 μA was well below the IEC60601 
patient safety limits. One of six electrodes was used as a 
common reference, giving five measurements per current 
injection frequency, yielding a total of 30 EIT 
measurement channels. A single measurement consisted 
of the average demodulated amplitude of multiple sine 
waves, controllable from 3 to 250ms.   

Fig. 1 Measurement setup of FDM-EIT system. 6 simultaneous 
current injections and voltage measurements within tactile 
sensing camber. Insert – Sensor deployment, pneumatic 
unfolding and actuation followed by filling of sensing chamber 

To generate the EIT images, a solid model of the tactile 
pad was created in SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes), and 
a Finite Element Model, Fig 3A, of 570k elements was 
created using bespoke meshing software based on CGAL 
(Computational Geometry Algorithms Library). The 
electric currents were simulated and a sensitivity matrix, 
Fig 3B, obtained using the PEITS solver.  The images 
were reconstructed using Zeroth Order Tikhonov 
regularisation in a hexahedral subdomain, using cross-
validation to select the hyper parameter λ [6]. The 
actuator was used in an experiment simulating a grasping 
task common in soft robotics, to test the exteroception of 
the sensor. The hinge was actuated such that the sensing 
chamber was deflected by a rigid object, mimicking a 
grasping target, in three locations. 
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RESULTS 

With pressurisation, the bending angle of the hinge 
increased in a repeatable manner. The compression of the 
sensing pad resulted in a clear apparent conductivity 
decrease in the reconstructed images, Fig 3C, as a result 
of local volume reduction. Whilst there is a high point 
spread function evident in the images, each location 
produced distinct profiles and the intensity was focused 
in the correct area. A maximum of 10 ms temporal 
resolution was possible using this system, whilst still 
yielding sufficient SNR (> 60 dB) to generate images. 

DISCUSSION 

The proposed shape sensor is novel, low profile and 
suitable for endoscopic insertion, giving a high packing 
density, whilst still maintaining sensing capabilities. The 
FDM-EIT technique is beneficial in MIS applications as 
it uses safe currents and is made MR conditional by using 
non-ferromagnetic materials. Further, the device uses 
low pressures and biocompatible fluids for actuation and 
sensing. Whilst the temporal resolution of the data 
collection is 10 ms, the image reconstruction is currently 
limited to ~100 ms as it is not optimised for real-time 
applications. However, this is sufficient for use in a 
closed loop control scheme with the existing devices, 
given the low actuation speeds. 

The reconstructed images could be improved through the 
optimisation of the electrode locations, and increased 
electrode count. Work is ongoing to deposit MR 
conditional tracks directly onto the thermoplastic itself, 
to create a higher number of electrodes with a wider 
diameter. The supporting pneumatic beam was not totally 
rigid under the pressures used. Thus, the actual shape 
change was much more complicated than just a localised 
point, as the support chamber also deformed. Further 
improvements could be made to the EIT methods, as the 
regularisation used is not specific to this application. The 
reconstructions could be improved either through an 
existing algorithm, or development of one targeted to 
shape sensing devices. Finally a feature extraction step is 
necessary to integrate the sensor output with existing 
object localisation and classifiers [8]. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The non-invasiveness and real-time capabilities of 

ultrasound (US) imaging make this technique appealing 

for guiding the needle towards suspicious areas during 

breast biopsy procedures. However, the fact that certain 

malignant lesions are often challenging to be 

distinguished on US has raised interest in finding some 

ways to combine knowledge about lesions position 

obtained from pre-operative modalities with real-time 

information provided by intra-operative US. In order to 

correctly estimate lesions displacement, it is essential to 

account for the large deformations the breast undergoes 

due to the compression forces applied with the US 
probe by the physician, to guarantee proper probe-tissue 

coupling and obtain acceptable image quality. An 

additional challenge is posed by the fact that breast 

behavior varies a lot across the population, thus 

requiring patient-specific models [1]. 

Biomechanical models represent a valuable tool to 

account for anatomical deformations resulting from US 

probe interaction. Although the finite element method 

(FEM) has been extensively used in breast 

biomechanics, it was never employed to compensate for 

US probe-induced deformations, due to its 
incompatibility with real-time computation. In addition, 

the main bottleneck of FE simulations is the generation 

of 3D mesh of the anatomy, a process which has to be 

repeated for every subject in a patient-specific context 

[2]. A valuable alternative to FEM is represented by 

geometry-based approaches, like the position-based 

dynamics (PBD). The PBD approach models objects as 

an ensemble of particles whose positions are directly 

updated as a solution of a quasi-static problem subject 

to geometrical constraints, thus making the method 

stable, robust and able to achieve real-time 
performances [3]. An additional advantage of this 

approach is that it does not require the construction of a 

3D mesh of patient anatomy, which simplifies its 

translation into the clinical workflow. The PBD scheme 

has been used by Camara et al. to create a patient-

specific biomechanical model of the kidney for the real-

time simulation of intra-operative US [4]. In their work, 

optimal PBD parameters are estimated as those 

describing the deformation of kidney phantom subject 

to different levels of probe-induced deformations. 

In this work, we present a biomechanical model of the 

breast based on the PBD formulation available in 
NVIDIA FleX. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first model able to predict in real-time the displacement 

of internal lesions due to the interaction with US probe. 

In order to obtain a patient-specific description of the 

deformation, PBD parameters are fine-tuned on the 

anatomy of interest (in our case, a realistic breast 

phantom) by tracking the displacement of a US-visible 

landmark. In this way, we obtain a patient-specific 

model that can accurately predict in real-time the 

displacement of the other internal areas during US 
scanning. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The experimental data are acquired from a Freehand 

Ultrasound System (FUS) based on a MicrUs US device 

(Telemed, Vilnius, Lithuania) equipped with a linear 

probe (model L12-5N40) and an optical tracking system 
MicronTracker Hx40 (Claron-Nav, Toronto, Canada) 

(Figure 1). The overall probe spatial calibration error 

achieved is below 1mm (±0.7147). 

Fig 1. The FUS system allows to map the real positions of the 
CIRS breast phantom and the US probe to the 3D Slicer scene 
(right monitor). Information about probe spatial 
transformation is communicated to the simulated environment 
in Unity (left monitor). 

A realistic multi-modality breast phantom (Model 073; 
CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA), which has several dense and 

stiff internal masses of diameter 5-10mm, is used to 

evaluate the capability of the PBD model to provide 

correct estimates of biopsy targets.  Before applying the 

model to predict lesions displacement, PBD parameters 

are tuned to account for the specificity of the anatomy 

of interest. In particular, we optimize the value of 

cluster spacing, cluster radius and cluster stiffness 

parameters, while we set other parameters in accordance 

to values reported in [4]. Considered parameters are 

controlling the deformable behavior of soft objects 
through the PBD constraint called “region-based shape 

matching”. Optimal parameter values are estimated with 

a greedy strategy as those minimizing the average 

localization error on a US-visible landmark (in our case, 
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one of the internal lesions), when applying four 

different input deformations with the probe (5, 10, 15, 

20 mm). Localization error is computed as Euclidean 

distance between the model-predicted and the real 

displacement provided by the FUS of corresponding 

fiducial points. It’s worth mentioning that any internal 

structure which is detectable on US can be used for this 

tuning process. The PBD model with updated optimal 

parameters is then used to infer the displacement of 9 

segmented lesions under four deformations as done 
previously. To evaluate the performances of the 

proposed approach, we compare it with both a FE and a 

rigid model. The FE simulation is performed on a mesh 

of 26,220 linear tetrahedral elements, exploiting SOFA 

framework1. The breast is modelled as a homogeneous 

Neo-Hookean material, whose elastic properties are set 

in accordance with the work in [6]. 

RESULTS 
Optimal values for the cluster spacing, cluster radius 

and cluster stiffness parameters obtained with the 

calibration procedure are 11.2, 8.5 and 0.46 

respectively.  

Figures 2 and 3 compare the performances of the 

proposed deformation model with a FE and a rigid 

model. Localization errors relative to both PBD and 

FEM are computed as difference between the model-

predicted position and the real lesion position (extracted 
from US image), at each deformation level. On the other 

hand, in the rigid case, lesion position at rest always 

corresponds to the predicted position. The green, purple 

and orange lines in Figure 2 show the trend of the 

localization error at increasing deformation levels for 

the PBD, FEM and rigid model. It’s immediately 

possible to notice that errors obtained with the PBD 

model are aligned with FE models, with no significant 

differences. Both PBD and FEM outperform the rigid 

case by at least halving the prediction error on all the 

tumors, as emerges from Figure 3.  

Fig 2. Average target error in mm at different levels of applied 
deformations for PBD (green), FEM (purple) and rigid 
(orange) models. 

Considering computation times, the average time 

needed for the PBD model to predict anatomical 

deformations following the 4 input displacements is 

6.99s (±0.36), which approximately corresponds to 

1.75s for simulating each input deformation. On the 

other hand, the FE model takes 16.37s (±0.73) on 

average, which corresponds to nearly 4.09s for each 

input deformation. Therefore, FEM takes more than 

twice the time needed by the proposed PBD approach to 

perform the simulation, even without a significant 

improvement in prediction accuracy. 

Fig 3. Average localization error in mm obtained for each 
tumor with the PBD (green), FEM (purple) and rigid (orange) 
model. Horizontal dashed lines represent the corresponding 
average error. 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
Exploiting PBD formulation for modelling breast 

deformations has proved successful in predicting in 

real-time probe-induced displacement of internal lesions 

during US scanning. The proposed approach achieves 

comparable accuracy with FE models, but with faster 

computational performance and without even requiring 

tedious 3D mesh generation. Furthermore, it 

outperforms rigid models usually employed for lesion 

tracking in biopsy procedures. As future work, we will 

make the model able to describe heterogeneous 
structures of breast tissues. We expect this improvement 

to have a significant impact on simulation accuracy, 

especially when dealing with real clinical cases. 

Eventually, we will include the real-time PBD 

deformation model within a robotic framework able to 

perform an autonomous US-based guided percutaneous 

procedure, from the US scanning to the needle insertion. 
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INTRODUCTION 
   To achieve needle steering and guide a flexible needle, 
it is necessary to localize it first. In the case of 3D 
ultrasound (US) in B-mode, the poor imaging quality and 
artefacts make it difficult to determine the needle pose. 
Needle localization issues specific to needle steering are 
reviewed in [1]. In [2], we proposed  an observer of the 
needle tip pose. In [3], we detailed a machine learning 
approach for needle localization in 3D US volumes. In 
this paper, we describe the interconnection of both 
methods for precise curved needle localization in the 
context of needle steering. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Approach 
   3D US compatible needle localization algorithms are 
reviewed in [4]. Localizing the needle in the whole US 
volume is computationally expensive. To manage real-
time localization, we propose the interconnection of an 
observer that automatically provides a volume of interest 
(VOI), and a segmentation algorithm. Because the needle 
visibility in 3D US volume changes during the insertion, 
we propose machine learning to select adaptively needle 
voxels among the VOI voxels.   
Needle Pose Estimation 
   The needle tip behavior is modeled by a unicycle 
kinematic model. The tip follows a circular path when it 
is inserted without rotation. In this work, we consider that 
the needle shaft follows the path of the needle tip. In this 
hypothesis, segmenting the needle tip over time is 
equivalent to segmenting the whole needle shaft. This 
hypothesis is validated experimentally. 
   The needle tip position and orientation are estimated in 
real time by the multi-rate unscented Kalman filter 
(MUKF) described in [2]. It takes as inputs the robot 
control commands and the measurement coming from the 
robot’s sensors, needle tip segmentation results in the 3D 
US volumes and stiffness information of the surrounding 
tissue. The estimated path traced by the needle tip Φ 
defines a tubular volume of interest, of radius set by the 
user, for needle segmentation. 
   If the needle cannot be segmented in the ultrasound 
volume, the estimation continues until the needle 
becomes visible again. The segmentation results are then 
considered as measurements to update the estimation. 

Naïve Bayes classification 
   As explained in [3], the VOI histogram can be modeled 
using an additive Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM): 

P(I(v)) = πv  P (I(v)) 

Where v is a voxel and I(v) its intensity value, M is the 
number of mixed components, πv  represents the
coefficient of the ith component and  P  is the Gaussian
probability density function that defines the ith
component. Here we consider two classes (i=2): 

Cl = {Needle (Xn), Background (Xb)}. 
Given the observed feature I(v), the Bayesian classifier 
assigns the most likely class as next equation:  

C (I(v)) = arg max P(Cl = X |I(v)). 

In the case of binary classification, Bayesian classifier is 
summarized by the followed inequalities:  

Xn 

π P(I(v) |Cl = Xn)   ≷   π P(I(v)|Cl = Xb). 
Xb 

   Each voxel of intensity I(v), is classified as a needle 
member if the posterior probability of Xn is larger than 
that of Xb. Several parameters are required to establish 
this probabilistic model. They vary from GMM  to 
another, even in the same image. Though, each needle 
localization starts with the prediction of the required 
parameters.   
Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) 
   The unknown parameters representing the GMM are 
estimated by an EM algorithm. This iterative process 
computes the maximum likelihood of an observed feature 
for each iteration. The following equations represent the 
main instructions done iteratively to estimate the 
parameters. 

π =
1
N

P X |v , θ  

µ =
v P X |v , θ

P X |v , θ

σ =
v P X |v , θ   v − µ

P X |v , θ

   Where N is the number of voxels and  θ  is the 
parameters vector to be estimated at the kth  iteration.

This work was partly supported by the Investissements 
d'Avenir programme (Labex CAMI, ANR-11-LABX-
0004) and by the FOCUS project (ANR-16-CE19-0011). 
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   Starting from an initial set of values for θ, the algorithm 
uses the newly derived parameters as the guess for the 
next iteration. The iteration stops when the parameters 
values stabilize: |θ −  θ | <  𝜀 . A meaningful 
initialization of θ is necessary for suitable convergence. 
More details can be found in [3]. 
 

Needle tip segmentation 
   The needle visibility depends on its location in the US 
volume. Before applying Bayesian classification, the 
VOI is cropped to keep the 40% of its original length 
which contain the needle extremity. In this way, we 
ensure that the tip and shaft voxel intensities are similar 
(i.e. can be considered as belonging to the same class 
Xn). 
   The needle tip search is then done in a spherical 
neighborhood around the estimated needle tip. In that 
neighborhood, if there is no voxel belonging to Xn, the 
segmentation fails. Else, the segmented tip is computed 
as the weighted centroid of the voxels in Xn. The 
weighting 𝑤  of a voxel p verifies: 

𝑤 ∝  𝑤 𝑥 − 𝑤 (𝑦 − 𝑦 ) 
   Where  𝑤 , 𝑤 ∈ ℝ  are set by the user (resp. 3 and 1 
here); 𝑥  is the abscissa of the voxel in the estimated tip 
frame Ft (see Fig. 1);  𝑦 (resp. 𝑦 ) is the ordinate of the 
voxel (resp. estimated tip) in the image frame F (see Fig. 
1). The needle tip is therefore researched preferentially in 
the direction of the insertion (𝑥 ), and in the opposite 
direction of expected tip reverberation artefacts (−𝑦).  

RESULTS  
   The proposed solution has been implemented in the 
context of automated needle insertions to reach a target. 
A beveled-tip 24 Gauge Nitinol needle was inserted and 
rotated into gelatin phantoms and pork tenderloin with a 
robot. The needle surface was either coated with 
polyurethane foam or etched with a laser. The ultrasound 
volumes were acquired at 1 Hz with a 3D end-fire probe 
4DEC-9/10 used with the Ultrasonix Sonix RP 
ultrasound system. The US volume voxels are cubes with 
0.4 mm edges. Running on an Intel® Core™ I5-8300H 
CPU, an iteration of the algorithm takes between 20 ms 
and 30 ms depending on the VOI size. 
   60 manual needle tip segmentation (0.3 mm 
repeatability) have been done by a non-expert individual 
among 4 different needle insertions (2 in pork tenderloin 
and 2 in gelatin phantoms). The 3D segmentation error Δ 
was computed as the Euclidean distance between manual 
and automatic tip segmentation. Axial segmentation 

errors were computed as the Euclidean distance on each 
axis between manual and automatic tip segmentation. 
Results are reported in Table 1. 
 

Difference  Δx Δy Δz Δ 

Gelatin 0.5±0.3 
[0.0;1.2] 

0.2±0.2 
[0.0;0.8] 

0.5±0.3 
[0.0;1.2] 

0.8±0.3 
[0.1 ;1.5] 

Pork 0.3±0.2 
[0.0;0.5] 

0.3±0.2 
[0.0;0.8] 

0.4±0.3 
[0.0;0.6] 

0.5±0.2 
[0.2 ;1.0] 

Table 1 Difference between manual and automatic needle 
segmentation (mm). Format: mean±std [min;max]. 

 

   The mean segmentation error in each direction is 
generally inferior to the spatial resolution of the probe. 
The results are therefore very close to voxel size 
precision and satisfactory for needle tip segmentation. 
Needle segmentation is more precise in pork than in 
gelatin. Indeed, in gelatin, the needle can be seen with a 
better contrast but suffers from greater reverberation 
artefacts than in pork. 
   Momentary needle loss occurred in 2 of the pork 
insertions with no significant impact on automatic 
segmentation error when the needle becomes visible 
again. 

DISCUSSION 
   We have proposed an automated needle localization in 
3D ultrasound volumes. The solution is composed of 
interconnected observer and segmentation algorithms. 
The solution is fully automatic and adapts to the 
conditions of insertions (i.e. different needles or insertion 
media). This interconnection allows for precise tip 
localization despite changing needle visibility in noisy 
3D US volumes. It is also robust to momentary needle 
loss. This makes it suitable for clinically compatible 
needle steering. 
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Fig. 1 Needle segmentation process loop, example in gelatin. 
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INTRODUCTION
The incorporation of advanced sensing technologies (STs)
for tissue discrimination during complex procedures is
an essential component of future surgical robot systems
(SRS). Real-time STs are required to further improve the
surgeons’ performance in tissue discrimination and ma-
nipulation [1]. In the future, these novel STs will also
enable an autonomous SRS to recognize contact with dif-
ferent tissue types in different conditions [2]. This in-
formation could be of enormous importance in the cor-
rect autonomous execution of complex procedures when
other sensory data are not providing enough information
for estimating the actual surgical conditions.
This work presents the application of a compact electric
bio-impedance (EBI) measurement device that can be in-
tegrated into standard surgical instruments [3]. EBImeas-
urements have been demonstrated to be a valuable sup-
porting ST in a range of clinical applications, for instance
in the localization of pathological areas in breast [4], or for
detecting venous entry of catheters [5]. It is a challenging
task, however, to obtain stable and robust measurements
with a standard bipolar surgical instrument.
In [6], Cheng et al. identify the two main parameters
that impact EBI measurements: the distance L between
forceps jaws and tissue compression depth d. A graph-
ical user interface was integrated into the standard endo-
scopic view to support the human operator in correctly
controlling these critical acquisition parameters. Even
with this interface, stable EBI acquisition between differ-
ent measurements, i.e. almost constant L and d values,
was difficult for a human operator to achieve.
To overcome this problem, we propose a robotically as-
sisted EBI acquisition system (REAS), able to obtain
stable EBI measurement over a regular sampling grid in a
user-defined region of interest (ROI), with very limited a
priori knowledge of the region properties (e.g. no know-
ledge about geometrical, anatomical and tissue proper-
ties). We demonstrate the feasibility of the REAS in an
ex-vivo experiment based on the da Vinci Research Kit
(dVRK) [7]. The results confirm the capabilities of the
proposed method of performing robust EBI data acquisi-
tion. This could be a step toward improving the sensing
capabilities of future autonomous SRS.

Fig. 1 Left: The phantom made of 3 different ex-vivo animal
tissue samples, pork muscle (left), chicken breast (centre) and
beef liver (right). We added a triangular piece of pork muscle
on top of centre chicken section to increase the complexity of
the acquisition. The rough phantom dimensions are 88× 55×
25mm. Right: The bipolar forceps with integrated EBI sensor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The EBI sensor used in this work is an embedded device
based on an AD5933 (Analog Devices, Inc.) impedance
converter IC. Please refer to [6] for a more detailed de-
scription of the sensor and its calibration. The sensor is
mounted on the housing of an EndoWrist Maryland Bi-
polar Forceps (Intuitive Surgical, Inc.) and the bipolar
leads of the instrument are used to connect the sensor cir-
cuit to the forceps grasper jaws. The jaws are placed in
contact with the tissue sample under test (see Fig. 1) and
the EBI sensor samples the complex impedance |Z| ̸ θ
with an excitation frequency of 100 kHz, jaw opening
L = 6mm and tissue pressing depth d = 2mm. Im-
pedance measurements are obtained at a rate of 50Hz.
We propose a measurement planning algorithm that re-
quires only minimum input information. The algorithm
is initialized with an orientation (vector n) and a bound-
ing box representing the ROI to be analysed. The al-
gorithm then generates a regular grid in a plane with nor-
mal n, above the tissue surface. The forceps is moved
between each point in the grid, and at each point toward
the surface, keeping the wrist aligned with n. Surface
contact is detected when the measured impedance mag-
nitude |Z| crosses a given threshold level. Once surface
contact is detected the instrument is pushed against the
surface along direction n to obtain the desired pressing
depth d. Finally, the instrument is held steady for 0.4 s to
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collect 20 impedance measurements at that point.
An ex-vivo experiment was conducted with the dVRK
platform to evaluate whether the sensor is indeed capable
of autonomously detecting tissue surface and map imped-
ancemeasurements to contact points. Fig. 1 shows the ex-
perimental setup in which a phantommade of three differ-
ent animal tissues (beef liver and porkmuscle and chicken
breast) is used to test the proposed system. The measure-
ment planning algorithm was initialized with acquisition
orientation roughly aligned with the surface normal and
a bounding box of 76 × 40mm centred with respect to
the phantom. A grid of 21 × 12 evenly spaced measure-
ments across the ROI is acquired. The threshold level for
contact detection was set to 2000 Ω.

RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows the surface map generated using the imped-
ance measurements collected at the contact points. Spe-
cifically, the axes show the Cartesian positions (relative to
the robot kinematic frame) where instrument-tissue con-
tact was detected. Surface triangle (x, y) coordinates are
determined from theDelaunay triangulation between con-
tact points and the z coordinates are found by linear inter-
polation. The surface colour is mapped to the mean of the
magnitude of the impedance measurements ¯|Z| taken at
that point. The black lines represent ground-truth bound-
aries. The map shows a clear separation of impedance
values between tissue types. The triangle piece of porcine
muscle in the middle is clearly visible in the map. How-
ever, its impedance values are not significantly different
from the surrounding tissues except at three points.

DISCUSSION
The fact that tissue-instrument contact detection was suc-
cessful at every sample point demonstrate that contact
detection is robust and reliable. Since we use a bipolar
instrument, contact detection is limited to when both
grasper jaws are open and in contact with the tissue.
A qualitative assessment of the resulting surfacemap con-
firms that we are able to distinguish between different
tissue types. Autonomously measurements using a robot
lets us accurately control sample positions, pressing depth
d and grasper jaw opening L. However, other factors
such as blood on the tissue surface can greatly reduce the
trustworthiness of measurements. Although we can dis-
tinguish between different tissue types, further studies are
required to evaluate how the method will perform in dis-
tinguishing pathological tissues from healthy ones.
In this work, we demonstrated the feasibility of an
autonomous REAS and experimentally evaluated its per-
formance in ex-vivo conditions. The preliminary results
are encouraging but also affected by many limitations.
The results motivate future research to improve the ac-
tual acquisition performance and push the system closer
to clinical applicability.
Future work will improve the scanning pattern by sub-
stituting the evenly-spaced grid with an adaptive grid
to sample more densely in regions with significant
EBI measurement difference, which could correspond to

Fig. 2 Surface map (seen from different viewing angles) show-
ing the result of the phantom acquisition. Surface points are ex-
tracted from robot kinematics and the surface colour is mapped
to the mean of the corresponding impedance magnitude values
¯|Z|, measured in Ω. Black lines represent boundaries between
different tissue types and the outer edge.

pathological regions. Another improvement will be re-
lated to multi-modal data fusion, in particular, the integra-
tion with stereo endoscopic images to obtain information
about surface properties in the ROI thus optimize acquis-
ition parameters, e.g. by adapting instrument tip orienta-
tion to surface normal estimation. Finally, we aim to test
the proposed system in more realistic conditions, such as
in-vivo animal trials and to discriminate between healthy
and pathological areas of the same organ.
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The ability to recognize gestures in a minimally-invasive 
surgical scenario is key towards greater integration of 
automated systems that could support surgeons during 
everyday operations. For instance, it can act as a post-
operational tool for quality assessment and surgeons 
training or it can be integrated as a high-level supervisor 
over both manual and fully autonomous surgeries. To this 
end, the implementation of a real-time recognition 
algorithms capable of distinguishing among fine-grained 
surgical gestures, which are instances of generic 
representations called “surgemes” [1], becomes 
necessary. This work applies a combined Spatiotemporal 
Convolutional Neural Network that interpolates temporal 
features to correctly pinpoint the occurrence of gesture 
variations and provides the overall segmentation 
confidence for further analysis. Thanks to its reduced 
computational profile and overall performance, it allows 
for real-time action segmentation specifically tuned on 
surgical gestures. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
We tested our neural network on both the suturing subset 
of the JHU-ISI Gesture and Skill Assessment Working Set 
(JIGSAWS) [2] and a simplified dataset of human-robot 
cooperation tasks recorded on the premises to test the 
viability as a supervisory control. Both datasets are 
recorded in a more controlled environment than a real 
Robotic Minimally-Invasive Surgery (R-MIS) 
laparoscopy, still they contain the main gestures required 
from a surgeon to perform most real-world tasks.  
The system analyses each video frame in the RGB colour 
space augmented by a Motion History Image (MHI) 
computed as a difference of previous frames over 2 
seconds. This simple augmentation technique helps in 
maintaining a temporal relationship during the frame-by-
frame feature extraction phase. After the extraction of 
each set of features 𝐮i, 𝑖 = 1. . . 𝑡  by the spatial
convolutional network, these are processed by a second 
network focussing on temporal filtering to identify the 
changes in action in the entire video stream. Whereas the 
spatial network is a straightforward variation on a VGG-
16 [3] structure to include an additional image layer 
(Fig.1, bottom), the temporal network is a novel 
approach that modifies the standard autoencoder 
hourglass structure found in [4]  to improve its filtering 
performances by the introduction of an interpolating 
layer in place of the   

Fig.1 Spatial (bottom) and Temporal (top) convolutional 
networks operating on augmented images of laparoscopy tools 
manipulation tasks. 

decoder phase (Fig.1, top). Additionally, all pooling 
operations used for dimensional reduction have been 
replaced by convolutional stride operations to maintain 
sampling consistency over temporal data. For these 
reasons, we call the network Time-Interpolated Fully-
Convolutional (TIFC).  
The interpolating function is a piecewise linear 
approximation composed of segments 𝑆(𝑡) =
{𝑠1(𝑡), … , 𝑠𝑘(𝑡)} such as 𝑠𝑘(𝑡) = (𝒙𝑘+1 − 𝒙𝑘)(𝑡 − 𝑘) +
 𝒙𝑘 given a reconstructed timeline on

𝑡 ∈ {𝑡𝑖 ∈ ℚ+ | 𝑡𝑖 =  |𝒙|
|�̂�| 𝑖, 𝑖 = 0, … , |�̂�|} , 

where 𝒙𝑘 is the input vector at sample index k,  |�̂�| is the
desired size for the estimated output vector. The 
expression of 𝑆(𝑡) becomes 
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𝑆(𝑡) =  ∑ 𝑠𝑘(𝑡)χ[𝑘,𝑘+1)(𝑡)
|�̂�|

𝑘=1

 

 
assuming χ as an indicator function which is non-zero 
only in the specified interval. The output is the response 
of the network at its middle layer expanded over the 
temporal dimension, called �̂� = {𝒚𝑖}1

𝑡 , thus comparable 
with the desired response 𝒀. 

RESULTS 
The proposed solution has been tested against alternative 
algorithms available in literature to solve the action 
segmentation problem from video streams. The test 
focussed primarily on the JIGSAWS dataset given its 
widespread usage and availability of first-hand results. 
The evaluation strategy follows a Leave One User Out 
approach for cross-validation to both maximize the 
adaptability to different gesture styles as performed by 
multiple users and to minimize the incidence of 
overfitting. The results presented in Tab.1 for our 
network are the mean of all the cross-validations. The 
compared metrics are:  

• the accuracy, which is the percentage of true 
positives and negatives identified by the model; 

• the edit score [5], which is the percentage of 
correctly segmented actions evaluated over non-
repetitive label sequences (for example, the 
sequence {ABC} compared with {AAABBC} 
would obtain a score of 100%, since the amount 
of repetitions is irrelevant) 

• the F1, which is the harmonic mean between 
precision and recall. 

 

 
Tab.1 Comparison between comparable approaches for 
action segmentation available in literature (results are 
percentages). 
 
The most similar network structure, the ED-TCN [4], 
reaches a top score of 83.1% with the same leave one user 
out validation; the closest results are achieved by the 
more complex hybrid convolutional and recurrent 
network TricorNet [6] that does not use a user-focused 
validation technique but a more generic random split 
between training and testing data. 
Figure 2 presents visually a segmentation operated on 
one sample of the JIGSAWS dataset. 
 
 
 

  
Fig. 2 Result of the temporal segmentation over one sample of 
the JIGSAWS dataset: the top two plots illustrate the sequences 
of true and predicted gestures; in the bottom plot, the black lines 
indicate temporal shift while the red lines indicate mispredicted 
labels. 

DISCUSSION 
The TIFC improves the state of the art for fine-grained 
action recognition and reaches the limit imposed by 
manually-annotated action labels in videos. It introduces 
a novel topology that incorporates an interpolation 
procedure following a filtering via linear convolution 
layers with re-sampling. It improves, additionally, on the 
overall time required to evaluate the sequences, once the 
network is trained. The combined improvements 
represent another step towards high-level, real-time 
semi-autonomous control systems based on gesture 
recognition within the operating rooms. 
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Algorithm Accuracy Edit Score F1 
MsM-CRF[2] 77.29 n.a. n.a. 
ED-TCN[4] 81.4 83.1 87.1 
TricorNet[6] 82.9 86.8 n.a. 
TIFC [our] 81.97 86.9 91.1 
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INTRODUCTION 
Airway management is fundamental for all anesthetic as        
well as emergency medicine procedures to maintain       
airway patency, prevent aspiration and permit      
ventilation without leakage. While endotracheal     
intubation and tracheostomy are regarded as the go-to        
procedures in such incidents, they are reportedly       
correlated with numerous side effects which can       
sometimes even be life-threatening [1]. These      
complications stem from the fact that essentially a        
human is blindly and manually maneuvering the       
intubation tube. In order to mitigate the ensued risks and          
aftereffects of currently employed methods, this work       
uses a surgical snake robot [2] to autonomously        
navigate down the airway.  

The contribution of this paper is developing the        
navigation policy that utilizes images from a monocular        
camera mounted on its tip. We use Q Reinforcement         
Learning in Deep Convolutional Neural Networks      
(DCNN) [3], widely referred to as Deep Q        
Reinforcement Learning Neural Networks (DQNN), to      
produce these policies. The system can serve as an         
assistive device for medical personnel to perform       
endoscopic intubation, with minimal to no human input. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Reinforcement learning (RL) has proven to be a        
successful tool for autonomous navigation and control       
over the past years. The objective of RL is to learn good            
policies for sequential decision problems by optimizing       
accumulated reward indicators [4]. In particular,      
learning to control agents from sensory data like vision,         
had been of great interest to the community [5, 6],          
including advancements introduced by Google     
DeepMind [3]. Most methods employ DCNN in Q        
learning implementations of RL algorithms. These      
innovative approaches empower agents to accurately      
predict optimum courses of thousands of sequential       
actions, in the presence of noisy input data in dynamic          
environments. 

Although deep RL is currently facing an       
unprecedented resonance in the majority of engineering       
fields, it has not yet been used widely in the medical           
domain. To the best of our knowledge, no existing         
literature suggests its deployment for endoscopic      
intubation. This paper demonstrates that a DQNN 

Fig. 1 (a) Surgical snake robot in assistive respiration. (b)          
Image of trachea as seen from the camera on the head of the             
robot. (c) The trachea is a non uniform curved tube of length            
100-120 mm and diameter 18-20 mm.

framework can accurately enable a flexible snake robot        
to navigate inside a patient’s airway using camera        
images (Fig 1 (b)). 

Given the inter-patient variability as well as       
poor lighting and featureless environment, conventional      
motion planning and computer vision algorithms do not        
produce results with high levels of confidence.       
However, data driven RL algorithms rely solely on        
information from the unknown Markovian1     
environment. Hence, eliminating the prevalent need of       
most machine learning methods for large labeled       
datasets. Therefore we consider RL. 

In this work, a surgical snake robot (see Fig. 1          
(a)) plays the role of the agent2. The underline control          
algorithm interprets its state by propagating the       
camera’s live feed through the DCNN and predicting        
the optimum action. In order to train the network in a           
realistic context, we formulated a Gazebo simulation as        
shown in Fig 2. Since the robot is a follow-the-leader          
mechanism [2], we restrict our learning to the actions of          
the tip of the robot alone. This helps reduce the          
computational complexity of the model and      
significantly accelerates the training time. 

The sensory input supplied to the system are        
84×84×3 RGB images from a camera mounted at the tip          
of the robot’s head which carries its own light source. 

1Markovian is used to describe a fully observable environment where the state transition probability function depends on the future state given the                      
present state [4].  
2In RL, agent is the entity that learns how to perform the intended task (for example robot, vehicle, etc.) [4]. 
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Fig. 2 Gazebo training environment including the agent (snake         
scope head), five different trachea models on which the         
DCNN was trained, the projection of the camera frame and the           
9 discrete actions the agent is allowed to take. 
 
The DCNN has 4 convolutional hidden layers followed        
by 2 fully connected layers which are split into two to           
form the proposed dueling structure [6]. The number of         
outputs is equal to the discrete number of possible         
actions that the agent is allowed to take, which in our           
case is 9 (See Fig. 2). In each of the defined actions, the             
head of the snake is oriented to the desired pitch/yaw by           
5 deg and then advanced one step in the forward          
direction by 0.5 mm. 

The network is iteratively trained for 80,000       
episodes using stochastic gradient descent to update the        
weights over a batch of 32 experiences. The exploration         
rate, which reflects to the randomness of the selected         
actions, is linearly decreased from 100% to 1% after         
70,000 episodes (see Fig. 3). The reward function is         
defined such that the further the distance traversed,        
higher the assigned reward. The termination conditions       
for each episode are - (1) Reaching the end of the           
trachea, (2) completing more steps than allowed, and (3)         
colliding with the walls. In order to detect collision         
between the solid bodies, two 2D lasers were mounted         
on the coronal and transverse plane of the agent.         
However, they will not be included in the actual         
experiment and they are only used for ease of collision          
detection in simulation.  

 
Fig. 3 Accuracy and loss versus number of training episodes.  

In order to improve the robustness to different        
environments, and smoothly transfer to real world       
scenarios, domain normalization [7] is implemented by: 

● Adding Gaussian noise to the camera data 
● Varying the color of each model 
● Randomizing agent’s initial position and pose 
● Randomly selecting a trachea model every 10       

episodes 
The following hyperparameters for the learning      
algorithm were hand-tuned through iterative trainings:      
discount rate=0.98, learning rate=0.0005, collision     
penalty=40, completion reward=100, buffer memory     
size=60,000 and batch size=32.  

RESULTS 
In Fig. 3 we present the resulting accuracy over training          
episodes, which eventually converged to 92%. In our        
setup, accuracy is calculated as the number of successes         
in 100 consecutive episodes, where success is counted        
only if the agent reaches the end of the trachea without           
meeting any of the other two terminating conditions 3.         
We also present the mean loss of each episode of our           
training in Fig. 3, which is calculated as the average of           
the quadratic loss values over all steps of an episode. 

DISCUSSION 
We have implemented an autonomously navigating      
agent within a trachea using DQNN. This is challenging         
because the trachea is highly confined and thus two         
consecutively wrong actions could have inevitably lead       
to unwanted collision, i.e. failure. To address this        
challenge, we implemented a reinforcement learning      
approach, which produces policies that only select the        
appropriate action to navigate. We believe the approach        
in this paper can serve as an assistive device for a broad            
spectrum of endoscopic procedures. Of particular      
interest to the authors involve extending this approach        
to natural orifice transluminal surgery (NOTES) and       
endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD).  
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Clostridium difficile (C. diff) is a gastrointestinal patho-
gen and the leading cause of health-care-associated in-
fection (e. g. diarrhea and pseudo-membranous colitis) 
in the USA and developed countries [1]. Since the year 
of 2000, more than 300,000 hospitalizations involve C. 

diff infection (CDI) each year with an annual cost of 1.0 
to 4.9 billion to the US health care system [2]. CDI is a 
toxin-mediated disease and C. diff secretes two major 
toxins, i.e. toxins A (TcdA) and B (TcdB), that are 
clearly responsible for diarrhea and colitis. Therefore, a 
timely and accurate detection method for these toxins is 
significant for early diagnosis of CDI, timely infection 
control and pharmacological treatment. To date, a series 
of detection methods targeting one or both toxins 
through conjugation techniques have been developed, 
such as the enzyme immunoassays, cell culture cytotox-
icity neutralization assay, glutamate dehydrogenase 
assay, and molecular assays [3]. However, these ap-
proaches have limitations, such as high analytical cost, 
strong dependence on reference, long turnaround time 
(usually 24-28 h for cell cytotoxicity assay), specificity 
in the laboratory diagnosis setting and professional 
skills. In view of the current situations, an automated, 
rapid and low-cost detection method for C. diff toxins is 
highly required for the clinician to make an early diag-
nosis and timely treatment. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This paper presents a magnetic microrobotic system and 
related methods that enable the autonomous and rapid 
detection of toxins secreted by C. diff that exist in pa-
tient’s stool. The fluorescent magnetic spore-based mi-
crorobot (FMSM), as a microscale mobile sensing tool, 
is used to efficiently detect C. diff toxins by utilizing its 
property of selective fluorescence responses: the contact 
and reaction with C. diff toxins cause its fluorescence 
decay. The obtained FMSMs are shown in Fig. 1(a) by 
batch fabrication. The fluorescence images in Fig. 1(b) 
demonstrate the high fluorescence performance of the 
FMSMs. Very recently, our report [4] has confirmed 
that the FMSM has fluorescence response selectivity.  
This selectivity is mainly caused by the oligosaccharide 
and related groups on the FMSMs that are formed on 
the surface of carbon dots during the hydrothermal pro-
cess. The interaction between oligosaccharide and relat-
ed groups and combined repetitive oligopeptides 
(CROPs) on the C. diff toxins would cause the fluores-
cence decay of the carbon dots. The Smart BLAST 
(provided by National Center for Biotechnology Infor-

mation online) survey result indicates that, in gastroin-
testinal (GI) tract, the CROPs segment and its high 
matched sequences can only be observed in TcdA/TcdB 
and cell wall proteins of C. diff [4]. These results sup-
port the specific detection capability of FMSMs to C. 

diff toxins and exclude the possibility of false positive 
detection caused by the interference of other toxins and 
bacteria in clinical samples. 
The overall magnetic microrobotic system is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. The electromagnetic coil system, i.e. MagDisk 
[5], consists of five independent electromagnets ena-
bling its capability of generating the rotating fields for 
actuation of FMSM with tumbling motion with over 20 
Hz. An inverted fluorescence microscope with a fluo-
rescence illuminator is for fluorescence imaging of the 
FMSMs. An sCMOS camera provides vision feedback 
to the host computer, which implements the image pro-
cessing, automated motion control, magnetic field con-
trol and data processing algorithms. The FMSMs and 
sample solution are placed in a glass tank. The glass 
tank locates in the middle of the MagDisk workspace 
(about 20 mm*20 mm), and it is connected to a 2 de-
gree-of-freedom (DoF) sample positioning stage for 
adjusting the field of view of the microscope. The rele-
vant magnetic field parameters are computed and deliv-
ered to the servoamplifier for driving the electromagnet-
ic coils.  

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram (left) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images (right) of the fabricated FMSMs. 
The Fe3O4 nanoparticles coated on the outside wall is for 
magnetic actuation. The carbon dots coated on the outside and 
inside walls are for fluorescence imaging based C. diff toxins 
detection. Please note that, in the schematic diagram, the 
particles are not with the real size. (b) Bright-field image and 
dark-field fluorescence image of the FMSMs with red light 
emission under green light excitation [4]. 
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In order to automatically control the microrobot naviga-
tion and obtain the fluorescence parameter variation of 
the FMSM, a simultaneous motion tracking and fluores-
cence extraction method is proposed. Then a navigation 
trajectory and a trajectory following control method are 
proposed to let the FMSM autonomously navigate in the 
entire workspace to contact with the toxins. After at 
most 20 minute’s navigation, the detection result is giv-
en immediately based on the recorded fluorescence data.   
 

RESULTS 
Clinical stool samples are provided by healthy volun-
teers and C. diff -positive patients from the Prince of 
Wales Hospital (Shatin, Hong Kong). Similar to the 
treated supernatants of clinical stool samples that com-
monly used for ELISA (TGC-E002-1, tgcBIOMICS 
GmbH, Germany), stool specimens (about 2 g) are cut, 
re-dispersed in PBS (about 2 mL) and then made to su-
pernatants for use. The toxin concentration of the in-
fected sample is determined as C = 8.66 ng/mL by ELI-
SA. Then, the stock solution is diluted into different 
concentration groups (form 0.01C to 0.5C) for use in the 
autonomous detection experiments. 
Fig. 3 shows that the proposed method can well extract 
the FMSM although the background noise varies. By 
using this method, the fluorescence inensity of the 
FMSM is accurately obtained in real-time. Baesd on the 
variation of the data, the qualitative detection result is 
obtained as illustrated in Fig. 4 where the dramatic 
fluorescence decrease is only captured in the infected 
stool sample. 

CONCLUSION 
An autonomous, rapid and low-cost C. diff toxin 
detection technique for clinical stool has been presented. 
The magnetic microrobotic system and image 
processing method are introduced whose effectivenees 
is validated by experiments on clinical stool. The 
autonomous detection finishes within 20 min which is at 
least 8 times shorter than that of the ELISA used in 
Prince of Wales Hospital (Shatin, Hong Kong). The 
proposed technique has good competency for future 
clinical use. 
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Fig. 2 The lab-constructed magnetic microrobotic system for 
autonomous detection of C. diff toxins in clinical stool. 

 
Fig. 3 Effectiveness test and performance of the proposed 
image gradient-based method for accurately extacting the 
FMSM from feedback images with varied background noise. 
Length of the scale bar is 15 um. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Autonomous detection results for clinical normal stool 
(a) and infected stool (0.5C) (b). Small green circles represent 
the navigation points where fluorescence intensity of the 
FMSM are above the threshold value (50) of the qualitative 
detection criterion. White dashed circles mark the FMSMs 
when the navigation process finishes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Flexible endoscopy is a common medical technique used 
for diagnosis in the upper and lower gastrointestinal (GI) 
tract. The flexible endoscope consists of a flexible tube, 
up to two working channels for insertion of flexible in-
struments, a camera and a light source at the distal end 
(tip). Bending the tip left-right and up-down, is achieved 
by rotating two dials with one hand, whilst the other hand 
is used for rotating, inserting and retracting the endo-
scope shaft. Often, more than one operator is needed for 
effective manipulation. As a result, the conventional con-
trol of a flexible endoscope creates challenges, such as 
poor ergonomics, inefficient handling of the endoscopic 
tip and suboptimal collaboration [1]. 

Therefore, the development of an intuitive interface to 
overcome these challenges is deemed necessary. Ro-
botization of the existing flexible endoscopes has been 
attempted in previous studies [2, 3]. In [4] we proposed a 
gaze-controlled robotized system, which allows hands-
free control of the endoscopic view in an intuitive fash-
ion, using the natural gaze of the user to steer the endo-
scope tip. Evaluation with novice users showed improved 
performance and preference over traditional hand con-
trol. Limitations of this system include the lack of motor-
ization of the rotation, insertion and retraction of the shaft 
of the endoscope and the restricted positioning of the user 
in front of a screen, due to the use of screen-based eye-
tracking sensors. 

In this study, we propose a fully motorized gaze-con-
trolled system for non-restricting, free-view flexible en-
doscopy. The feasibility and comparison against tradi-
tional hand control are assessed. Simulated examination 
of the upper GI tract is performed by novice users. 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The system presented here allows a user to remotely con-
trol the endoscope movements without handling the de-
vice, while expert endoscopist studies art currently ongo-
ing. A flexible gastroscope is attached to an articulated 
robotic arm, mounted onto a rail and placed on top of a 
surgical table (Fig. 1). The dials used to control the distal 
tip steering are motorized using two 3D printed gears and 
two motors, controlled by a gaze-contingent closed loop 
velocity controller. Gaze on the screen is estimated based 
on a 3D gaze reconstruction framework we developed [5] 
with the synergy of conventional wearable eye-tracking 
glasses, a motion capture system and fixed in space RGB-
D cameras for real-time 3D reconstruction of the envi-
ronment. The robot controls the endoscope shaft rotation 

and insertion/retraction. The former is controlled with the 
head sideways rotations and the latter with a joystick han-
dle, which also allows features such as system pause and 
automatic retroflexion. Audio feedback is provided when 
the user enables rotation, pauses the system or enables 
retroflexion. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Free-view gaze interaction with the screen is achieved 
with the real-time framework presented in [5]. Its core 
functionality is to provide the user’s 3D point of regard 
in space. It relies on estimating the pose of the eye-tracker 
scene camera in the world frame, and tracing the gaze ray 
provided on the head frame of reference, onto the 3D re-
constructed space. For the work presented here, the head 
pose is estimated with the employment of the OptiTrack 
motion capture system. Spherical markers are mounted 
on the eye-tracker to form an asymmetric rigid body and 
allow OptiTrack to provide its unique 6 degrees of free-
dom (DOF) pose in space. The rigid transformations be-
tween the rigid body –eye-tracker scene camera and 
OptiTrack– world coordinate system are calibrated. By 
using the hybrid macro/micro-scale model presented in 
[6], the mode (macro or micro) and the 2D screen fixation 
(for micro mode) is provided as output. 

For gaze control, the PID controller presented in [4] is 
employed, which relies on the distance between the fixa-
tion point on the screen and the center of the screen. 

The rotation of the endoscope is achieved by rotating 
the end-effector of the robot with a constant speed. It is 
initiated with the rotation of the user’s head on the eye-
tracker’s scene camera’s z-axis, above a predefined an-
gular threshold. The head orientation reference is defined 
at the beginning of the experiment. 

Fig. 1 The robotized flexible endoscope mounted on the UR5. 
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Insertion and retraction of the endoscope is imple-
mented with the linear movement of the robot with con-
stant velocity. It is triggered by a joystick (up/down re-
spectively) connected to an Arduino Uno which streams 
data to the system PC.  

Retroflexion of the distal tip is activated by holding the 
joystick to the right for 1 s. The system is paused (motors 
and robot remain idle) by pushing the joystick handle and 
is enabled by pushing the joystick again. No action is per-
formed when user’s gaze is outside the screen. 

For eye-tracking, the SMI (SensoMotoric Instruments 
GmbH) glasses are used. For RGB-D sensing, the Mi-
crosoft Kinect v2 is used and for head pose tracking the 
OptiTrack motion capture system with four Prime 13 
cameras. The robot arm is a UR5 by Universal Robots. 
Two Dynamixel RX-24F motors were employed for the 
motorization of the endoscope. For the endoscopic task 
view, a 42″ LG screen with 1920x1080 px resolution is 
used. The endoscope is a flexible gastroscope (Karl Storz 
13801 PKS). 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The evaluation task simulates a diagnostic gastroscopy 
using gaze or hand (conventional) control. The experi-
mental setup involves a head phantom, a silicon tube to 
simulate the oesophagus and a stomach phantom filled 
with 10 numbered targets (Fig. 2b,c). Seven subjects, 6 
males and 1 female, between the ages of 26 and 35 with 
normal uncorrected vision, were invited to take part in 
the study. After informed consent, the subjects were 
taken through the experimental setup, starting either with 
the gaze- or hand-control setup, in randomized order, and 
given time to familiarize themselves with it. Each subject 
was then instructed to intubate the oesophagus, locate 
and fit the targets in ascending order within a circle 
drawn at the center of the screen (Fig. 2c).  

RESULTS 
All the subjects were able to independently intubate the 
oesophagus and accurately locate ten targets placed in the 

stomach using the gaze-controlled system and the tradi-
tional hand control. The average time to complete the 
task with gaze was 2:04±0:30 minutes vs 03:40±01:00 
with hand control. Significant difference between the two 
modalities at the p<.05 level [F(1, 14) = 16.32, p = 0.001] 
is found. NASA-TLX questionnaires show preference in 
gaze control (84±12%) over hand control (33±17%) and 
significant difference at the p<.05 level [F(1, 12) = 41.55, 
p<.001] (Fig. 3). 

DISCUSSION 
A fully robotized gaze-contingent flexible endoscope has 
been presented, which allows touchless control of a flex-
ible endoscope in a free-viewing fashion. Testing with 
non-endoscopist subjects in a simulated diagnostic gas-
troscopy (upper GI) showed that gaze controlled endos-
copy is a feasible concept. It allows ergonomic, user-
friendly and intuitive control whilst maintaining the ben-
efits of a flexible endoscope. Further experiments involv-
ing expert endoscopists are ongoing. 
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Fig. 2 (a) The experimental setup. (b) The upper GI tract phan-
tom and (c) the camera view of the targets. 

Fig. 3 Results of task completion time (left) and NASA-TLX 
(right) for both gaze- and hand-control modalities. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The notched compliant joint has been increasingly used 

in continuum manipulators for minimally invasive 
surgical applications. The notched compliant joint has 
advantages of small size, large bending angle, small 
bending radius and constant curvature as well as high 
bending rigidity against external force applied 
perpendicularly to the bending plane [1]. 

Neverthless, the notched compliant joint has low 
bending rigidity against external force parallel to the 
bending plane, thus leading to undesired bending posture. 
This undesired bending posture results in a position error 
of tip in the joint, which increases the risk of surgery by 
wrong manipulation of an instrument attached to the joint. 

To overcome this drawback, we proposed a mechanism 
by changing the shape of the notch. Although various 
shapes of notch have been reported, including rectangular 
shape with corner-filleting, which is a typical shape of 
notch, triangular shape, tapered shape and rounded shape, 
they were designed not for improving bending rigidity 
but for enhancing stress distribution or avoiding 
permanent deformation caused by exceeding strain limit. 
To the best of our knowledge, the recent researches have 
not focused on the shape of notch to improve the rigidity 
to bending force.  

In this study, we propose a new type of notched 
compliant joint based on the modified shape of the notch, 
which has thick spacer without losing the height of the 
notch. The proposed notched compliant joint showed the 
improved bending rigidity while maintaining maximum 
bending angle compared to the typical-shape notched 
compliant joint. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 Maximum bending angle and bending rigidity of the 
notched compliant joints are mainly affected by  𝑙𝑛 ,
height of notch, and 𝑙𝑠, thickness of spacer, respectively
[1] [2]. In a typically shaped notched compliant joint, if
L, length of bendable section in the joint, and N, numbers
of notch in one side, are determined by constrained space,
𝑙𝑠 cannot be increased without decreasing 𝑙𝑛.
To solve this limitation of the typical shape of notch, by
defining a new parameter h, height in the middle part of
the notch, we proposed increasing 𝑙𝑠 without decreasing
𝑙𝑛  to improve rigidity without reducing maximum
bending angle. The reason why we used the new
parameter is as follows. Maximum bending angle is
mainly determined by heights of inner and outer parts of
the notch. From this, we found that height in the middle
part of the notch is irrelevant to determining maximum
bending angle.

Fig. 1 Comparison of notch design between (a) typical shape 
and (b) wave shape  

Therefore, we separated 𝑙𝑛′ , height in the inner and outer
parts of the notch, and h, height in middle part of the 
notch, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Then we added a protrusion 
in the middle part of the notch. The value of h can be 
adjusted by determining height of protrusion. As a result, 
𝑙𝑠  can be increased by decreasing h instead of
reducing  𝑙𝑛′.  Further, in order to enhance stress
distribution and make 𝑙𝑠 constant along the neutral line of
spacer, we designed the protrusion to have a round shape 
with the same size of curvature in the fillet of the inner 
part of notch. As shown in Fig. 1, by decreasing h through 
adjusting height of the protrusion, the wave-shaped notch 
has higher 𝑙𝑠 with same 𝑙𝑛′  compared to typical-shaped
notch.  

In addition, we demonstrated this characteristic of the 
wave-shaped notch mathematically. If L and d are 
determined, 𝑙𝑠  and 𝑙𝑛  have relationship of inverse
proportionality in equation (2) induced from equation (1) 
which is the design equation of a typical-shaped notch [1]. 
However, equation (3) is the modified design equation of 
the wave-shaped notch having the new parameter, h, 
added by the protrusion in the middle part of the notch. 
Equation (4), simplified from equation (3), describes that 
𝑙𝑠 can be increased by decreasing h instead of decreasing
𝑙𝑛′ in a wave-shaped notch.

𝐿 = (2𝑁 + 1)(𝑙𝑛 + 𝑙𝑠) (1) 

∆𝑙𝑠 = −∆𝑙𝑛 (2) 

𝐿 =
1
2

(2𝑁 + 1)(𝑙𝑛′+2𝑙𝑠+h) (3) 

∆𝑙𝑠 = −
∆𝑙𝑛′

2 −
∆ℎ
2

(4) 

Through proposed design equation for the wave-shaped 
notch, by setting variation of h to 0.4 mm, 𝑙𝑠  increase
from 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm compared to the typical-shaped 

(a) (b) 
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notch, while maintaining 𝑙𝑛′ to 0.91 mm, with L, OD and
ID of  the tube to 30 mm, 12 mm and 6 mm respectively.  

SIMULATION RESULTS 
We used the finite element modeling (FEM) package 

ANSYS Workbench Release 17.1 to demonstrate that the 
proposed wave-shape notched compliant joint has higher 
rigidity than the typical-shape notched compliant joint.  

First, we used simplified geometry models of wave-
shape and typical-shape notched compliant joints for 
decreasing time to solve the deformations of the joint by 
reducing total size and maintaining other design 
condition. However, all conditions of both models were 
identical except for shape of notch. Without external 
force, both models have a same displacement of tip 
position, 𝑑, between base and 100° bended position as 
much as 16.8 𝑚𝑚. After applying 5 N external force to 
the tip, The displacements in typical type, 𝑑𝑅 and
proposed type, 𝑑𝑊 are 17.4 mm and 17.1 mm respectively,
as shown in Fig.2. The result of simulation showed that 
the value of |𝑑 − 𝑑𝑊|, which is 0.3 mm as position error
in tip of the wave-shape notched model, is 50 % lower 
than the value of |𝑑 − 𝑑𝑅|, which is 0.6 mm as position
error in the tip of the typical-shape notched model. 

Fig. 2 Rigidity comparison between (a) typical-shape notched 
compliant joint and (b) wave-shape notched compliant joint 

Fig. 3 Experiment for measuring position error of wave-shape 
notched compliant joint against external force 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
To measure actual positioning error of the proposed 
design, we manufactured a proposed wave-shape notched 
compliant joint in nitinol and performed the experiment. 
First, we bent the proposed notched compliant joint with 
100° angle and applied 5 N external force to the tip by 
linear guide equipped load cell (UU-100K, CAS corp., 
Yangju, Korea). Next, we measured position error in the 
tip of our proposed joint between when applying no 
external force and applying external force by using an 
optical tracking system (OTS) (Polaris spectra, Nothern 
Digital Inc., Waterloo, Cananda), shown in Fig. 3. 

In the result of 5 repetitions of the experiment, the 
average position error is 0.56 mm with 0.04 mm standard 
deviation. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The results of FEM simulation demonstrated that the 
proposed wave-shape notched compliant joint has higher 
rigidity than the typical-shape notched compliant joint by 
the former showing relatively small position error against 
external force compared to the latter. The results of the 
experiment showed the proposed notched compliant joint 
can withstand applied 5 N external force with 0.56 mm 
position error. Because the simulation used a small model 
than manufactured joint and did not consider of friction 
force between wires and the joint, different results 
appeared between the simulation and the experiment. 
With the proposed notched compliant joint, position 
accuracy for the manipulating instrument can be 
increased without employing any control method. 
However, the proposed notched compliant joint has 
limitation on amounts of increasing rigidity. Because the 
parameter, h, can be decreased until allowing closure of 
the notch to occur in the outer part of the notch for 
achieving maximum bending angle, which leads to 
limitation for increasing 𝑙𝑠 affected rigidity.

In the future, we will perform the animal and cadaver 
experiments with the proposed mechanism to treat bone 
tumor.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Concentric tube robots, needle diameter robots composed 
of nested pre-curved tubes, are capable of curving around 
anatomical obstacles to perform surgical procedures at 
difficult-to-reach sites. Concentric tube robots have the 
potential to enable less invasive surgeries in many areas 
of the human body, including the skull base, the lungs, 
and the heart [1]. For these robots, in order to safely 
control and plan motions that automatically prevent 
unintended collisions with the patient’s anatomy, an 
accurate shape model of the entire robot’s shaft is 
required. Accurate prediction of the entire shape of a 
concentric tube robot from its control inputs is 
challenging, and current state-of-the-art shape models are 
often unable to accurately account for complex and 
unpredictable physical phenomena such as inconsistent 
friction between tubes, non-homogenous material 
properties, and imprecisely shaped tubes [2][3]. In this 
work, we present a data driven, deep neural network-
based approach for learning a more accurate model of a
concentric tube robot’s entire shape. 

Machine learning enables a data driven approach to 
the shape estimation of concentric tube robots. Neural 
network models have been successfully used to more 
accurately model the forward kinematics and inverse 
kinematics of concentric tube robots [4][5], and an 
ensemble method has been applied to learn and adapt a 
forward kinematics model online [3]. However, these 
models only consider the pose of the robot’s tip. In order 
to successfully plan and execute motions that avoid 
unwanted collisions between the robot’s shaft and patient 
anatomy, a model must accurately predict the entire 
shape of the robot. 
 In this work, we present a deep neural network 
approach that learns a function that accurately models the 
entire shape of the concentric tube robot, for a given set 
of tubes, as a function of its configuration (see Fig. 1). 
The neural network takes as input the robot’s 
configuration, and the network outputs coefficients for 
orthonormal polynomial basis functions in x, y, and z 
parameterized by arc length along the robot’s tubular 
shaft. In this way, a function representing the entire shape 
of the robot can be produced by one feed forward pass 
through the neural network. 

The key insight behind our parameterization is that 
the uncertainty in the physics-based shape models is due 
mainly to uncertainty in curvature and torsion. The arc 
length of the robot’s shape, however, is independent of 
these and as such is generally not subject to the same 
sources of uncertainty. We can leverage this known state 
by parameterizing our shape function by arc length. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In order to learn a shape function for the concentric tube 
robot, data representing the robot’s shape as a function of 
its configuration must be gathered. To gather shape data, 
we utilize a multi-view 3D computer vision technique 
called shape from silhouette [6], in which multiple 
images of the robot’s shape for a given configuration are 
collected from cameras with known position (see Fig. 2). 
The robot’s shaft is then segmented in each image and for 
each pixel in the segmentation a ray is traced out from the 
camera’s position through its image plane. These rays 
then pass through a voxelized representation of the 
world, and voxels that are intersected by rays from every 
camera represent the robot’s shape in the world. We then 
fit a 3D space curve to the voxels using ordinary least 
squares, resulting in a curve that represents the true, 
sensed backbone of the robot. We then train the neural 
network using the sensed backbone as ground truth. 
 Our neural network architecture consists of a feed 
forward, fully connected network, with 5 hidden layers 
of 30 nodes each. We utilize the parametric rectified 

1

Cameras

Robot
Fig. 2 We train the neural network using data from a physical 
robot. By taking images from multiple cameras (blue arrows), 
the shape of the robot’s shaft (pink arrows) can be reconstructed 
in 3D using shape from silhouette. 
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Fig. 1 Given a concentric tube robot configuration defined by 
the translations and rotations of the tubes (upper left), our 
neural network (upper right) outputs coefficients for a set of 
polynomial basis functions (lower left) that are combined to 
model the backbone of the robot’s 3D shape (lower right). 
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linear unit as our non-linear activation function between 
layers, which we noted provided a slight performance 
improvement over the standard rectified linear unit. 

For a robot consisting of k tubes, we parameterize 
the i’th tube’s state as gi := {g1,i, g2,i, g3,i} = {cos(ai), 
sin(ai), bi} where ai Î (-p, p] is the i’th tube’s rotation 
and bi Î ℝ	is the i’th tube’s translation, as in [5]. We then 
parameterize the robot’s configuration as q = (g1, g2, …, 
gk). This serves as the input to the neural network.
 The network outputs 15 coefficients, c1x, c2x, … c5x, 
c1y, c2y, … c5y, c1z, c2z, … c5z, which serve as coefficients 
for a set of 5 orthonormal polynomial basis functions in 
x, y, and z parameterized by arc length, shown in Table 1. 
This results in three functions, x(q, s), y(q, s), and z(q, s), 
where x(q, s) = len(q) * (c1xP1(s) + c2xP2(s) + … + 
c5xP5(s)), where s is a normalized arc length parameter 
between 0 and 1, and len(q) is the total arc length of the 
robot’s backbone in configuration q. Then y(q, s) and z(q, 
s) are defined similarly with their respective coefficients.
The resulting shape function is shape(q, s) = <x(q, s),
y(q, s), z(q, s)>. To evaluate the shape of the robot at a
given configuration, the neural network can be evaluated
at q, and the resulting coefficients define a space-curve
function that can then be evaluated at any desired arc
length. This, combined with knowledge of the robot’s
radius as a function of arc length, results in a prediction
of the robot’s geometry in the world.

We first pretrained our model on 100,000 data points 
(configuration and backbone pairs) generated by the 
physics-based model presented in [2]. Such pretraining 
allows us to prevent overfitting on the smaller amount of 
sensed, real world data. 

We then trained our network on 8,000 data points, 
and we evaluate the network on 1,000 different test data 
points (both sets generated via shape from silhouette). 
We utilize a pointwise sum-of-squared-distances loss 
function and the ADAM [7] optimizer during training. 

Table 1 Coefficients for the orthonormal polynomial basis 
functions generated using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. 
P1(s) := 1.7321s, P2(s) := -6.7082s + 8.9943s2, etc., plotted in 
Fig. 1 (lower left). 

RESULTS 
We compare our neural network’s shape computation to 
that of the physics-based model presented in [2]. In Fig. 
3 we plot a histogram of the errors across the 1,000 test 
configurations. For each configuration of our 3-tube 
robot we evaluate the shape of the physics-based model, 
the learned model, and the ground truth from the vision 
system at 20 evenly spaced points along the robot’s shaft. 
We then present the maximum error—the L2 distance of 
the point that deviates from the ground truth the most. 
The error distribution of the learned model is shifted to 
the left compared with that of the physics-based model, 

indicating that the learned model is more likely to 
produce lower error values than the physics-based model. 

DISCUSSION 
In this work we present a learned, neural network model 
that outputs an arc length parameterized space curve. 
This allows us to take a data driven approach to modeling 
the shape of the concentric tube robot and improve upon 
a physics-based model. This may allow for safer motion 
planning and control of these devices in surgical settings 
that require avoiding anatomical obstacles. The model is 
only trained on cases where the robot is operating in free 
space. Accounting for interaction with tissue is the 
subject of future work. We also intend to investigate 
other models and augment the learned model to account 
for other sources of uncertainty in concentric tube robot 
shape modeling, including hysteresis, and plan to 
integrate the learned model with a motion planner and 
evaluate its use in automatic obstacle avoidance during 
tele-operation or automatic execution of surgical tasks. 
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s s2 s3 s4 s5 
P1(s) 1.7321 0 0 0 0 
P2(s) -6.7082 8.9943 0 0 0 
P3(s) 15.8745 -52.915 39.6863 0 0 
P4(s) -30.0 180.0 -315.0 168.0 0 
P5(s) 49.7494 -464.33 1392.98 -1671.6 696.4912 
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Fig. 3 A histogram of the maximum error along the robot’s 
shaft for the learned model and the physics-based model, for 
each of the 1,000 test points. The distribution is shifted to the 
left in the learned model, indicating that it is more likely to 
produce lower error values. The maximum error is 26mm for 
the learned model and 47mm for the physics-based model. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a steerable continuum sheath for use 
in single-port minimally invasive procedures. The 
sheath is designed to not only deliver multiple robotic 
arms through its working channels or lumens, but also 
to be steerable such that the endoscope can follow a 
curved path to the surgical site (see Fig. 1). The goal is 
to provide a means to increase the dexterity that can be 
achieved by multi-armed straight endoscopic systems 
such as proposed in [1, 2]. 

Several methods for steering multi-armed endoscopic 
systems have been previously proposed: a push-pull 
rod-driven mechanism was described in [3], and a 
concentric-tube mechanism was introduced in [4]. The 
push-pull rod-driven mechanism is effective in 
producing significant bending of the sheath, however, 
this approach requires reserving a portion of the cross 
section for routing of the rods or tendons. The challenge 
of designing a steerable sheath using concentric tubes 
[5] is that the maximum curvature of the sheath is
limited by its relatively large outer diameter. The
alternative approach of this paper is to produce bending
of the sheath using precurved working channels. The
smaller diameter of the working channels with respect
to the overall sheath means that significantly larger
precurvatures can be used with this approach. This idea,
first introduced in [6] for a single-section sheath, is
extended and demonstrated here for two-section
sheaths.

Articulation of the sheath is achieved by using one or 
more precurved superelastic tubes lining the working 
channels used for arm delivery. These tubes can 
accomplish shape change of the sheath through any 
combination of pushing, pulling and rotation. The 
sheath can be modeled using Cosserat rod theory to 
describe each working channel. These rod models are 
constrained along their length by a central backbone that 
can also be modeled as a Cosserat rod. The specific case 
of 2-armed 2-segment sheath is investigated here. Each 
working channel is comprised of a single precurved tube 
and actuation is achieved solely by rotation of the two 
precurved tubes relative to the central backbone. 
Simulation and experiment are used to investigate the 
concept and to evaluate the kinematic model. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The main structure of a single-segment two-channel 
steerable sheath is shown in Fig. 1. The two pre-curved 
tubes lining the working channels can be rotated at the 

proximal end with respect to the central backbone of the 
sheath to produce sheath bending. A multi-segment 
steerable sheath can be formed when there are multiple 
precurved tubes telescopically inserted together. It is 
noted that the tool-mounted arms delivered through 
these working channels can be actuated by tendons, 
rods, concentric tubes, etc. As depicted, disks spaced 
along the length of the sheath are attached to a central 
backbone. These disks constrain the relative positions of 
the channel tubes. Since the channel diameters are 
typically at least a factor of two smaller than the sheath 
diameter, the maximum precurvature is proportionally 
larger than what could be achieved with a sheath 
constructed from concentric tubes. This design is also 
spatially efficient by utilizing the working channels, 
traditionally passive elastic components, for actuation.  

Kinematic modeling consists of solving for the shape 
of the backbone and precurved tubes by integrating a set 
of differential equations. The shapes of backbone and 
tubes is represented by 𝐩𝑖(𝑠𝑖), where 𝑠𝑖 ∈ [0, ℓ𝑖] is the
independent arc length variable, ℓ𝑖  is the tube length.
The orientation of the body local frame is represented 
by a rotation matrix 𝐑𝑖(𝑠𝑖)which is defined as a Bishop
frame moving along the tubes. The shape of the entire 
tube can be obtained by integrating �̇�𝑖(𝑠𝑖) = 𝐑𝑖(𝑠𝑖)𝐞3
and �̇�𝑖(𝑠𝑖) = 𝐑𝑖(𝑠𝑖)�̂�𝑖  from the proximal end to the
distal end, where 𝐮𝑖(𝑠𝑖) is defined as the local curvature
and �̂�𝑖 is a skew-symmetric matrix derived from 𝐮𝑖.

For a single-segment sheath as introduced in [6], each 
precurved tube and the central backbone can be 
modeled as Cosserat rods subject to forces and moments 
applied to each other via the disks. The disks divide the 
tubes into sections over which integration is performed. 
According to Cosserat rod theory, the differential 
equation of curvature is given by  
�̇�𝑖 = −𝐊𝑖

−1[�̂�𝑖𝐊𝑖(𝐮𝑖 − 𝐮𝑖
∗) + 𝐞3𝐑𝑖

⊺𝐧𝑖],               (1)
where the subscript 𝑖 ∈ [0, ⋯ , 𝑛] denotes the index for 
the tubes, and 𝑖 = 0   stands for the backbone. The 
internal force is denoted as 𝐧𝑖, and �̇�𝑖 = 0 since there is

Fig. 1. Steerable endoscopic sheath actuated by rotation of two 
precurved tubes forming the working channels for the two 
robotic arms.  
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no external force exerted on the tubes between disks. 
The tube stiffness is denoted as 𝐊𝑖 = diag([𝐾𝑏, 𝐾𝑏, 𝐾𝑡]),
where 𝐾𝑏, 𝐾𝑡 are the bending and torsional stiffness of
the tube.  

For the multi-segment sheath, the modeling of the 
central backbone is the same as for a single segment. 
With the working channel tubes, however, one must 
consider the relative twisting of the tubes. This matches 
the case of concentric tube robot modeling introduced in 
[5] since the telescopically aligned tubes can twist
independently. This twist can be captured by the relative
angle 𝛼𝑖𝑗  in local Z-axis with respect to the innermost
(𝑗=1)-th tube, where 𝑖  and 𝑗  are indexes for arm and
tube, respectively. Therefore, the orientation of the 𝑗-
tube of 𝑖-arm is 𝐑𝑖𝑗(𝑠) = 𝐑𝑖1(𝑠)𝐑𝛼𝑖𝑗

(𝑠)and 𝐑𝛼𝑖𝑗
(𝑠) =

exp(𝛼𝑖𝑗(𝑠)�̂�3). After some manipulation, the derivative
of 𝛼𝑖𝑗  in terms of local torsional curvature 𝐮𝑖𝑗(𝑠)|𝑧  is
found to be �̇�𝑖𝑗(𝑠) = 𝐮𝑖𝑗(𝑠)|𝑧 − 𝐮𝑖1(𝑠)|𝑧 . As a result,
the arm curvature can be integrated separately from 
bending and torsion. The bending curvature of 𝑖-th arm 
can be found as the 1-st tube as 
�̇�𝑖1|𝑥,𝑦 = −𝐊𝑖

−1 [∑ [𝑚
𝑗=1 �̂�𝑖1𝐊𝑖𝑗(𝐮𝑖1 − 𝐑𝛼𝑖𝑗𝐮𝑖𝑗

∗ ) −

�̇�𝑖𝑗𝐊𝑖𝑗𝐑𝛼𝑖𝑗�̂�3𝐮𝑖𝑗
∗ ] + �̂�3𝐑𝑖1

⊺ 𝐧𝑖]|
𝑥,𝑦

,  (2) 

where the external forces applied to each tube can be 
expressed collectively as 𝐧𝑖(𝑠) = ∑  𝑗=1 𝐧𝑖𝑗(𝑠)   and
collective stiffness is defined as 𝐊𝑖 = ∑  𝑗=1 𝐊𝑖𝑗 .
Assuming no friction between tubes and disks, the 
differential equation for the torsional curvature of each 
tube takes the form 
�̇�𝑖𝑗|𝑧 =

𝐾𝑏𝑖𝑗

𝐾𝑡𝑖𝑗
[𝐮𝑖𝑗

∗ |𝑥(𝐮𝑖1|𝑥sin (𝛼𝑖𝑗) − 𝐮𝑖1|𝑦cos (𝛼𝑖𝑗)) +

𝐮𝑖𝑗
∗ |𝑦(𝐮𝑖1|𝑥cos (𝛼𝑖𝑗) + 𝐮𝑖1|𝑦sin (𝛼𝑖𝑗))].  (3) 

All differential equations are integrated simultaneously 
along the length of tubes to calculate the shape of each 
working channel. The boundary conditions, the 
compatibility condition imposed by disks, and solution 
approach are the same as those in [6]. Convergence in 
simulation is assumed when compatibility error is less 
than 0.6mm.  

Table I. Prototype Parameters.  
(Fig. 2-3 Parameters / Fig. 4 parameters) 

RESULTS 
Two 2-section steerable sheath prototypes were built as 
shown in Figs. 2-4 using the parameters of Table I. 
Initial validation of the model was performed by visual 
comparison of simulated and experimental shapes as 
shown in Fig. 3 for the low-curvature prototype. For this 
design, the model converged for a broad range of initial 
conditions while for the high curvature design, 

convergence was sensitive to initial conditions. Future 
work will focus on model solution techniques and 
calibration. 

Fig. 2. Two-section sheath prototype accommodating two 
arms.  

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental and simulated shapes of 
low curvature tubes. Black curve is central backbone, blue and 
red curves are working channels corresponding to the left and 
right arms. 

Fig. 4. High-curvature prototype. (a)-(e) complete rotation of 
distal section. (f)-(h) complete rotation of proximal section. 
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Segment 1 Segment 2 Backbone 
Disk spacing (mm) 8 
Length (mm) 35 / 55 35 / 50 64 / 100 
Radius of curvature 
(mm) 

83.33 / 26.79 93.33 / 34.29 ∞ 

Outer diameter (mm) 2.5 / 1.875 2.8 / 2.4 0.762mm 
Inner diameter (mm) 2.2 / 1.6 2.6 / 2.0 -- 
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INTRODUCTION 
During percutaneous intervention in the brain, the needle 
must avoid major blood vessels, as inadvertently 
puncturing one can pose a life-threatening complication. 
There is a risk that vessels with a size close to or smaller 
than the resolution of commonly used preoperative 
imaging modalities such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(MRI, ~0.59 × 0.59 × 1 mm) would not be detected 
during procedure planning. To detect these vessels, 
Wardell et al. (2016) [1] had deployed a Laser Doppler 
Flowmetry (LDF) sensor in a rigid needle while 
performing Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) implantation 
Procedures. The insertion path of a rigid needle, 
however, is limited to a straight line. Consequently, if a 
vessel is detected in front of the tip of the needle, the 
procedure must be interrupted. This limitation is driving 
the development of needles that can be steered around 
curvilinear paths to avoid obstacles. 
In our previous study [2], [3], we have shown the 
feasibility of using LDF sensors for intra-operative vessel 
detection in a steerable needle. We used one type of 
steerable needle systems referred to as a Programmable 
Bevel Tip Needle (PBN). PBN offers a multi-segment 
flexible design, which is inspired by the egg-laying 
channel of certain insects [4]. Knowledge of vessel pose 
is crucial for the steerable needle system to execute and 
avoid obstacles. 
The LDF sensor detects a vessel by measuring the 
Doppler shift effect in the light refracted by the moving 
blood cells flowing within it. Since the laser light is 
randomly scattered in the tissue, it is challenging to 
determine the source of the signal, and thus determining 
the perfusion value of blood flow is not possible [5]. 
Therefore, the perfusion measurements is a relative value 
with an arbitrary units (AU). Since a perfusion value 
corresponds to many vessel positions, in [2], successive 
measurements combined with a lookup table of the 
inverse perfusion value were used to determine the 
position of the vessel with respect to the tip of the sensor. 
However, this method only works for a given pair of 
tissue and vessel properties. In [3], relative 
measurements between each probe were used directly to 
classify the “no-go” area. Using relative measurements, 
the perfusion value of each probe was normalized so that 
this method is applicable to any set of tissue optical 
properties. However, there are several limitations in the 
algorithm, such as the inability to predict vessel diameter 
or the distance from the vessel to the probe. 
Under real conditions, neither the vessel nor the tissue 
properties are known beforehand. Hence, in this paper, a 

feasibility study is presented where a Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) network is used to directly predict the 
“no-go” area that was inferred from successive 
measurements from four laser Doppler probes. 

Fig. 1 The cross section of the PBN and the locations of the 
LDF probes in its working channels. The red-dash line 

represents the detection range of the probe. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
LSTMs require a large number of training data sets, 
which would be impractical to acquire experimentally. 
Therefore, we used Monte-Carlo simulations [6] to 
model measurements from the LDF system. The 
detection fiber was modelled using a ring detector. In 
each run, the simulation was stopped if there were 
100,000 photons detected in the detector. The 
simulations were used to model the perfusion value for 
0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 mm diameter vessels, with reduced 
scattering coefficient (µ𝑠′ ) equal to 0.55, 0.75, and 0.95 
mm. The flow velocities were set at 10, 15, and 20 mm/s.
For each set of optical properties, the perfusion values
were simulated at off-axis positions ranging from 2 to 0
mm in -0.2 decrements and at axial position ranging
between 0.75 to 4.05 mm in 0.3 mm increments. In this
proof-of-concept, we assumed that only a single vessel is
ever detected by the probe.
Fig. 1 shows the location of the LDF probes in the PBN.
As can be seen, we used two coordinate systems, needle
coordinate system ( 𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑛 ) and probe coordinate
system ( 𝑥𝑝, 𝑦𝑝, 𝑧𝑝 ). The probe coordinate system is
placed at an angle of -14.8° with respect to the needle
coordinate system. We then defined the detection area of
the sensors. With the maximum axial detection range of
the probes set at 2.4 mm, the detection volume was
discretized into voxels, with the size of each voxel equal
to 0.3 × 0.3 × 0.3 mm. Using this voxel size, there were
1805 voxels inside the detection range of the sensors,
where each voxel was used to represent a label (class).
The network was then used to predict whether a voxel is
safe (it is not occupied by a vessel) or it is not safe (it is
occupied by a vessel). The voxel value is set into 0 if it is
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safe, while the value of not safe voxel is set to 1. Since 
the vessel can occupy several voxels at once, the problem 
becomes that of a multi-label classification where several 
labels (classes) can have a value of 1. Four perfusion 
values from four probes were simultaneously fetched and 
fed to the network. The input was presented in this form 

[𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓1𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓2𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓3𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓4𝑡 𝐹𝑇]𝑇
Where 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓1𝑡, 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓2𝑡, 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓3𝑡, 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓4𝑡  are the perfusion
values for probe 1, 2, 3, 4 at time t, respectively. 𝐹𝑇 is 3
× 1 vector that defines the movement direction of the 
probe ([1 0 0] backward, [0 1 0] static, [0 0 1] forward). 
Two layer LSTM with 100 LSTM cells in each layer 
were used. The training dataset consisted of 18,000 
sequences with 30 positions in each sequence. 9,000 
sequences were generated for validation, and another 
9,000 for testing. The trained networks was then used to 
predict the “no-go” area for real insertion experiments. 

RESULTS 
The top part of Fig. 2 shows an example of the network’s 
ability to predict the presence and pose of a vessel that 
was not in a plane perpendicular to the needle insertion 
axis. The average time required by the trained network to 
perform each prediction is less than 0.09 s. The 
successive perfusion values (A1 to E1) were generated 
using simulation. The blue area in Fig. 2 shows voxels 
that were predicted to be occupied by the vessel while the 
red circles represent the actual voxels occupied by the 
vessel. To ease comparison the voxels were projected in 
the 𝑥𝑝𝑦𝑝-plane and 𝑥𝑝𝑧𝑝-plane. Starting from Point C1,
the network predicted the vessel orientation and position 
accurately. The network was then used to predict the “no-
go” area based on data from real insertion experiments. 
The bottom part of Fig. 2 shows the perfusion values for 
the four probes while the needle was advancing toward 
the vessel at seven example positions (A0 – G0). The 
prediction evaluation metrics for the experiments were 
found to be: Precision: 0.21, Recall: 0.54. It should be 
note that, if the evaluation metrics were performed only 
at Point G0, the recall value increased to 0.77, which 
means a 77% prediction accuracy in the vessel volume at 
Point G0. 

DISCUSSION 
The results show that the network can predict information 
about the vessel even though the optical properties of the 
tissue differ within a certain range (µ𝑠′=0.75 ± 0.2 mm-1). 
If the optical properties range varies significantly, for 
example in the gray matter compared to white matter, the 
network may be unable to generalize. However, since the 
tissue greyness can be observed using a laser Doppler 
system based on the intensity of the detected light [1], 
light intensity could be added as a further network input 
to differentiate between white and gray matter. Even 
though the networks were trained using simulation data, 
the results show that these can be used to predict 
experimental measurements correctly. Use of the 
simulation data sped up the training process for different 
probes and needle properties. 
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INTRODUCTION
In tele-operated surgical system, orientation gim-

bal mechanisms with a “redundant” gimbal set up
joint are commonly adopted in the Master Tool Ma-
nipulator (MTM) such as dVRK (Fig. 1) [1] . This
setup joint (Fig. 1) is used to overcome the limited
range of motion of other gimbal joints. With that,
the user can input any desired orientation through
their own hands without being obstructed by other
gimbal joint limits during the tele-operation. For
this reason, it is critical to choose the gimbal setup
joint configuration wisely during the initial master
and slave orientation alignment before the start of
the tele-operation (Fig. 2).

The initial orientation alignment problem can be
categorized as solving the inverse kinematics with
joint limit constraints, which has been investigated
extensively. For example, weighted pseudo-inverse,
Null Space Projection Approach (NSPA), and Ja-
cobian Transpose Approach (JTA) with joint veloc-
ity saturation are the typical local/reactive inverse
approaches [3] [4], while [5] [6] proposed non-local
or global optimal solutions. The former approaches
rely on soft constraints and cannot guarantee if the
alignment can always stay away from its mechani-
cal limits at any desired orientation. The latter ap-
proaches require exhaustive computation e↵ort and
tuning, and often get stuck in local optima. Further-
more, the majority of the implementation of these
approaches only focus on optimizing the alignment
at the present status, they seldom consider how the
selection of the “redundant” joint angle can reduce
the chance of hitting the joint limits of other gimbal
joints in the subsequent tele-operation (Fig. 2).

In this paper, we present a semi-analytical ap-
proach to address the orientation alignment problem
with joint limit constraints in the orientation gimbal.
We decouple the alignment problem into two steps:
(1) Formulate the feasible solution set of the gimbal
inverse problem as a function of the redundant joint
analytically; (2) Choose the optimal redundant joint
configuration that minimizes the likelihood of hitting
the mechanical gimbal joint limits in the subsequent
tele-operation. The proposed algorithm was imple-
mented and integrated with C/C++ CISST-SAW li-
brary of the dVRK for experimental study. A com-
prehensive comparison was conducted against other
typical methods in both simulations and experiments
and the results demonstrated the e↵ectiveness of our
proposed algorithm.

Fig. 1: Frame definition of the MTM of the da Vinci
Research Kit(dVRK). Joint 4 is the redundant gimbal
setup joint.

Fig. 2: Initial configuration of MTM can influence and
bring nuisance to the subsequent tele-operation

METHOD
Step 1: Solution Set Formulation
The orientation gimbal of dVRK (Fig. 1) is an ex-
ample of a typical gimbal mechanism used in a
MTM. It has four degrees of freedom: gimbal set
up joint(joint 4), gimbal pitch(joint 5), gimbal yaw
(joint 6), and gimbal roll (joint 7), with mechani-
cal limits qmin

o

= [�90� � 90� � 45� � 480�]T and
qmax

o

= [200� 180� 45� 450�]T . The redundant set
up joint allows the orientation gimbal to provide
a complete spherical orientation workspace, i.e., it
guarantees that there is at least one set of feasible
gimbal joint solution for a given desired Cartesian
orientation. Given a desired orientation (Rdsr), gim-
bal set up joint, gimbal pitch/yaw joints are firstly
moved to align the tip pointing direction (z) with
the desired one (zdsr),

z =
⇥
z

dsr

x

z

dsr

y

z

dsr

z

⇤
T

. (1)

Eq. (1) has multiple solutions for the redundancy in
the orientation gimbal. We form a solution set(F)
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Fig. 3: Top view of the frequently used area

as a function ofl q4, where(
q6 = � sin�1 (zdsr

x

c4 + z

dsr

y

s4)

q5 = cos�1 z

dsr

y

c4�z

dsr

x

s4

c6

. (2)

Here, s
i

and c

i

are abbreviations for cos q
i

and cos q
i

.
Finally, the wrist roll joint is moved by

q7 = axisAngle(RTRdsr), (3)

where R is the tip orientation frame with q7 = 0, and
axisAngle(·) is an operator that gives the angle in
Axis-Angle representation for a rotation matrix [4].
Step 2: Optimizing Redundant Joint Config-
uration:

Apart from achieving the desired orientation, the
system redundancy also allows us to fulfill some ad-
ditional requirements. As shown in Fig.2(b), bad
MTM initial configuration can bring nuisance in the
future tele-operation. In order to address this issue,
we propose to optimize the MTM initial configura-
tion. Based on the user experience (Fig. 3), by posi-
tioning the linkage 4 at the right-hand side (q4 < 90�)
helps to preserve the continuity of the most fre-
quently used area of the orientation workspace (green
half sphere), and avoid the tip disturbingly hitting
on the mechanical structure in the future. This op-
timization problem can be formulated as follows

min
q
o

kqdsr

o

� qk2
W

s.t. q
o

2 F
, (4)

where qdsr

o

= [45� 0 0 0]T is the preferable config-
uration and k·k

W

is the induced norm with W =
diag([2 0 0 0]). Considering the set F is finite, this
optimization problem can be solved in real-time by
exhaustive search.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed algorithm was compared with JTA

and NSPA approaches. We tested these algorithms
with 2592 randomly generated, target rotation ma-
trices. Three performance indices were defined for
comparison: 1) failure rate(tip orientation di↵erent
from desired ); 2) the angle distribution of q4; 3) av-
erage computation time. As shown in Fig. 4, NSPA
obtained a better result than JTA in terms of keeping
joint 4 around 45� and computation speed, but the
failure rate was unacceptably high ( 30%). Our ap-
proach had zero failing rate, the fastest computation
speed, and the highest likelihood to maintain joint 4
at around the preferable configuration as compared
to other methods. Fig. 5 showed an example of the
orientation tracking performance of these algorithms.
It is observed that both NSPA and JLA approaches
got stuck at their local optima with non-zero orien-

Fig. 4: Performance Comparison

Fig. 5: Comparison of the orientation trajectory (repre-
sented by Euler angle) based on three di↵erent methods

tation errors, while our approach was able to move
to the desired orientation.

SUMMARY
A semi-analytical orientation alignment algorithm

was proposed and verified in both simulations and
experiments. Initial results demonstrated the pro-
posed algorithm can e↵ectively use the redundant
joint to overcome the joint limit constraints. In the
future, we will further conduct user studies to vali-
date the proposed algorithm in addressing the align-
ment issues in di↵erent surgical scenarios, such as
endoscopic camera control and clutch operation.
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INTRODUCTION 
En bloc removal of colon cancers with diameters larger 
than 20 mm and at an early stage can be achieved by 
Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection (ESD) [1], which 
results in lower recurrence rates than piecemeal 
Endoscopic Mucosal Resection (p-EMR) [2]. ESD is 
highly challenging to perform, however, resulting in long 
operation times and higher complication rates than p-
EMR [3]. This work describes a deployable cable driven 
parallel robot that acts as an attachment to a flexible 
endoscope and provides bimanual control of two 
additional instruments, providing a soft robotic approach 
to previous work [4][5]. Haptic controllers in each of the 
user’s hands allow the user’s motions to intuitively guide 
the surgical instruments in the end-effectors to perform 
surgical tasks, such as ESD. 
If ESD can be made simpler, safer and quicker to perform 
then the uptake of this technique might increase, and 
higher numbers of patients could benefit from the 
removal of large early gastric cancers in one piece, as 
opposed to piecemeal. Between 30 and 80 supervised 
procedures are required to learn the ESD technique [6], 
so if ESD can be made easier and the learning curve 
reduced, then a greater number of endoscopists will be 
able to perform it. In the UK in 2015 colon cancer was 
the second most deadly cancer and the fourth most 
common [7]. There is a need, therefore, for higher 
accessibility to advanced cancer treatments. 
The support structure of the robot is in the shape of a 
hollow hexagonal prism and is based on inflatable load 
bearing structures that can be rapidly and inexpensively 
manufactured using a laser welding technique [8]. Due to 
the low-profile of the structure when unpressurised, large 
changes in volume are possible when transitioning 
between the undeployed and deployed states. 
Furthermore, the rigidity of the structure increases as the 
internal chambers of the thermoplastic sheet it is made of 
are pressurised. Transitioning from a low volume, 
flexible state to a larger volume, rigidified state prevents 
impediment of the endoscope's tip control when the robot 
is not in use. Force-transmission cables are routed to 
attachment points on the end-effectors through a sheath 
that fits around the inflatable structure, which is also 
manufactured by laser welding to ensure accuracy of the 
entry points of the cables into the structure’s hollow 
interior. By controlling the length of the cables, the pose 
of each of the two end-effectors are controlled. The novel 
design and innovative manufacturing method deliver low 
wall thickness of the inflatable structure while 
maintaining sufficient rigidity, permitting a large 
workspace. The soft robotic robot is displayed in Fig 1.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The inflatable structure and the cable routing sheath were 
both manufactured using a laser welding system similar 
to [8]. A Cartesian robot guides the optics of a high power 
940 nm laser diode (LuOcean Mini LU0940D250-D, 
Lumics, Germany) that collimate and focus the beam at 
the surface of a vacuum table upon which multiple sheets 
of thermoplastic material are clamped together. A dye 
(Clearweld LD940B, TWI, UK) that absorbs infrared 
light is deposited onto the thermoplastic sheets in the 
desired weld pattern before exposure to the 1 mm 
diameter beam that locally heats and welds the sheets 
together. In this way, airtight chambers are formed 
between sheets. Weld patterns are easily customised by 
changing the parameters of a base design that relies on 
two layers that are themselves welded together. One layer 
contains a single chamber consisting of a series of beams 
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that forms the circumference of the hollow prism shape 
when inflated, while the second layer consists of another 
series of beams that pass along the length of the prism at 
each corner and stiffens the structure. Not only are these 
inflatable structures customisable, but they are also rapid 
to manufacture: it took under 5 minutes to apply the dye 
and weld the first pattern used for this robot, under 4 
minutes for the second pattern and under 4 minutes for 
the weld pattern to join the two layers. Similarly, the 
cable-routing sheath was laser welded as this provided a 
low-profile shape and ensured accurate placement of the 
cable entry points around the inflatable structure. The 
welded sheets were manually welded to form cylinders 
and the cables and tubular end-effectors were attached to 
the sheath, with the inflatable structure placed inside it. 
Surgical tools were anchored inside the end-effectors and 
the force transmission cables connected to the motor unit 
as in [5]. This gives the user control of two parallel 
manipulators. 

RESULTS 
When wrapped around a 12 mm diameter colonoscope 
the entire robot assembly has a diameter of 25 mm. After 
deployment, the robot approximates a hollow hexagonal 
prism of side length 28.5 mm, resulting in a maximum 
width of 57 mm. 
After inflation to a gauge pressure of 1 bar, the rigidity of 
the inflatable structure increased sufficiently to achieve 
tension forces in the cables of up to 26 N. Using a 6 
Degree of Freedom (DOF) force transducer (Nano 17, 
ATI Automation) the forces exerted by one end-effector 
in its local X, Y and Z axes were measured and 
magnitudes greater than 8 N, 2 N and 6 N observed in 
each axis respectively. 
A procedure mimicking ESD was successfully performed 
on ex-vivo chicken breast tissue using the deployable 
robot equipped with a grasper and a diathermy tool (VIO 
200D, Erbe Elektromedizin GmbH). The skin was 
marked, injected with saline and an area of it removed en 
bloc. This was possible because the working channels of 
the endoscope are unoccupied while using our robot and 
because the mechanism delivers high dexterity to both 
end effectors. The result is displayed in Fig. 2. The shape 
of the removed skin approximated an ellipse with major 
axis of 20 mm and a minor axis of 15 mm. 

DISCUSSION 
The manufacturing method enables fast and inexpensive 
production of customisable cable-driven parallel robots. 
The robot in this work is designed for applications in the 
cecum where the intestine diameter is largest, but the 
robot’s size can be scaled up or down depending on the 
patient and the procedure to be performed. These robots 
are capable of large volume and stiffness changes, high 
force exertion and give the user dextrous control of two 
instruments. 
A compliant outer layer may further reduce the potential 
for unwanted damage to the soft tissue of the colon, and 
thermoplastic elastomer sheet materials may provide a 
simple way of adding this functionality. The main 

difficulty may lie in finding laser welding parameters that 
permit sealing of distinct materials. 
Future work focuses on integrating a sensor to measure 
the shape of the inflatable, as deformation of the support 
structure leads to errors in end-effector position and this 
affects the controllability. Diagnostic and exteroceptive 
sensors are also being investigated but problems with 
their bonding and integration into soft devices remain 
unsolved.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Lung cancer is a life-threatening disease, and diagnosis 

relies on the bronchoscopy that is usually implemented 
by inserting the bronchoscope to go through the bronchi 
to perform the needle biopsy. To avoid the invasive 
damage, we have proposed a solution to use an optical 
imaging probe to go through the instrument channel of 
the bronchoscope to access distal airways and perform 
the optical biopsy [1-3]. In our previous work [4], a 
miniaturised laser-profiled continuum robot with 
interlocked circular joints was developed to help steering 
the imaging probe to access the desired targets. However, 
the centreline of continuum robot with circular joint will 
be changed during the deflection, which will inevitably 
affect the location of the imaging probe aligns with the 
centre. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the joint 
contour to guarantee the constant centreline length during 
the deflection. 

The motivation of this paper is to design a non-circular 
joint contour for enabling a constant-length centreline 
during the deflection of continuum robots. Fig. 1 (a) 
shows the comparison of continuum robots with circular 
and non-circular joint contours, where an imaging probe 
is assembled in the centre of the continuum robot. It 
shows that the probe tip will be out of the inner lumen of 
continuum robot with circular joints during the deflection 
when the probe’s proximal end is fixed; while the 
continuum robot with non-circular joints will keep the 
probe’s location unchanged. This paper is organized as 
follow. A design method is first introduced to calculate 
the non-circular contour; then the kinematics is built to 
describe the deflection of continuum robot with non-
circular joints. Finally, simulations are carried out and a 
prototype is made to demonstrate the effectiveness. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
We design a non-circular joint contour shown in Fig. 2 

to guarantee the constant centerline length. Different 
from the circular joint contact by surface, there is only 
two lines or points contact with each other on a joint. The 
trajectory of the top segment will follow joint contour of 
the bottom segment. A processing map to achieve the 
result is shown in Fig. 3. We can consider the shape 
changes of the imaging probe in the continuum robot 
when it starts to rotate. The part contacts with disk will 
keep straight, and the imaging probe will bend between 
two adjacent disks. In this case, the bending part of the 
fibre is an arc of a typical circle, and the centre of a circle 
can be estimated withthe distance between the disk 
planes and the rotational angle. When the continuum 
robot under the straight position, the central line of the 

continuum robot and the imaging probe aligned with each 
other, where the length between the disks can be recorded 
as l. The rotation angle (𝜃) equals to 0 under the straight 
condition.  The shape function of the joint can be written 
as (1) and (2), and the contour is shown in Fig. 2 as the 
gear tooth. This contour structure aims to ensure that the 
central line’s length of the imaging probe always equals 
to l. At the same time, it’s necessary to avoid the gear 
tooth and the gear slot overlapped with each other, and 
the structure of the slot can cover the gear tooth with a 
gap.  

𝑥 =
𝑙
𝜃

∗ (1 − cos𝜃) 
(1) 

  
Fig. 2 Design of non-circular joint contour. (a) General 
3D view with cover and base; (b) General dimension: l 
is the distance between the neighbour disks under the 
straight position, also is the length the of inner 
instrument; (c) The continuum robot diagram after 
bending. 

Fig. 1 Centreline comparison of continuum robots with 
circular and non-circular joints. An obvious centreline 
change can be observed in (a) compared with the 
continuum robot with non-circular joints in (b). 

(b) (a) 

(a)                  (b)                    (c) 

Fig. 3 An overview of the design processing. 
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𝑦 =
𝑙
𝜃

∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 
(2) 

For this joint, the motion combines rotation with 
translation. The forward kinematic can be derived from 
(3) and (4). The disk length (d) also needs to be taken into
the transformation matrix. As Fig. 2 illustrates, the effect
of the projection of disk length in x-y and x-z plane are
neglected due to their small value.

𝑇𝐺
𝑛 = 𝑇𝐺

1 ∙ 𝑇1
2 ∙ 𝑇2

3 ∙ 𝑇2
3 ∙ … ∙ 𝑇𝑛−1

𝑛 (3) 

𝑇 = [𝑅 𝑑
0 1] 

= [
1 0
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

 0 0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑥 + 𝑑 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

0 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
0 1

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑦 + 𝑑 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
0 1

] 
(4) 

RESULTS 
Fig. 4 shows the calculated joint contour based on the 

mathematic model in the last section, which is generated 
by equation (1) and (2). It indicates that the model derives 
a non-circular contour, and two contours in the left and 
right could form a closed joint contour. 

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of centerline length 
between continuum robots with non-circular and circular 
joints bending from -180o to 180o. Result shows that the 
continuum robot with non-circular joints generates a 
constant centerline, compared to the one with circular 
joints. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the continuum robot under the 
different cable lengths. Results show that the structure 
can keep the tip of the imaging probe on the last disk, and 
do not need further control by comparing with the 
circular joint continuum robot. 

Fig. 7 presents a prototype which is manufactured by 
3D printing base on these concepts, the inner optical fibre 
keeps aligning on the tip of the continuum robot and 
marked as red circles in Fig. 7 (a). 

DISCUSSION 
This paper has developed  a continuum robot with the 

non-circular joints to derive a constant-length centreline. 
A detailed design procedure has been illustrated to show 
the non-circular contour generation . Simulation results 
and the preliminary prototype have validated the 

proposed structure. However, one potential limitation is 
that two adjacent segments have the sharp contact, which 
may introduce the wear. In future, the metal material 
based on CNC, metal printing or laser cutting could 
potentially avoid this. Also, the contact-aided mechanism 
used in [5] could be integrated with this robot to improve 
its performance. 
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Fig. 4 The generated non-circular 
joint contour by the mathematical 
model. 

Fig. 5 The length comparison of the 
central line from top disk to base 
disk between the continuum robots 
with the non-circular and circular 
joint contours. 

Fig. 6 Deflection of continuum robots 
under the cable length (∆𝑙) from 0 mm 
to 4.933 mm.  

∆𝑙 = 0𝑚𝑚 
∆𝑙 = −0.310𝑚𝑚 

∆𝑙 = 4.933𝑚𝑚 

∆𝑙 = −0.310𝑚𝑚 

∆𝑙 = −1.237𝑚𝑚 

∆𝑙 = −2.780𝑚𝑚 

∆𝑙 = 4.933𝑚𝑚 

∆𝑙 = −1.237𝑚𝑚 

∆𝑙 = −2.780𝑚𝑚 

Fig. 7 (a) Bending of the prototypes of the non-
circular continuum robot, and the tip of inner dark-
blue optical fiber does not move during the 
deflection; (b) Details of the joint connection: A is 
the joint tooth; B is the joint cover; C is the driven-
cable.  

(a)       (b) 
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INTRODUCTION 
Focused Ultrasound (FUS) is coming to the forefront 
among the emerging therapeutic technologies, primarily 
in oncology [1]. High Intensity Focused Ultrasound 
(HIFU) consists of finely focusing high power acoustic 
energy on inner tissues from an external source (i.e. the 
HIFU transducer), in order to produce thermal or 
mechanical disruptive effects on the pathological target. 
To exploit its full potential as a non-invasive and 
intrinsically safe procedure, accurate targeting and 
energy transfer monitoring within the target volume have 
to be accomplished (e.g. by means of ultrasound 
imaging). However, the continuous physiological motion 
of organs – mainly due to breathing – makes this 
guidance challenging in abdominal targets (e.g. liver, 
kidney and pancreas), which linearly move up to 2 cm 
[2]. In the FUTURA framework (www.futura-
project.eu), we introduced a novel method to compensate 
for the target motion by exploiting the feature of a 
ultrasound-guided robot-assisted platform [3]. This 
approach allows to track the target and keep the HIFU 
focus on it by rotating the transducer around a virtual 
pivot point and by adjusting the focal depth thanks to 
axial electronic steering. Such an approach overcomes 
the invasiveness of motion-suppression methods and it 
minimizes the acoustic window variations. The tracking 
accuracy of this system was validated in vitro during a 
simulated respiratory-induced motion: we reached a 
maximum motion compensation error always under 1 
mm. However, to properly transfer energy to the moving
target during an in vivo treatment, correct acoustic
coupling between the transducer and the patient’s skin
has to be guaranteed all over the HIFU transducer
motion. Fails in matching this condition introduce wave
reflections at the interface and in turns dramatic
efficiency loss, instrumentation damages and skin burns
[4]. The current work aims at verifying the correct
acoustic coupling during the angular tracking in a
quantitative way by exploiting the Radio Frequency (RF)
echo signals recorded by a US imaging probe confocal to
the HIFU transducer. The synergy between tracking
accuracy and correct coupling can pave the way to the
HIFU clinical treatment also of moving organs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A) System overview
Test sessions were performed by using the FUTURA
platform, whose architecture is reported in Fig. 1A: a 16-
channel (1.2 MHz central frequency, 120 mm diameter,
20 W/channel maximum output capability) phased
annular array HIFU transducer (Imasonic) and a
confocally aligned 2D imaging Ultrasound linear phased

array probe (Analogic Ultrasound PA7-4/12) are 
mounted on a robotic 6 degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) arm 
(IRB-120 robot, ABB). A 6 DoFs force/torque sensor 
(ATI mini 45, Industrial Automation) is attached to the 
robotic arm end-effector for force control. The 
transducer-patient coupling system is composed of a 
latex membrane (150 μm width) filled with deionized and 
degassed (dd) water and fixed to the HIFU transducer. A 
research Ultrasound system (SonixTABLET, Ultrasonix 
Medical Corporation) for raw RF data recording and 
system’s parameters control is connected to the 2D 
imaging probe. Finally, an Agar-based phantom (140 mm 
in diameter and 15 mm in height) – 4% w/v agarose 
powder (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in dd water – was 
used as patient’s body simulator, as its mechanical and 
acoustic properties are in line with those ones of human 
tissues [5]. To replicate the interface between the HIFU 
transducer and the patient’s skin, the phantom was 
located above the water level of a dd water-filled tank 
(Fig 1B). 

B) Experimental procedure
The purpose of this study is verifying that a correct
acoustic coupling is maintained across each angular
position – α – of the transducer during the angular
tracking of moving targets. The idea is to accomplish this
goal by performing safe, low-energy shots from the
therapeutic transducer along the tracking trajectory in a
preoperative phase, prior to the treatment. The derived
coupling information acquired by the imaging probe can
play as choice criterion to start the therapy or perform
further adjustments. Specifically, we simulated the
tracking of a linearly moving target (∆l = 2 cm, at a depth
under the simulated skin corresponding to a maximum α
= 12°) (Fig 2A); the coupling system was moved in
contact with the Agar phantom, at 3 different heights (z)
and associated contact force ranges – 1-2 N, 3-4 N and 5-
6 N, respectively – within the safety range applicable to
the patient’s body [6]. For each configuration, the pivot
point P (around which the transducer angular motion was

Figure 1: A) FUTURA platform components; B) Experimental 

setup. 
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performed) was set as the intersection between the optical 
axis of the transducer and the phantom upper plane. The 
transducer was then moved in different angular positions, 
ranging from -12° to 12° (with 2° steps), thus testing 13 
different angular acoustic coupling conditions. Across all 
the configurations (both height and angle), the HIFU 
focus distance (f) was electronically adjusted to match the 
target centre. 
For each angular condition, a safe low-energy sonication 
(1 W power; 1 s duration) was performed and the 
associated reflected waves were recorded through the 
confocal 2D imaging probe. The 2D probe was 
configured for working in receiving mode (no US waves 
transmission) at sampling frequency of 40 MHz. 
The overall described experimental procedure was 
repeated 5 times. 
Signal processing of RF data was performed to evaluate 
the quality of each coupling condition. Precisely, for each 
acquired RF signal, the Fourier transform peak – at the 
working frequency of the HIFU transducer – was 
computed as an index of wave reflections: lower the wave 
reflection, better the acoustic coupling quality. 
In addition, in order to further demonstrate the 
correctness of the acoustic coupling at different 
transducer angular positions (α), three different thermal 
lesions were performed on a chicken breast in an 
estimated condition of good acoustic coupling (i.e. F=5-
6 N). Specifically, a continuous sonication of 15 s 
duration at frequency and acoustic power of respectively 
1.2 MHz and 115 W, was performed for α = -12°, α = 0°, 
and α = 12°. 

RESULTS 
Fig. 2B shows the Fourier transform peak of the reflected 
signal as a function of the tracking angle in the three 
analyzed configurations (i.e. contact forces). Increasing 
the contact force, a reduction in the peak value can be 
noticed, as well as a decrease in the variability across 
experimental repetitions. Considering the red curve, the 
larger the tracking angle, the larger the peak; on the 
contrary, the green curve features almost stationary peak 
values across the angular range. This phenomenon can be 
related to the variation of the contact surface between the 
coupling system and the phantom. Indeed, air 

interposition while tilting the transducer occurs in the 
first configuration (i.e. F=1-2 N), thus causing a 
reduction in the acoustic coupling. 
Fig. 2C depicts the lesions performed on the chicken 
breast in the third condition (good coupling across all the 
angles, i.e., contact force of 5-6N). Qualitatively, the 
lesions performed at the angular range boundaries and 
center appear very similar in size and shape. 

DISCUSSION 
This paper introduces a quantitative method to check the 
correctness of the acoustic coupling during FUS therapy 
while angular tracking of a moving target is performed. 
This technique is meant to work as a safety check in a 
preoperative phase in order to optimize the system 
positioning and thus the treatment efficiency and safety. 
Results showed the feasibility of the proposed method 
while performing the tracking of a linear motion up to 2 
cm. Further investigations will be carried out in order to
translate and test the proposed protocol in vivo. 
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Figure 2 A) Schematic representation of the experimental procedure and real setup in 3 tracking configurations; B) Peak value of the 

Fourier transform of the RF signals during HIFU safe shots as a function of the tracking angle, in the 3 contact force configurations. 

The marked diamonds represent the mean across repetitions, while the shadow stands for data variability (maximum and minimum 

values). C) Lesions in the chicken breast in good coupling at α =-12° (I), 0° (II) and 12°(III). 
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INTRODUCTION 
In computer-assisted surgery situations arise when it is 
necessary to determine the status of tracked power tools, 
in order to perform accurate temporal and spatial 
monitoring of the tool within the navigation system. We 
need to detect what is often referred to as an “energy 
event”, when the power tool, such as an electrosurgical 
cauterizer, is being activated within the tissue during 
surgery. What complicates the matter further is that an 
isolated sensing and feedback mechanism is required 
which does not interfere in any way with the clinically 
certified power tool. Electrosurgical devices are used 
during surgery to cut tissue and to apply coagulation to 
the surgical site. The two main modes of the device that 
need to be distinguished are cut and coagulation. In 
coagulation mode, the device induces a gradual 
temperature rise in the cells which causes the cells to 
dehydrate and shrink without bursting. This is 
particularly useful to seal minor blood vessels. The cut 
mode causes a more rapid heating of the tissue which 
results in the cellular water boiling and causes the cells 
to rupture, which is most useful to separate tissue while 
also sealing minor vasculature.  

Precise knowledge of the electrocautery state is critical 
for spatially-navigated metabolomic analysis of the 
surgical aerosol, simply known as “smoke”. Evaporative 
ionization mass spectrometry (REIMS) has been shown 
to have exquisite sensitivity and specificity in 
metabolomic tissue identification [1]. A major challenge 
for spatially-navigated mass spectrometry tissue typing 
is precise compensation for the time delay caused by the 
propagation of the surgical smoke from the dissection 
site to the mass spectrometer. This time delay is 
variable, owing to the varying length and curvature of 
the smoke evacuation tubing. In order to accurately 
resolve this variable time delay, one can temporally 
analyze the electrocautery burn, including the beginning 
and end of each cutting or coagulation action. Having 
captured the tracking data during the time period of the 
burn, we can map the mass-spectra to their spatial 
locations [2]. This paper presents a practical method for 
robust and accurate identification of the intra-operative 
state of the electrocautery, toward enabling navigated 
intra-operative mass spectrometry tissue analysis. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

We built on the approach of Carter et al. [3] and 
improved on it by placing an SCT-013 current sensor on 

both the live and return electrodes of the cautery. These 
sensors were connected to a PicoScope P2204A USB 
oscilloscope (Pico Technology, St Neots, UK) to 
amplify and digitize information about the current 
passing through the cautery (Fig 1.) 

Fig. 1: Schematics of intra-operative time-delay compensation 
for spatially localized mass spectrometry tissue analysis. Note 

the current sensors placed on the cautery live and return 
electrodes and the oscilloscope digitizing these signals. 

We can stream the current data via the PLUS Toolkit [4] 
to the SlicerIGT surgical navigation platform [5]. The 
signal wave analysis can be performed in MATLAB, 
which is bridged in real-time to SlicerIGT where the 
mass-spectra are mapped to their spatial locations. 

Determining the electrocautery state (including the 
mode as well as whether the cautery is in contact with 
the patient or not) serves a double purpose in our 
system. Firstly, the mass spectra differ slightly between 
cut and coagulation modes, so these different diathermy 
modes must be distinguished. Using the external signals 
captured from the electrical properties of the cautery we 
can differentiate between these modes – and can thus 
apply machine learned models trained on data-specific 
to each cautery mode in real-time to improve tissue 
analysis accuracy. Secondly, being able to classify when 
the cautery is activated in the air, versus when it is being 
applied to the patient allows us to detect the precise 
beginning and end of every cautery burn. The air / tissue 
classification is necessary because surgeons often 
activate the cautery before their tool is in contact with 
the tissue they are dissecting.  

To ensure generality and robustness for our cautery state 
detection method we performed the experiments twice, 
with electrosurgical generators from two different 
manufacturers. We used the Erbe VIO 50 C (Erbe 
Elektromedizin GmbH, Tuebingen, Germany) and the 
Valleylab Force FX C (Avante Health Solutions, 
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Illinois, USA) generators. For each generator, the 
electrical profile of five “burns” in air, and five 
cauterizing bovine tissue were recorded. This 
experiment was repeated 3 times collecting samples 
with temporal resolutions of 20us / division, 200us / 
division and 20ms / division. Some example signals 
from this experiment are shown in Fig 2. We divided 
the labeled data into 4 classes: cut-air, coag-air, cut-
tissue and coag-tissue. We clustered these signals based 
on the magnitude of the live signal, the return electrode 
signal and the magnitude of the difference between 
them. Classification is straightforwardly performed by 
computing the distance between the unlabeled signal 
and the centroids of the clusters. Misclassified signals 
can be rectified by low-pass filtering since surgeons 
usually do not switch cautery mode within a single burn. 

Fig. 2: Electrical signals of cautery live (blue) and return 
(orange) electrodes in cut (top left) and coagulation (top right) 
modes. Middle and bottom rows compare air burns (left) with 

tissue burns (right). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig. 2 presents the signals captured from two different 
electrosurgical generators. Specific attention should be 
paid to the differences between cut & coagulation mode 
(top row) as well as the subtle low-frequency sinusoid 
present only in the envelope of signals from tissue 
burns. Fig. 3 presents a plot of the clustered signals, 
showing clear separation between the four classes. We 
tested the system with two different electrocautery 
generators. For each generator, the electrical profile of 
five pairs of burns in air and bovine tissue were 
recorded, each repeated three times with different 
temporal resolutions. The classification yielded clear 
identification of the electrocautery states and modes. It 
is of note that we purposely selected a straightforward 
training and classification model, since retraining may 
be necessary for different electrocautery generators or 
when energy settings are changed more drastically. This 
model can be updated with no disruption to the surgical 
workflow by processing a couple of additional cautery 
activations. Specifically, a single cut-air and coag-air 
sample must be provided, then we can label a handful of 
tissue burns using visible feedback from the surgical 
scene and the electrocautery generator. This 

recalibration and retraining, if necessary, can be done 
seamlessly using a few cutting and coagulation burns at 
the very beginning of the surgery, expectedly upon skin 
incision when tissue characterization is not yet 
necessary. 

Fig. 3: Clustering of cut-air, coag-air, cut-tissue and coag-
tissue samples collected on the Valleylab Force FX with 20us/ 

division temporal resolution, showing clear seperation. 

We continue to optimize the implementation toward use 
in the clinical environment. To that end, our method 
needs to be faster than the shortest time delay between 
the cautery action and the appearance of mass spectra. 
In our experience [2] and that of Balog et al. [1], this 
time delay was never shorter than 1 sec. which is readily 
attainable in the integrated navigation system. In 
summary, we have shown the ability to differentiate the 
state and mode of the electrocautery action, as well as 
whether an activated cautery is in contact with the 
dissection site. The classifier is straightforward while 
being sufficiently robust and accurate, and it can also be 
seamlessly retrained during surgery. Future work will 
seek to validate this technique in the operating room and 
explore alternative detection algorithms using this 
translational data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Simulation of high-fidelity surgical cutting in real-time 
remains a major challenge for surgical simulators [1]. 
Current solutions typically simplify the cutting problem 
by generating large, unintended cuts, with simplified 
geometries and deformations leading to low fidelity 
cutting as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. This simplification 
of the cutting problem prevents specific cutting scenarios 
where high resolution and deformation models are 
required for the simulator to produce a meaningful 
learning outcome. This is for example the case of ureteral 
transection step during Robotic Assisted Radical 
Prostatectomy surgery (RARP) simulation, that requires 
high resolution and precise cutting steps. This scenario is 
not offered in current products perhaps due to the 
complexity of simulating a high fidelity cutting scenario 
in real-time [2]. Nonetheless urethral transection 
represents an important step in RARP as an unsuccessful 
urethral transection would have serious repercussions on 
surgical outcomes [3]. We developed a high-fidelity real-
time cutting simulator for the urethral transection step 
during RARP surgery. Fig. 3 shows an overview of the 
simulator. In this paper, we present the initial clinical 
validation results performed on this simulator with 
surgeons.   

Fig. 1 Cut produced for bladder neck dissection on a simulator 
(RobotiX Mentor by 3D Systems Simbionix, Colorado, USA). 
Panel A shows intact anatomy before the cut, while Panel B 
shows tissue dissected after cut is produced by multiple snips 
as shown in series of images (left to right) of Panel C. 

Fig. 2 One cut produced during robotic hysterectomy module 
on a simulator (RobotiX Mentor by 3D Systems Simbionix, 
Colorado, USA). Left picture show scene before cut just after 
closure of scissors, and right picture shows the cut after closure 
of  scissors. 

Fig. 3 Urethral transection simulator external view. Two haptic 
devices are used as interface to surgeons. Realistic textures and 
models are used to simulate the surgical scene. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
We developed a high fidelity realistic cutting simulator 
for the urethral transection step during robotic assisted 
prostatectomy simulation. The system includes real 
surgical textures, realistic geometric models, real-time, 
interactive, human in the loop, capable of continuous 
volumetric cutting merging advanced collision detection 
and finite element modelling all running at a limited 
computational budget of a typical high end laptop or 
workstation. In order to assess potential clinical value of 
our simulator we performed an initial validation study 
including face, content, and defined the metrics of 
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construct validity. We followed a user-centered approach 
for the design of the evaluation metrics that would 
measure qualitatively and quantitatively the performance 
of surgeons for the urethral cutting in RARP procedure. 
The approach was divided into two phases: formative and 
summative. Each phase comprised of techniques 
targeting the face, content and construct aspects of the 
simulation. The formative phase included observation 
and interviews with expert surgeons and medical doctors 
with a background in prostatectomy. Task analysis was 
performed to verify the assumptions about the surgeon’s 
usage of a hypothetical simulator that allows urethral 
cutting. We conducted two formative evaluation tests: 
heuristics evaluation and think-aloud evaluation. We 
prepared a questionnaire on a Likert Scale of 1 (Strongly 
Disagree)  to 5 (Strongly Agree) to assist in evaluating 
the subjective realism of the simulator, i.e. the face 
validity, and its appropriateness as a teaching modality, 
i.e. the content validity. We also identified 3 metrics that 
could be used to measure the performance of trainees [4], 
namely (1) The cut should lie on a plane that follows the 
surface of the prostate; (2) The size of the cut should be 
small to avoid unrecoverable damages; and (3) no 
damage to key organs such as rectum and nearby 
structures. In the summative phase, user tests were 
performed with surgeons (n = 7) with different 
experience levels (3 novice, 2 intermediate, and 2 expert 
level), using a think-aloud evaluation technique. 
Following the session, participants filled the Likert-scale 
questionnaire related to face and content validity and 
discussed the interface informally with the research team. 
The questionnaire was provided to the evaluators after 
allowing them to freely interact with the simulator. They 
were also engaged in discussions with the validity test 
moderator to assess the usability.  
 
RESULTS 
Table 1 summarizes the results. It shows that most 
participants rate the simulator high on face and content 
validation. The face validity average score was 4.05/5 
while the content validity average score was 4.11/5.  
Table 1 also shows the detailed feedback from each 
surgeon on each question related to face and content 
validity and that all questions averaged more than 3.5/5. 
Finally, Fig. 4 shows a sample cut, with the recorded key 
parameters used to generate evaluation metrics.  
 
DISCUSSION 
Initial validation results are encouraging. Results show 
that the simulator appear to be realistic and could be used 
as a teaching tool. In addition, the evaluation metrics that 
this urethral transection simulation can record are due to 
the high fidelity aspects of our simulator, namely high 
accurate geometries, collision handling and deformations 
all in real time. We did not observe specific trends among 
different group of surgeons, however since our sample 
size is relatively small, our future work will include 
larger sample size, with detailed construct validation with 
the metrics defined above along with face, and content 

validations, with larger cohort of surgeons with different 
background, and expertise level. 

Table.1 Summary of face and content validation 

 
 

   
nf0 = 13 faces nf1 = 17 faces nf2 = 7 faces 
ne0 = 44 edges ne1 = 27 edges ne2 = 18 edges 

Fig. 4 Sample transection through consecutive cuts showing nfi: 
the number of colliding faces, and nei the number of colliding 
edges between the urethral and tool meshes.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Colorectal cancer is the 2nd highest cause of cancer death 
in the UK (42,000 diagnoses, 16,000 deaths annually). 
Over half of colorectal tumours arise in the rectum, where 
definitive management usually entails pre-operative 
chemoradiation (combined chemo- and radiotherapy) 
followed by surgical resection. However, predicting 
response to chemoradiation remains problematic [1], 
meaning some patients are delayed in having surgery and 
undergo the side effects of treatment without receiving 
any therapeutic benefit.  

Hypoxia creates resistance to radio- and chemotherapy in 
colorectal (and other) tumours [2]. Therefore, continuous 
measurement of tumour oxygenation, and thus hypoxia, 
has the potential to track resistance to chemoradiation 
therapy and offer wide-ranging opportunities for 
personalisation and optimisation of treatments. Due to its 
ability to quantify the differing optical absorbance 
profiles of oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin 
[3], [4], diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) is a good 
candidate technology for this application. However, in 
order to quantify the oxygen saturation within the 
tumour, the sensor must be in continuous contact with the 
tissue. This presents a particular challenge in colorectal 
applications, as the device must be both suitable for 
endoscopic insertion, as well as compatible with the 
surrounding soft tissue.  

To meet these requirements, we are developing a DRS 
sensor on an inflatable soft robotics platform. The 
inflatable scaffold is designed to fold around an 
endoscope for insertion, before pneumatic deployment. 
The purpose of the scaffold is then to maintain contact 
between the DRS sensors and the colon wall without 
adversely occluding the lumen. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Variable stiffness inflatable scaffolds were created from 
thermoplastic sheets using a robotically guided laser 
welding system. A 6 degree of freedom (DOF) UR5 
robotic arm (Universal Robots, Denmark) guides a 
collimated infrared (IR) laser (940 nm, Lumics, 
Germany), which is focused to a spot size of 0.8 mm. 
Application of an IR dye along the welding sites was 
necessary as the triple-laminate polyethylene (PE, 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), PE films used did not 
absorb the IR laser beam. Using this method, six 
interconnected circumferential beams were fabricated 

that could be inflated and stiffened using a single inlet, 
which were flexible enough to fold round an endoscope, 
Fig 1A. A hollow hexagon, approximating a ring, was 
constructed by connecting the two ends of this planar 
beam array, Fig 1B. The dimensions of the beams inside 
the scaffold were 30 mm by 20 mm. These were chosen 
as a trade-off between strength of the overall structure 
and ease of routing the electronics. When deployed the 
ring approximated a circle of 60 mm diameter, 
representative of the diameter of the ascending colon [5]. 
The inlet was heat sealed after inflation, and the tube 
removed. 

Fig. 1 Deployable inflatable scaffold incorporating prototype 
DRS sensor A) folded around endoscope during insertion B) 
deployed within a silicone rubber colon phantom 

Optical sensing based on Near Infrared Spectroscopy 
(NIRS) was added to the scaffold. Using circuitry 
common to photoplethysmogram (PPG) systems, one red 
LED (660nm, Rohm semiconductor) and one IR LED 
(940nm, Kingbright) can be powered independently with 
a 20 mA operating current. These wavelengths are 
commonly chosen to provide the greatest contrast 
between the optical absorbance of oxygenated and 
deoxygenated haemoglobin. Four photodiodes (Rohm 
semiconductor) spectrally matched to the LEDs were 
connected via a multiplexer to a single transimpedance 
amplifier. The different sensor-detector spacing enables 
the interrogation of different depths within the tissue. To 
connect the optical sensors to the analogue front end, 
conductive traces (CircuitWorks Flex Conductive Pen, 
Chemtronics) were deposited onto the scaffold using a 
stencil. The stencil was laser cut using the same laser 
welding system used to create the inflatable scaffold. To 
reduce the strain and minimise the chance of 
delamination, the tracks ran parallel to the 
circumferential beams where possible. Finally, the 
optical sensors were affixed to the scaffold with silver 
epoxy. The analogue front end is a single circuit board, 
Fig 2, with dimensions 16mm x 8.5 mm. 
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Fig. 2 A) Diagram of optical sensors incorporated within 
inflatable scaffold. B) PCB layout of analogue front end, to be 
incorporated within a beam of the scaffold  

To assess the sensitivity of the proposed sensor, the 
TOAST++ software package [6] was used to simulate the 
diffuse light transport within a T3a rectal tumour [7]. 
Using custom meshing software based on the CGAL 
(Computational Geometry Algorithms Library) a finite 
element model was created based on a Magnetic 
Resonance Image (MRI) segmentation. Optical 
scattering and absorption values for the tissue were 
obtained from the literature [8]. The calculated Photon 
Measurement Density Function (PMDF) represents the 
sensitive volume for a single source/detector pair (Fig 3). 

Fig. 3 Photon Measurement Density Function (PMDF) in a T3a 
rectal tumour illustrating how the sampling can be targeted to a 
chosen region (dashed line) using a single light emitting diode 
(LED, red dot) and photodetector (PD, blue dot). Yellow – low 
detection sensitivity; blue – high detection sensitivity. 

RESULTS 

The structure was deployed through pressurisation to 
approximately 500 mbar, to give an outer diameter of 60 
mm. Using the heat seal, pressurisation and structure of
the scaffold was maintained over the course of a week.
The scaffold could be folded around and passed along an
endoscope, before deployment with the conductive tracks
intact. The optical sensors were successfully
incorporated into the inflatable scaffold and continued to
function after deployment. A spacing of 2 mm for the
LEDs and 4 mm for the photodiodes was possible based
on the limitations of the width of conductive tracks. The
TOAST++ simulations demonstrated this sensor was
sensitive to changes in oxygenation up to a depth of

approximately 0.9 mm, sufficient to interrogate 5.6% of 
the tumour cross section.  

DISCUSSION 

Whilst the analogue front end presented here is limited to 
a single circuit design, the sensor itself is highly 
customisable, giving the potential for patient specific 
designs. Based on preoperative imaging, the size and 
shape of the scaffold could be readily adapted, and the 
optical sensor layout could be optimised. The ultimate 
goal is to incorporate the electronics into the stiffening 
chambers of the scaffold for a fully encapsulated device. 
This is not possible with the current analogue front end, 
which is constructed using a traditional rigid FR4 board. 
The next iteration of the design will use flexible PCBs 
and work is ongoing to improving the deposition of the 
conductive tracks, to reduce the minimum feature size to 
remove the separation between the LEDs. The proposed 
design has the potential to allow for continuous 
monitoring of oxygenation within a colorectal tumour 
during chemoradiation treatment. However, a soft 
compliant device that is capable of measuring 
oxygenation would also have a number of other 
monitoring applications, such as wound healing or 
anastomotic leaks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The interest in stiffness-variable systems arises from the 
need of devices showing both high compliance and high 
load bearing capabilities. Traditional medical robots, 
such as manipulators, exoskeletons and prostheses, are 
usually made of rigid materials, not capable of stiffness 
or shape changes. In this field, jamming actuators and 
stiffening solutions appear as highly promising 
technologies: they are based on the application of 
vacuum inside envelopes of a flexible material, 
containing granular, fiber-based or layer structures. In 
its resting state, a layer jamming structure is highly 
compliant; on the other hand, when a vacuum pressure 
is applied inside the envelopes, the frictional 
interactions of the internal sheets significantly increase 
the bending stiffness of the whole system [1]. Generally, 
a layer jamming structure consists of flexible sheets of 
low cost materials, such as sandpaper, or sheets shaped 
through more expensive strategies to allow a more 
precise locking of the layers. This technology has been 
applied to haptics, surgical devices, as well as to soft 
actuators and sensors for assistance and rehabilitation 
purposes [2]. However, generally they lack a controlled 
shape and stiffness change capability. In the present 
work, a novel actuator made of layer jamming structures 
combined with inflatable chambers is proposed. The 
shape and stiffness change is activated by selectively 
pressurizing/ depressurizing the chambers through a 
control unit. The system can be portable/wearable: it 
can be integrated into a prosthesis/orthesis thus to adapt 
it to limbs, or it can be exploited in other domains, such 
as soft robotics or conformable grippers. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The actuation concept consists of three chambers: two 
of them contain sandpaper sheets for the jamming 
actuation, while the other one is empty to allow 
inflation. The device is assembled by overlapping the 
two jamming chambers along their main dimension and 
by interposing the inflatable chamber transversally 
respect to the jamming chambers, and at mid-length. 
The three chambers are constrained together by three 
elastic bands made of a rubber-like material wrapped 
around the structure (Fig. 1a-0). All the chambers were 
obtained by welding foils of a PET/Nylon composite on 
their four sides. Starting from a planar state, the 
configuration can be changed as follows: (1-2), the 
bottom jamming chamber is stiffened by vacuum 
application, then the inflatable chamber is inflated, 
forcing the top jamming chamber to follow the shape 
imposed; (3-4) the top jamming chamber is stiffened, 

then the bottom one is softened by releasing the 
vacuum; (5-6) the inflatable chamber is deflated, forcing 
the bottom jamming chamber to adhere to the upper 
one, thanks to the elastic bands. The new configuration 
is then locked by applying vacuum to both layer 
structures. The system is activated through a control 
unit, which can be turned on by a mechanical switch. 
The micro-controller enables a micro-diaphragmatic 
pump to apply vacuum and pressurize the jamming and 
inflatable chambers by alternating the opening and 
closing of five 3 ports/ 2 ways normally closed solenoid 
valves and one 2 ports/ 2 ways normally closed solenoid 
valves (Fig. 1b). 

Fig. 1:(a) Lateral view of the actuation phases. Sample are 
190x55 mm, containing sheets of 180 mm x 45 mm and an 
inflatable chamber of 30 mm x 45 mm. (b) Pneumatic circuit 
to activate the device. 

The valve connections are assembled and activated 
during the different phases reported in Fig. 1a in such a 
way that the pump can be used as a compressor and 
vacuum source, since one of the two pump ports needs 
to stay opened during operation. Valves 2 and 4 are 
used to decouple the top and bottom chambers from the 
circuit, to maintain the vacuum after turning off the 
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pump. This mechanism highly depends on the stiffness 
variation of the jamming chambers, which need to be 
stiff enough to avoid buckling and soft enough to allow 
the maximum shape-change during the various phases. 
Hence, two-point bending tests were carried out on 
single jamming chambers, containing ten sheets of 
different sandpaper materials (P1000, P180 and P80). 
Each single jamming chamber was anchored at one 
extremity and its free end was bent with a six Degrees 
of Freedom robotic arm for a distance of 15 mm along 
the z axis (Fig. 1). The bending force was recorded with 
an ATI Nano 17 sensor, mounted on the robotic arm 
end-effector. Once assessed the bending characteristics 
of the jamming chambers, for each of the three types of 
sandpapers, an actuator was assembled, and its 
performance was verified (Fig. 2). For the activation, 
the inflatable chamber was pressurized at its maximum 
inflation pressure before breakage (180 kPa). 

RESULTS 
As reported in Table 1 illustrating results of the two-
point bending tests, the highest maximum bending force 
of the single jamming chambers under vacuum is 
reported by the material with highest friction (P80). 

Material Absolute 
Pressure 

Max  
Bending Force (N) 

Stiffness 
variation* 

P80 
101 kPa 0.221±0.001 

11.09±0.076 
30 kPa 2.453±0.0027 

P180 
101 kPa 0.151±0.001 

11.72±0.123 
30 kPa 1.772±0.008 

P1000 
101 kPa 0.051±0.001 

16.54±0.233 
30 kPa 0.849±0.003 

Table 1: Forces averaged on three samples for each material. 
*Stiffness variation = F30 kPa / F101 kPa.

However, this causes the material to be stiffer also 
without vacuum. In fact, it can be noticed that the 
stiffness variation is lower compared to P180, which in 
turn is lower than P1000. These materials have been 
used to assemble three actuators, not activated (phase 0 
of Fig. 1a-0) and activated (phase 6 of Fig. 1a-6) 
configurations as showed in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2: Device samples with different internal sandpapers. 

As depicted in Fig. 2, actuators displaced from phase 0 
to phase 6 of 7.5 mm with P80, of 9.9 mm with P180 
and of 9.5 mm with P1000, at mid-length. 

DISCUSSION 
In accordance with the layer jamming theory [1], it was 
verified that the bending force increases with vacuum 
and the maximum value is obtained with the P80 thanks 
to its highest interlayer frictional coefficient. The 
stiffness variation and maximum bending force are 
crucial in the different phases of the device working. 
Indeed, the bottom and top chambers in phases 2 and 4 
need to be stiff enough to avoid the chambers buckling, 
respectively; in analogy, the top and bottom chambers 
in phases 2 and 5, respectively, need to be as soft as 
possible to guarantee the maximum shape change 
(Figure 1a). The actuator assembled with P80 displaced 
7.6 mm, which is less than the others because the top 
chamber needs higher forces to be displaced during 
phase 2. On the other hand, P1000 displaced less than 
P180, because of a buckling downwards of the bottom 
chambers during phase 2. This behaviour may be 
avoided in the future by using interlocking sheets or by 
changing the samples shape, which can improve the 
stiffness variation and bending forces. 
With a low-cost manufacturing, this working principle 
gives the possibility to change shape and stiffness at the 
same time. As shown in Fig. 3, playing with the 
constraints of the elastic bands, the device can be used 
for different purposes, such as gripping (Fig. 3a). 
Otherwise, a wearable pump can be used to activate a 
shape change of an orthotic brace, when a volume loss 
of a limb and/or loss of contact surface occur (Fig. 3b).  

Fig. 3: (a), Gripper configuration lifting a 250g bottle and (b) 
control unit to activate the shape changes of the actuator in 
wearable devices. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Meaningful integration of technology within surgery has 
been established as useful, while shortages in operating 
theatre personnel may increase patient mortality risk [1]. 
Assistive robotic devices enable to the surgical team 
touch-less interaction, information acquisition and task 
completion. This provides an extra "third hand" to em-
power staff to perform wider variety of tasks thereby im-
proving efficiency and team work flow. 

Robotic scrub nurses have been reported in the litera-
ture, which rely on hand gestures or voice commands to 
support the surgeon in selecting and delivering surgical 
instruments [2]. Whilst these examples are promising, 
some limitations have been reported relating to the prac-
ticality of gestures and voice recognition in the noisy op-
erating theatre. We introduce a novel gaze controlled ro-
botic scrub nurse which is supported by a perceptually-
enabled Smart Operating Room (Smart-OR) platform 
[3]. This is based on a novel real-time framework for the-
atre wide and patient wise 3D gaze localization, to allow 
the surgeon to operate in a mobile fashion enabling fur-
ther flexibility and freedom, as occurs traditionally. This 
framework enables dynamic gaze-based user interaction 
with the robotic scrub nurse to facilitate practical and 
user-friendly human-technology interaction intra-opera-
tively. 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The core functionality of the real-time framework pre-
sented here is to provide the user’s 3D point of regard 
(PoR) in a world coordinate system (WCS), defined by 
multiple co-registered RGB-D sensors fixed in the thea-
ter. It relies on estimating the pose of the scene/RGB 
camera of the wearable eye-tracking glasses (ETG) in the 
WSC and tracing the gaze ray provided by the ETG on 
the head frame of reference, on the 3D reconstructed 
space. The ETG scene camera pose is estimated with the 
employment of a motion capture system (MCS) and 
spherical markers mounted on the ETG. The user’s head 
pose (equivalent to the ETG’s scene camera pose) can be 
used to map the 2D gaze to a unique 3D fixation in the 
WCS. The 3D gaze ray can be used to detect fixations on 
a screen fixed in space (micro fixation) and after a certain 
dwell time trigger the robot routine. The robot moves to-
wards a surgical instrument selected by the user, grasps 
it with a magnetic gripper and transfers it to the user. 
When the force/torque sensor mounted on the robot end-
effector senses the instrument is picked up, it returns to 
its homing pose (Fig. 1). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Equipment: The wireless SMI (SensoMotoric Instru-
ments GmbH) glasses are used for eye-tracking. Mi-
crosoft Kinect v2 cameras are employed for RGB-D 
sensing and the OptiTrack MCS, with 4 Prime 13 cam-
eras for head pose tracking. The robot is a UR5 (Univer-
sal Robots), with the Robotiq FT-300 F/T sensor at-
tached. A 42″ LG screen with 1920x1080 px resolution 
is used for the instrument selection GUI. A Windows 10 
PC is used for acquiring and streaming ETG and MCS 
data and e Linux PC with Ubuntu 14.04 for all other mod-
ules.  

Offline Calibration: In an offline calibration routine, 
the rigid transformations between the ETG rigid body–
ETG scene camera and MCS CS – WCS are calibrated. 
The screen corners 3D coordinates in the WCS are man-
ually selected on the Kinect RGB image and the 3D 
points are generated. The surgical instruments are posi-
tioned in fixed positions on a tray. The robot is manually 
moved over each instrument and the target pose is cali-
brated. 9-point eye-tracking calibration is performed be-
fore every task. 

Interface Design: The GUI displayed on the screen 
consists of two parts: instrument selection (left 2/3) and 
the image navigation (right 1/3). Left: Six blocks equally 
split demonstrate common surgical instruments. Micro 
fixation on any of the blocks initiates a traffic light se-
quence (red-amber-green) followed by relevant audio 
feedback. Starting with red block borders, dwell time of 
0.6 s into the same block turns the borders into orange 
and another 1 s turns the borders into green. The design 
is based on pilot experiments aimed to allow the user to 
have sufficient feedback (audio/visual) for the estimated 
micro fixation (red), be warned before finalizing the in-
strument selection (amber) and confirm the action 
(green). Right: Three slides are presented to provide in-
formation necessary for the task workflow. The user can 
navigate through them by fixating on the top and bottom 
1/6 parts of the screen for previous and next slide respec-
tively. Dwell time here is 1 s. 

Fig. 1 The experimental setup. See Table 1 for definitions of 
abbreviations. 
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Robot Control: The selection of an instrument on the 
screen (server) triggers the robot (client) to handle the 
corresponding instrument to the user. TCP/IP is used to 
transmit the instrument ID to the robot client. The robot 
client has predefined poses for homing, instruments grasp 
and instruments delivery. The robot moves towards in-
struments grasping pose, grasps the instrument with the 
magnetic gripper and delivers it to the user. Then the ro-
bot stays idle until the force/torque sensor senses the in-
strument collection by the user and 2 s extra time to en-
sure proper instrument collection. Finally, it returns to its 
homing position. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The abbreviations stated in Table 1 are used to describe 
the experimental setup. STs were recruited to perform ex 
vivo resection of a pig colon and hand sewn end-to-end 
anastomosis. Each surgeon performed two experiments 
in randomized order: (1) a HT with the assistance of a 
HN and (2) a RT with the assistance of both RN and HN. 

The instrument tray inventory consists of the 6 most 
frequently utilized instruments during this particular task. 
The RT starts with a 9-points eye-tracking calibration. 
Familiarization with the system setup is offered for 1 mi-
nute. During the task, the ST selects the desired instru-
ment by gazing at the screen and once it is delivered and 
collected, the SA responds to verbal command or prior 
experience to return the instrument to its predefined po-
sition on the instrument tray. The ST addresses to the HN 
for further instruments. In case of wrong instrument de-
livery, the ST expresses the error verbally. If eye-tracking 
recalibration is necessary, the task continues after recali-
bration. During the HT the setup is identical, but the ST 
relies entirely on the HN to deliver instruments based on 
verbal commands. During both experiments, distractions 
are introduced to the HN. The NA asks the HN to stop 
and perform an instrument count twice and solve a puzzle 
at specific task stages. 

10 STs participated (7 male and 3 female). Two had 
corrected vision. STs were between 30-40 years with at 
least 6 years surgical experience. 5 trained theater HN 
were recruited. One ST, with 2 years surgical experience, 

acted as SA and one medical student acted as NA for all 
experiments. 

RESULTS 
After each task, the ST and HN were asked to complete 
a NASA-TLX questionnaire and the results are depicted 
in Fig. 2. 

Overall time to complete the task was 22:35±6:30 
minutes vs 26:04±4:50 minutes (HT vs RT, respectively) 
and no statistically significant difference was found. 

ANOVA was used to compare preference of ST and 
HN on HT over RT (Table 2). Perception of HT and RT 
by ST and HN is also investigated. The only significant 
difference is shown on the perception of the RT by the 
ST (58±12%) and the HN (86±12%). 

DISCUSSION 
A novel robotic scrub nurse, responsive to surgeon gaze, 
has been proposed. This platform allows the surgeon to 
visually select an instrument, using an ETG device, pick 
it up and deliver to complete a task. We tested the RN 
with 10 different surgical teams in a simulation of a com-
mon operative scenario, with similar theater staff repre-
sentation and operative field set up.   

Objectively, RT and HT showed no significant differ-
ence in overall experiment duration and all surgical ex-
periments were completed. Subjectively, RN received 
positive feedback. NASA-TLX data demonstrated no 
significant difference between HN vs RN across percep-
tions. We aim to further develop our gaze-guided RN by 
enabling real-time recognition and tracking of the instru-
ments and screen position in space. Practical aspects such 
as the RN delivering and returning the instruments will 
be implemented. Our goal is to develop a system to imi-
tate the human nurse’s most significant attribute, antici-
pation of next instrument selection. This involves work 
flow segmentation and task phase recognition. 

AAK is supported by the NIHR Imperial Biomedical Re-
search Centre (BRC). 
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Table 1 Abbreviations used to describe the experimental setup.
Ab. Explanation Ab. Explanation 
HT Human nurse only task RN Robotic scrub nurse 
RT Robot and human nurse task SA Surgeon assistant 
ST Surgical trainee  NA Scrub nurse assistant 
HN Human scrub nurse 

Fig. 2 Task completion time for HT and RT (left). NASA-TLX 
results for HT and RT responded by ST and HN (right). 

Table 2 ANOVA of paired NASA-TLX responses. 
95% confidence interval 

ST on: 
HT vs RT 

HN on: 
HT vs RT 

HT by: 
ST vs HN 

RT by: 
ST vs HN 

F(1,18) 3.330 3.593 0.697 28.077 
p 0.085 0.074 0.415 <0.001 
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INTRODUCTION 
Intravenous thrombolysis with r-tPA has been the 

standard of care to treat ischemic stroke, the third most 
common cause of death in the world. However, the 
efficacy of r-tPA in treating strokes due to large vessel 
occlusions (LVO) is limited. In 2015, a series of 
multicenter randomized clinical trials demonstrated  that 
in patients with strokes from LVO in the anterior 
circulation, endovascular mechanical thrombectomy is 
both safe and effective in improving functional outcomes 
[1]. The recent awareness to the importance of early 
revascularization via mechanical thrombectomy stands in 
contrast to the current availability of this intervention. 
Widespread adoption is partly hindered by its technical 
complexity. Due to the lack of distal control in existing 
catheters, neurointerventionalists rely on the use of a 
passive guidewire and a complex combination of stacked 
catheters to navigate to the occlusion site.  

While steerable cannulas have been previously 
researched (e.g. [2]), there is a need for microcatheters 
capable of selecting branches and navigating the tortuous 
geometry of the internal carotid artery (ICA), in order to 
add maneuverability to mechanical thrombectomy. To 
address this need, the goal of this research is to create 
dexterous steerable catheters that eliminate the need for 
use of a guidewire and facilitate future robot-assisted 
thrombectomy.   

This paper investigates the feasibility of navigating 
the ICA with a steerable robotic microcatheter. We 
propose the use of pre-operative CT scan for trajectory 
planning, and a least squares algorithm to minimize the 
shape error between the catheter and the vasculature. 
Finally, we evaluate the feasibility of using intraoperative 
imaging to update the pre-operative plan and track the 
pose of the microcatheter.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A 3D model of the ICA was obtained by segmenting 
a head CT in 3DSlicer. Fig. 1a shows the virtual phantom 
model used for preoperative path planning. The ICA 
curve was parametrized as a set of arc-length equidistant 
vertices. For any given insertion arc length 𝑠𝑖 𝜖 [0, 𝐿𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑐],

the optimal attainable shape of the catheter was 
determined by finding the joint values 𝒒 = [𝑞1, 𝑞2]𝑇 that
minimize the shape deviation:  

𝑚𝑖𝑛 (∑ ((𝒑(𝑠𝑖, 𝑞) − 𝒄(𝑠𝑖))𝑇𝑾1(𝒑(𝑠𝑖) − 𝒄(𝑠𝑖)))𝑛
𝑖=1 +

∑ ((�̂�(𝑠𝑖, 𝒒) − �̂�𝒄(𝑠𝑖))𝑇𝑾2(�̂�(𝑠𝑖, 𝒒) − �̂�𝒄(𝑠𝑖)))𝑛
𝑖=1 )    (1)

Where 𝒑(𝑠𝑖, 𝒒)  and �̂� designate the point location and
local tangent according to direct kinematics of the SRMC 
at arc length 𝑠𝑖 . The corresponding entities on the
segmented vasculature are 𝒄(𝑠𝑖) and �̂�𝒄(𝑠𝑖). Equation (1)
was solved using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear 
least squares formulation.  

The proposed path following algorithm was validated 
in simulation using segmented vasculature path and a 
kinematic model of the Steerable Robotic Microcatheter 
(SRMC) shown in Fig. 2. This SRMC has flexure-based 
continuum segments with antagonistic actuation (e.g. 
[3]), bends in two planes separated by 43∘ , and is 
mounted on a stage with insertion and roll degrees of 
freedom. The distal segment of the SRMC has a 0.88 mm 
outer diameter, which matches the size range of current 
(passive) thrombectomy microcatheters used for 
Stentriever deployment (Marksman, 0.96 mm, Rebar, 
0.94 mm), and is smaller than the size range of current 
(passive) aspiration catheters (Sophia 6 Plus, 1.77 mm; 
ACE 068, 2 mm).  

The kinematic model of the SRMC was determined 
via image-based calibration. For each segment, the 
associated actuation line was displaced in increments of 
𝑑𝑞 =  0.1 mm until reaching a maximum bending range 
of 80∘. A picture of the bent segment was recorded for
each 𝒒 value. Figure 3a shows the achievable range of 
motion of the distal segment. Using image thresholding 
and cubic smoothing spline fitting, the shape of the 
flexible link was determined from the image, and 
parametrized as series of discrete equidistant points.  

For each continuum segment, the local tangent along 
the arc length was calculated at each vertex using a 
forward finite difference approximation, Fig. 3b. The 
approach is hereby illustrated for a planar case for 
simplicity of notation. 

Fig. 1. Phantom vasculature model: a) Virtual b) Physical 

Fig. 2 Steerable robotic microcatheter (SRMC) 
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Following the method of [4], the interpolation map 
𝜽(𝑠, 𝑞𝑖) = 𝝍(𝑠)𝑇𝑨𝜼(𝑞𝑖), 𝑖=1,2, was obtained where 𝑨
designates a shape characteristic matrix obtained by 
experimental calibration, 𝝍(𝑠) = [1, 𝑠, 𝑠2, 𝑠3]𝑇  and
𝜼(𝑞𝑖) = [1, 𝑞𝑖]𝑇. The degree of these modal vectors was
determined to ensure the calibrated model fits the 
experimental data with an RMS error Δ𝜃 below 5∘.

For future image-guided SRMC steering, it is essential to 
track the catheter intraoperatively. We propose the use of 
image segmentation to update the pre-operative plan and 
obtain intra-operative information about the state of 
steerable catheter. To test this hypothesis, we conducted 
an experiment in an operating room equipped with a 
Phillips bi-plane fluoroscopy machine. A contrast agent 
(Omni 300) was injected into the vasculature to obtain an 
angiogram of the phantom vasculature. A SmartMask 
filter was applied to the angiogram to obtain a static 
roadmap of the vasculature. The SRMC was inserted into 
the vasculature against this static roadmap, and 
fluoroscopy images were saved at each step of the 
process. The images were segmented offline: the 
vasculature outline was obtained using image 
thresholding, and the catheter was segmented by 
subtracting the static background and using Canny 
filtering for edge detection.  

RESULTS 

Figure 4 shows a simulation of the SRMC following
the ICA path (Fig. 4a) and the RMS error as a function of 
the insertion depth 𝑠𝑖  (Fig. 4b). The average position
error along the full length of the vasculature was 1.7 mm. 

Figure 5 shows the segmentation and tracking results 
superimposed on the original fluoroscopy images. 
Figures 5a-c show the pose of the tracked SRMC at 
different insertion depth. Figure 5d shows the segmented 
outline of the vasculature. The segmentation and tracking 
frequencies were 20 Hz for the vasculature, and 10 Hz 
for catheter.  

Finally, a preliminary experiment with a planar 60𝑜

bifurcation is shown in Fig. 6.  The SRMC was controlled 
in joint level and it was able to select a branch within a 
3.5 mm ID Polyurethane tube.  

Fig. 6 Insertion and branch selection (a) left branch and b) right 
branch) inside a planar bifurcation using the SRMC.   

DISCUSSION 
This paper reported a pre-operative path planning 

strategy for steering a double articulated SRMC along the 
geometry of the ICA using pre-operative CT scans. A 
0.88 mm SRMC was fabricated and an approach for 
calibrating its kinematics for kinematics-based steering 
was derived based on least-squares formulation using an 
artery model segmented from 3D CT imaging. Since this 
pre-operative plan must be updated intraoperatively for 
image-guided control, an approach for tracking the 
SRMC tip was devised based on use of bi-plane 
fluoroscopy image. This pipeline was evaluated in a 
simulation study and on a planar bifurcation model.    

Future work will include the use of Gaussian 
filtering to reduce noise in catheter tracking and enable 
online segmentation. We also plan to create a simulation-
based design parameter optimization using our path 
planner on the target anatomy from CT data. Such 
parameters include length of the continuum segments and 
bending plane offset to minimize path following error.  
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Fig. 3 a) Configurations of the distal SRMC segment 𝒒 
values. b) Parametrization of continuum segment shape.   

Fig. 4 a) SRMC following the trajectory of the ICA in 
simulation. b) RMS error as a function of insertion length.   

Fig. 5 Segmentation and tracking of the microcatheter (a –
c) and the vasculature phantom centerline (d).
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INTRODUCTION 
For wearable assistive robots (exosuits), 

kinematic sensing networks are extremely important to 
get an understanding of the state of the human-exosuit 
system and are crucial for intuitive and synergistic 
human-robot control. Research and commercial projects 
have used different sensing modalities like IMUs, 
flex/bend sensors, micro-fluidics, dielectric elastomers, 
liquid metal alloys, etc. for kinematic sensing [1]. Many 
of these systems suffer from hysteresis, limited range, 
and other non-linearities. In our previous work [2], we 
developed a kinematic sensing framework to identify 
the joint angles of 2 degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the 
shoulder simultaneously using an arrangement of 4 
draw-wire sensors (also known as string encoders/string 
potentiometers) in a proprioception-inspired setting. 

Apart from the cost of the off-the-shelf sensor 
(GBP 160-260/unit), a second drawback was identified. 
As the sensor uses a potentiometer, the signal is 
sensitive to the stability of the on-board battery voltage, 
which also changes as the battery drains affecting signal 
quality. To overcome these limitations, we decided to 
develop a low-footprint sensor that uses a digital 
incremental encoder in its design to overcome this 
problem. The developed sensor also costs much lesser 
than the cheapest commercial sensor. The design and 
characterization of this sensor are presented here.  

SENSOR DESIGN 
The developed sensing module is a spring-

tendon-encoder based sensor developed for tracking 
joint positions/angles by measuring the 
shortening/elongation of a tendon moving across a joint 
along a specific path. The CAD rendering and prototype 
of the SSM is shown in Fig.1(a) and (b) respectively. As 
the sensing unit is tendon-driven it gives the flexibility 
of placing the unit either proximally or distally (through 
a Bowden-cable arrangement).  

The sensor comprises of an off-the-shelf soft 
clock-type spiral spring attached to a tendon-spool that 
moves through a pair of rollers, of which one is free to 
rotate and the other is attached to a rotary encoder 
(Bourns Inc., CA, USA). The force at the tendon (spring 
force+friction in rollers) was measured to be 
approximately constant of ∼2.2N throughout the tendon 
displacement. The encoder has a resolution of 512 
pulses per revolution (ppr). The spacing between the 
rollers is adjusted by a set of adjustment screws to 
generate enough friction to maximize rolling/minimize  

Fig. 1 The developed draw-wire sensor: a). A CAD rendering 
of the sensor illustrating the different components b). The 
current prototype of the sensor. 

slipping. The spring keeps the tendon in tension and the 
pulling/ releasing of the tendon is recorded by the 
encoder. The rollers and the base were printed using the 
Objet500 Connex 3D printer (Stratasys Ltd., MN, USA) 
using a combination of VeroBlack (high Shore hardness 
material) and TangoBlack (low Shore hardness) PolyJet 
materials. The roller-encoder combination gives the 
SSM a resolution of ≈0.07mm. The encoder is 
interfaced through an Arduino Mega2560 (Arduino, 
Italy) micro-controller board, and streams data at 
250Hz. The entire unit has dimensions: 58.9mm x 
38.7mm x 27mm and weighs ≈73g making the system 
compact, low-profile and wearable (see Fig.3). A single 
unit costs GBP 35-40/unit. 

SENSOR CHARACTERIZATION 
A characterization test rig (see Fig.2(a)) was 

set up to characterize the sensors. The sensor was firmly 
fixed to a drylin-T linear guide rail (IGUS, UK). This 
rail was motorized with a Faulhaber MDCDC 3006S 
DC motor (Faulhaber Gmbh & Co., Germany). The 
tendon from the sensor was fixed to a force-gauge that 
was mounted on the carriage of the guide rail. The 
experiment involved moving the carriage a distance of 
200mm and back to its original position multiple times 
at a constant speed of 25 RPM. The results of three 
cycles of the experiment are shown in Fig.2(b). 
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Fig. 2 Characterization of the sensor. a). Characterization Test 
Rig b). Sensor Characterization Results. The thick black and 
light blue lines correspond to the position measured by the 
motor and sensor (primary axis). The light green and purple 
data correspond to the rail velocity measured by the motor and 
sensor (secondary axis). The dark green, grey and light orange 
lines correspond to the measured error, percentage error and 
measured absolute error (secondary axis). 

 
From the sensor and motor readings in 

Fig.2(b), it can be seen that the sensor follows the motor 
reasonably well. The velocity readings obtained from 
the motor and the sensor show that the velocity is also 
tracked accurately. Currently, no noise filtering has been 
incorporated. The derivation of position data to obtain 
velocity data results in a noisier signal. From the error 
data, the sensor’s behaviour can be separated into 4 
zones labelled A, B, C, and D (see Fig.2(b)). Behaviours 
in zones A & C is a result of slipping which occurs when 
the rollers experience an acceleration (static state to 
moving state) when the carriage changes directions. The 
slip (error) induced in zones A & C will be proportional 
to the magnitude of velocity (v). Errors in zones B & D 
results from slipping (between the tendons and the 
rollers) while the carriage is in motion. This could be 
because the friction between the roller and tendon is not 
generating enough torque to maintain rolling motion. It 
is clear from the measured error (dark green line) that 
the error generated in zone B is ≈1%, while the error 
generated in zone D is ≈ 0%, resulting in an average 
error of ≈ 0.5−0.6% (validated by the % error graph 
(grey line)). This bias between errors in the forward and 
reverse motions is the reason for the small but upward 
trend of the measured error (dark green line) and 
measured absolute error (light orange line). From the 
above discussion, the error multiplier (e) model for this 
sensor has been expressed in the following equation and 
is to be multiplied to the measured displacement value  

 
Fig. 3 Depiction of an application of the draw-wire sensors. In 
this application, two sensors are placed across the torso and 
are used to sense the user’s intention to turn (by measuring 
change in torsal angle) before actually making the turn 
physically. 
 
between two time instants to get the corrected 
displacement. This multiplier (see eq. below) will be 
used in future work for processing the sensor data in the 
kinematic sensing framework. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 We presented a custom-built low-cost digital 
alternative to an off-the-shelf analog string encoder 
sensor for use in a kinematic sensing in an exosuit [2]. 
The sensor has also been characterized and its error 
model has been presented as a multiplier that can be 
used programmatically to compensate for intrinsic bias 
in the sensor. We intend to improve the design by 
changing the internal spring to make it softer, and also 
intend to change the soft material on the rollers to 
improve contact friction. We also intend to perform 
another characterization test with a high-resolution 
displacement sensor rather than using the motor as the 
standard.  

The sensor is currently being used in the lab for 
multiple kinematic sensing projects like measuring 
ankle dorsi-/plantarflexion angles for an exo-shoe, 
detecting the user’s intention to turn before making a 
turn physically (see Fig. 3), and is primarily being 
investigated for future versions of the shoulder exosuit 
[2]. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Master-slave control has been implemented in most of the 
current surgical robotic platforms for Minimally Invasive 
Surgery (MIS). The master-slave control interface is used 
to ensure efficiency and safety during teleoperation [1]. 
Generally, the poses of the master manipulator end-
effector are tracked online and used as input to control the 
poses of the slave robot’s end-effector based on a 
predefined mapping relationship. Most of the master and 
slave robots are heterogeneous, due to the fact that slave 
robots are normally designed based on the specific 
requirement of the targeted surgery while master robots 
may need to take ergonomics into consideration. The 
joint-to-joint intuitive mapping cannot be utilized in this 
situation, where a mapping strategy should be designed 
for the master-slave control interface for remote control.  
Most of the existing platforms utilize end-effector 
position mapping. However, because of the mismatch 
between the master and slave robot’s workspace, a 
clutching mechanism is required to reposition the master 
manipulator when it reaches the workspace boundary 
during teleoperation, which influences the consistency of 
surgical procedures. A more versatile interface is worth 
developing to reduce the operators’ workload and 
guarantee operation efficiency [2].  
Position mapping mode is the most common mapping 
strategy while velocity mapping mode can be 
implemented to enhance the operation efficiency by 
eliminating the clutching number. The definition and 
comparisons can be viewed in [3]. In order to combine the 
advantages of both mapping mode, a novel hybrid 
interface is proposed in this paper. User studies were 
conducted utilizing a Phantom Omni [4] as the master 
manipulator and an in-house parallel robot as the slave 
robot to validate the effectiveness of the hybrid master-
slave control interface. The user study results indicated 
that the proposed hybrid method is superior to using a 
single mapping mode.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
An anisometric interface is often used in existing surgical 
robot control, which employs displacement as control 
input [5]. The isometric interface utilizes the force or 
torque as the control input, which does not allow large 
movements from the operator. The anisometric interface 
can ensure high precision for control while the isometric 
interface can reduce the number of clutching. Therefore, 
the proposed hybrid control interface is realized by 
integrating the velocity mode and the position mode by 
switching between the anisometric interface for position 
control and the isometric interface for velocity control. 

 These authors contributed equally to this paper. 

Fig. 1 shows the overview of the proposed hybrid control 
interface. 

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed master-slave control interface. 

When operators are using a master side manipulator to 
finish given tasks, two modes of control methods can be 
chosen: 1) Position mapping mode, mapping the position 
change of master to the slave position with a given ratio, 
which represents an accurate way to control the end-
effector for fine movements; 2) Velocity mapping mode, 
mapping the displacement and direction from operation 
center of master device to the magnitude and direction of 
velocity of slave side robot, which offers a non-clutching 
mapping for coarse movements, such as moving the 
microsurgical tool to the next target. By pressing the 
button on the Phantom Omni, the position mapping mode 
and the velocity mapping mode can be switched between 
each other. The initial velocity is set at zero at the 
mapping mode switching point, a virtual spring is used as 
feedback, so the user can feel how velocity is 
commanded. The velocity control vector is proportional 
to the master position increment generated by the 
operator. 

Fig. 2 Overview of the master-slave robotic system. 

The hybrid control method is developed by leveraging the 
advantages of both mapping method. When the operator 
is moving towards a distant target, the motion can be 
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regarded as coarse motion. Therefore, the velocity 
mapping mode can be conducted to accelerate the speed 
of maneuvoure. For local operation such as positioning 
the targeted point, the control interface can be switched 
towards a position mapping mode to ensure the accuracy, 
which is regarded as the precise motion. 
In order to verify the effectiveness of the interface, two 
user studies were designed. The user studies were 
conducted using a Phantom Omni as the master 
controller, while a 6 Degrees-of-Freedom (DoFs) parallel 
robot with a micro-needle is utilized as the slave robot. 
The parallel robot is developed from a compact hexapod-
like commercial platform, i.e. SmarPod (SmarAct, 
Germany). The overview of the experimental platform of 
the master-slave system is shown in Fig.2. Two digital 
cameras provide two views of the experimental scenes, 
which are used as visual feedback for teleoperation. 
The user study includes a path following task and a 
positioning task. Fig.3 illustrates the scenario for user 
studies. The descriptions of the user studies are shown as 
follows. 
1) Path Following Task
Subjects were required to follow a red hexagon path. The
subjects were required to place their tooltip as close to the
reference trajectory as possible. In this way, the position-
changing maneuvers can be tested. The trajectory for
tracking is viewed in Fig.3 (a).
2) Positioning Task
Pointing task requires the subjects to point the micro-
needle tooltip to the targeted point precise within a short
tolerant distance based on a pre-defined protocol. Six
points were selected as shown in Fig.3 (b).

Fig.3 The scenario for user studies. (a) Path following task. (b) 
Positioning task. 

Eight subjects were invited to join in the user study. The 
test began after all the subjects finished the practice 
section. Both kinematic data and video data were 
collected for results analysis. Each subject contributed 
three trials for two modes respectively, i.e. i) position 
mode; ii) hybrid mode. Since the velocity mode has been 
proved to be imprecision [3] based on the user study 
results, the comparison of this mode is not included in 
this paper. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Four evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the 
performance of the subjects during the user studies, 
including the total time for fulfilling a single trial (t), the 
average speed of the slave robot for finishing each trial 

(v), the number of clutching (C), and the path length of the 
master controller end-effector (𝐏𝒎). 

Table I. Results for User Studies 

Path Following Task 
Position Mode Hybrid Mode 

t(s) 42.2 ± 17.3 39.6 ± 15.4 
v(cm/s) 0.043 ± 0.018 0.046 ± 0.018 

C 17 ± 7 9 ± 6 
𝐏𝒎(𝐦) 2.004 ± 0.295 1.484 ± 0.500 

Positioning Task 
Position Mode Hybrid Mode 

t(s) 39.6 ± 14.2 39.6 ± 11.3 
v(cm/s) 0.072 ± 0.027 0.073 ± 0.016 

C 24 ± 10 12 ± 7 
𝐏𝒎(𝐦) 3.333 ± 0.341 1.984 ± 0.739 

Based on the results (see Table I), we can clearly see that 
the hybrid mode has better performance in terms of all 
the evaluation metrics for the trajectory following task. 
As for the positioning task, except that the task 
completion time is similar for both modes, the hybrid 
mode has a higher average speed for task completion with 
significantly reduced number of clutching and shorter 
master robot path trajectory. Therefore, the teleoperation 
efficiency is enhanced by using the proposed method. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we present a hybrid control method by 
switching between isometric interface and anisometric 
interface. We conducted user studies on a parallel robot. 
The results of user studies verified that the proposed 
control interface has advantages in terms of task 
completion time and average control speed, thus 
improving the teleoperation efficiency. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In robot surgery, the surgeon manipulates the master 
device and performs the operation by remotely 
manipulating the surgical instruments or the slave 
equipped with the endoscope. The master device should 
be ergonomically designed for the convenience of the 
surgeons in consideration of intuitiveness and operability. 
In general, the degree of freedoms of the master device 
corresponds to the freedom of the slave. This is because 
the master device having redendant degrees of freedom 
has large control burden and is not intuitive. A slave 
master device with six degrees of freedom that can move 
freely in space has the same degree of freedom as a slave, 
and the surgeon is freely remotely controlled.  
But what about masters of surgical robots with lower than 
six degrees of freedom? Our research team has studied 4-
DOF flexible endoscopic surgery robot, K-FLEX. K-
FLEX is inserted through a natural orifice like a mouth 
or anus using a flexible overtube, and access the lesion 
from a curved organ such as the pharynx, esophagus, or 
colon, which is difficult to access using rigid body robot. 
After approaching the lesion, a flexible surgical 
instrument of 4 degrees of freedom protrudes and 
performs intralumenal or translumenal surgery. In order 
to teleoperation this K-FLEX, a 4-DOF master device 
with the same degree of freedom as the slave has been 
developed. 4-degrees of freedom correspond to 
translation, yaw, pitch, and roll, respectively. It has the 
same structure as the slave's kinematic structure for 
intuitive control. However, a master device with a degree 
of freedom less than 6 degrees of freedom, compared to 
a master that can be freely manipulated in space with the 
hand of surgeon, feels as if the surgeon's hand is 
restrained by the master device. In particular, the lack of 
freedom to create the desired position and orientation in 
the spatial space and the poor operability result in a 
negative impact on surgical performance. To overcome 
this limitation, we proposed a master device with a 
redundant joint.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
At first, the ergonomics of the wrist were considered to 
determine the type of added redundant joint. When the 
surgeon grips the master device in a relaxed posture and 
assumes the neutral position, the translation degree of 

freedom, which is the prismatic joint of the four degrees 
of freedom of the wrist, is sufficient to define the position 
in the Z direction, It is not related to defining the position, 
which is the end-effector of. The yaw and pitch degrees 
of freedom, on the other hand, are used to define the 
position. The joint movements of the surgeon wrists used 
to move the yaw and pitch joints are wrist flexion-
extension and wrist abduction-adduction, respectively. 
The joint range of the wrist flexion-extension (-27  ~ 47 ) 
is almost 1.5 times larger than that of the wrist abduction-
adduction (-90  ~ 99 ) [1]. Therefore, yaw joint was 
added to improve the operability of yaw motion.  
To determine the configuration of the added yaw joint, 
we considered mapping between the slave and the master 
device. The K-FLEX instruments corresponding to the 
slave are designed for stitching. To perform the stitching 
motion, the instrument holds the needle and then 
maintains the rotation axis of the tip of the instrument. In 
other words, the roll joint should be located at the last 
gripper of the master device. Therefore, the added yaw 
joint is positioned before the roll joint. The 3D CAD 
model of the proposed master device is shown in Fig. 1. 

RESULTS 
We analyzed workspace and manipulability for dexterity 
analysis of master device featured redundant joint. 
• Workspace analysis
Figure 2 shows the workspace analysis. The previously
developed master device has a workspace volume of

Fig. 1. Proposed master device featured redundant joint. This 
master device has 5 degrees of freedom including yaw2 joint. 
Referrence frame for D-H parameters are presented. 
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8.1578e6 mm3 and proposed master device has a volume 
of 8.3481e6 mm3. Because each master devices were 
designed considering average size of wrist and forearm, 
the volumes of each master devices have similar values.  
 
• Manipulability analysis 
However, the manipulability of each master devices were 
significantly different. The inverse condition number is a 
measure of the manipulability of the manipulator at a 
certain position. The value is between 0 and 1, and the 
closer to 1, the closer the ellipsoid is to the sphere. At this 
time, the joint limit of the master device should be 
considered for more accurate manipulability analysis and 
we apply the penalty function to Jacobian to obtain the 
inverse condition number [2]. In Fig. 3, the red-color 
means that the manipulability is small, and the yellow-
color means that the manipulability is high. As can be 
seen in Fig. 3, the manipulability becomes larger toward 
the inside of the workspace that the master device can 
generate, and the smaller the manipulability becomes 
toward the boundary of the workspace by the limit of 
joint. To verify this more precisely, a global condition 
index (GCI) was calculated for each master device and 
compared. GCI is a global behavior of condition number. 
The larger the value, the greater the manipulability of the 
master device in the overall workspace. This means that 
the gripper, the master device's end-effector, can move 
dexterously within the workspace. As a result of 
manipulability analysis, it was found that the GCI of the 
proposed master device was 0.1472 and the GCI of 
previously developed master device was 0.111. The GCI 

of proposed master device  was almost 8.6% larger than 
GCI of the previously developed master device. In other 
words, surgeon can more easily manipulate the proposed 
master device than the previously developed master 
device. A developed master device featured redundant 
joint for 4-DOFs flexible surgery robot is shown in Fig. 
4. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a master device for controlling a surgical 
robot with four degrees of freedom is proposed, in which 
a redundant joint is added to enhance operability. The 
proposed master device determines the yaw joint by 
considering the ergonomics of the wrist, and places the 
yaw joint in front of the roll joint in order to realize the 
stitching motion of the slave surgical instrument. By 
analyzing the workspace and manipulability of the 
designed master device, we verified that the operability 
is superior to that of the master device of 4 degrees of 
freedom. As a further works, the proposed master device 
for quantitative analysis and the existing slave robot is 
controlled by the master device and the peg transfer task 
and ESD marking simulation are performed to compare 
the surgical performance. We will also run NASA-TLX 
to verify operability and intuitiveness. 
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Fig. 3. Local manipulability distribution of master device at the 
workspace. Red-color represents low manipulability while 
yellow represents high manipulability. 

Fig. 4. Assembly of proposed master device featured 
redundant joint for 4-DOFs slave of flexible surgery robot. 

Fig. 2. Workspace analysis of previously developed 4-DOFs 
master device (a) and proposed master device featured 
redundant joint (b). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Inserting screws in vertebral pedicles is a major issue in 
spinal fusion surgery. Due to their proximity to critical 
anatomical regions (spinal cord, aorta), misplaced screws 
can induce complications [1]. Free-handed positioning 
results in high inaccuracy. To try to improve precision of 
this surgery, new medical robots and tools emerged from 
the research community and arrived in the market in the 
last few years [2], such as SpineAssist [3] from Mazor, 
ROSA [4] from Zimmer Biomet, iSYS 1 [5] from 
Interventional Systems. 
Available systems rely on fluoroscopy or CT scans taken 
during the procedure for position checking. Notably, 
there is no real-time control of the gesture.  
The current paper discloses a concept involving a robotic 
arm that holds a drill equipped with an electrical 
conductivity sensor. A control law couples the sensor to 
the robot control in such a way that vertebral breach can 
be avoided during vertebrae drilling. First in vivo 
experiments are shown. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The experimental setup is a combination of the DSG 
technology developed by SpineGuard, a 7 DOFs robot 
arm WAM sold by Barrett Technology, and a motor. See 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup 
DSG technology [6,7,8] is a bipolar, local electrical 
conductivity sensor that pulses current flow at the tip of 
its probe. The current clinical setup is as follows: when 
manipulating a pedicle preparation tool equipped with 
DSG, a surgeon can distinguish between tissues and be 
alerted prior to an imminent cortical breach: this is 

achieved by changes in the pitch and cadence of an audio 
signal and a flashing LED light. 
In this work, the DSG signal 𝑠(𝑡)  is used to detect a 
breach as follows (see Fig. 2). It is assumed that the tool 
has initially been inserted in cancellous bone. The system 
then waits for the detection of an event: cortical bone 
penetration is detected when 𝑠(𝑡) gets below a threshold 
𝑠1 . A breach alert is then produced when  𝑠(𝑡)  >  𝑠2
with 𝑠2  =  𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛   + 𝛿𝑠, where  𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min

0≤𝜏≤𝑡
𝑠(𝜏) and 𝛿𝑠

is a given differential threshold. 

Fig. 2 DSG technology principle. 
As for the robot control (see Fig. 3), at the beginning of 
the procedure, a transparent mode is provided to position 
the drill tip by comanipulation. A semi-transparent mode 
is then proposed allowing for orienting the drill around 
its tip. A simple click on a GUI starts the drilling 
algorithm at a constant speed 𝑣𝑑𝑒𝑠.

Fig. 3 Control scheme. 
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When the drilling starts, an operational space orientation 
and position controller starts running. The desired 
orientation 𝜃𝑑𝑒𝑠  is servoed to its initial value 𝜃𝑖𝑛𝑖 . The
desired position 𝑋𝑑𝑒𝑠 is computed by:

𝑋𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡) = 𝑋𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝑡)  + 𝑣𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑑𝑡 𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑖, (1) 
where 𝑑𝑡  is the control period, 𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑖  is the drill axis
direction and 𝑣𝑑𝑒𝑠 is an adjustable penetration speed. As
a security, when the resulting control force ‖𝐹𝑝‖  reaches
a given value 𝐹𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 , then the position increment is
nulled. 

RESULTS 
In vivo experiments have been performed on pigs, under 
the control of veterinary surgeons and after approbation 
of an ethics comity. 
Parameters of the experiments were as follows: 

x Drilling motor rotation = 300 rpm,
x 𝑠1 = 150𝑚𝑉, 𝛿𝑠 = 300𝑚𝑉
x 𝑑𝑡 = 2𝑚𝑠
x 𝐹𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 10𝑁

The surgeon was asked to manipulate the robot arm in a 
transparent mode so that the drill bit could perforate the 
spinous process of the vertebra, then click on the GUI to 
start the drilling. 

Fig. 4 Robot and DSG signals during an experiment 
The curve of the DSG signal (Fig. 4) shows the expected 
signature: high signal at the entrance, then stabilization 
in the spongious phase, decrease in the cortical bone 
around 𝑠1, followed by a fast rise stopped to 𝑠2.
The force and position curves exhibit oscillations. These 
correspond to the breathing of the animal. Notice that the 
position controller involves a simple PD compensator 
without integral action, leading to compliance observable 
through the oscillations of the insertion (or penetration 
depth) signal. 
Further, due to the force limitation, the velocity decreases 
when the resistance is getting higher, offering an extra 
layer of safety. 

DISCUSSION 
The current setup allows to stop the drilling right before 
breaching out. 
An innovative system for radiation-free breach 
anticipation during spine surgery has been presented. It 
uses a measurement of the local conductivity to 
determine if a breach out of the bone is imminent.  
The in vivo experiments were successfully performed but 
further improvements can be considered to increase 
robustness and accuracy.  
For instance, the  values of variables 𝑠1 and 𝛿𝑠 have been
manually set. Further experiments have shown that these 
values need to be adjusted depending on the patient’s 
anatomy and bone state. A more sophisticated signal-
processing algorithm needs to be defined in order to 
eliminate the tuning of these parameters and allow the 
recognition of a conductivity change pattern.  
Further, the DSG technology could be used in many bone 
surgeries as a safety sensor to reduce the use of x-rays. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The accurate placement of orthopaedic implants 
according to a biomechanically derived preoperative 
plan is an important consideration in the long-term 
success of these interventions1. Guidance 
technologies are widely described and comprise 
active or passive intra-operative robotics platforms, 
and three dimensional (3D) printed patient specific 
jigs2. Despite improvements in placement accuracy, 
high cost, complex theatre integration, 
intraoperative inefficiency and functional 
limitations have prevented the widespread adoption 
of these technologies3.  

The authors have designed and constructed a novel 
intraoperative robotics platform capable of the 
intraoperative manufacture of bespoke patient 
specific guides4,5. The device consists of a tableside 
robot (Fig. 1, A) with sterile drapes (Fig. 1, B) and 
some low cost, sterile disposable components. The 
robot is placed next to the operating table and is 
configured for intraoperative use. It comprises a 3D 
optical scanner (Fig. 1, C), a three-axis sterile 
computer numerical control (CNC) drill (Fig. 1, D) 
and a two-axis receptacle into which the disposable 
consumables may be inserted (Fig. 2, A). The sterile 
consumable comprises a region of rapidly setting 
mouldable material (Fig. 1, E) and a clip (Fig. 1, F) 
allowing it to be reversibly attached to the tableside 
robot.  

In use, patient computed tomography (CT) imaging 
is obtained at any point prior to surgery and a 
surgical plan is created in associated software (Fig. 
2, B). This plan describes the axis and positioning of 
one or more guidewires which may, in turn, locate 
the prosthesis into position. Intraoperatively, 
osseous anatomy is exposed, and the sterile 
disposable is used to create a mould of the joint 
surface (Fig. 1, G). Once set, the mould is inserted 
into the robot and an optical scan of the surface is 
taken, followed by automatic surface registration, 
bringing the optical scan into the same coordinate 
frame of reference as the CT data and plan (Fig. 2, 
C). The CNC drill is then oriented such that the drill 
axis and position matches the planned pose with 
respect to the moulded surface. A guide hole is then 

automatically drilled into the mould blank (Fig. 2, 
D), which is then removed from the robot and placed 
back into the patient with the moulded surface 
ensuring precise replacement. A wire is 
subsequently driven through the guide hole into the 
osseous anatomy in accordance with the 
preoperative plan (Fig. 2, E). The guide blank may 
be slid off the wire and discarded, allowing the 
procedure to continue in the normal manner.  In this 
paper, we asses this novel robot’s performance ex 
vivo, in terms of its kinematics and the ability to 
guide planned wires into a glenoid cavity during a 
simulated total shoulder arthroplasty procedure.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A prototype device was constructed along with 
planning software and sterile consumables (Fig. 2, 
A). A kinematic calibration and assessment of the 
device was carried out to identify the mechanical 
accuracy of the system. 12 cadaveric shoulder 
specimen (sex, age and side randomized) were 
obtained after application for access to human tissue 
samples was approved by the Imperial College 
tissue bank, then a preoperative CT scan performed 
on each specimen. A senior orthopaedic surgeon 
planned the ideal wire placement in each specimen 
and exposed the glenoid cavity via a conventional 
glenohumeral approach. The device and sterile 
disposables were used to guide the placement of 
guide wires into the glenoid cavity. Following wire 
insertion, a postoperative CT scan was obtained for 
each specimen. The pre- and postoperative scans 
were then segmented and coregistered to allow the 
planned vs achieved wire position to be computed. 
At the time of abstract submission, results for one 
specimen were available, with the analysis of the 
complete 12-samples study due for completion 
before the conference.  

RESULTS 

The overall kinematic accuracy of the prototype was 
0.50 ± 0.26 mm in terms of translational positioning 
and 0.59 ± 0.30° angular accuracy. The initial 
cadaveric results show overall end to end placement 
accuracy of 0.5mm with respect to planned vs 
achieved glenoid point of entry and 3.0° with respect 
to planned vs achieved wire angle. Data capture is 
currently ongoing in the remainder of the specimens. 
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DISCUSSION 

This novel intraoperative robot demonstrates the 
ability to rapidly produce functional guides in 
accordance with a pre-operative plan. Guide wires 
were accurately and rapidly inserted, whilst the 
consumables and the compact, intraoperative 
platform may result in possible cost reductions and 
efficiency improvements. The novel registration 
method making use of patient anatomy found at the 
time of surgery may provide additional accuracy 
improvements and added functionality in cases that 
are traditionally challenging to conventional 3D 
printed orthopaedic guides. Additionally, 
registration of the moulded surface with the CT data 
could leverage optimizations in the algorithm’s 
design, such as filtering, weighing and local minima 
suppression, to ensure a reliable and repeatable 
replacement fit into the surgical site. Glenoid 
component malpositioning has been shown to be a 
major contributing factor to early failure and poor 
prosthesis function, thus guidance technologies may 
play an important role in improving patient 
outcomes6. This cadaveric trial demonstrates that the 
intraoperative manufacture of patient-specific 
guides is viable and can yield results which are 
comparable and could even surpass traditional 
PSIs7. Further work is planned on other joint areas 

such as the hip and knee with a first-in-man trial 
scheduled for 2020.  
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Fig. 1 - A to G: An overview of the robot design and the surgical site moulding procedure 

Fig. 2 - A to E: An overview of guide production, software planning and intraoperative guide usage 
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INTRODUCTION 
   Virtual Reality (VR) simulators represent a 
remarkable educational opportunity in order to acquire 
and refine surgical practical skills [1]. First of all, a 
direct ethical advantage of simulation-based training in 
surgery is preventing patients from being subjected to 
any risk or complication during the learning phase. 
Secondly, simulators are characterized by a higher 
availability with respect to time-consuming and 
expensive practice in the operating room; additionally, 
they allow to constantly monitor the trainee’s learning 
by quantifying metrics associated to his/her 
performances. 
   In order to maximize the learning benefit, there is a 
clear need for structured training curricula. Simulators 
have shifted the paradigm of a mentor-guided learning 
towards a self-directed training, with the consequent 
reduction of program costs [2]. Nevertheless, the 
success of this paradigm relies on the ability of the 
trainee to efficiently schedule the training session. Our 
study proposes an adaptive training curriculum that 
automatically schedules the training session on the basis 
of an objective assessment of the trainee’s 
performances. In such a way, the trainee no longer has 
to choose his/her training exercises while using the 
simulator, but an ad hoc training session is online 
scheduled to best compensate for gaps in the surgical 
skills. The feasibility of such an approach is tested by 
analyzing medical residents’ performances after 
adaptive or self-managed training. This work is an 
extension of a preliminary pilot study of ours [3], where 
only non-medical participants were enrolled in the 
experimental sessions.    

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Hardware and Software  
   In order to carry out the experimental session, we 
employed the master console of a da Vinci Research Kit 
(dVRK, by Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, US). This 
console includes a foot-pedal tray, a stereo viewer and 
two master manipulators.  
   The VR exercises were designed using our Assisted 
Teleoperation with Augmented Reality (ATAR) 
framework [4].  

Training Tasks and Performance Assessment 
   As initially stated, simulators are involved in technical 
skills learning we focused on robot-assisted surgery and 
we developed a curriculum composed by elementary 
and complex tasks. The former aims at 

Figure 1 Vitual reality task pool: on the left, two tasks 
classified as complex since involving multiple fundamental 
skills of robotic surgery (a steady hand task, often included in 
surgical curricula, and a skill transfer task, resembling a rigid 
suturing); on the left, the associated elementary skills (depth 
perception, wrist manipulation, hand-eye coordination and 
instrument to instrument exchange) and respective tasks. 

training a single fundamental skill of robotic surgery, 
while the latter involves multiple skills at once. We 
designed two complex bimanual visuo-motor tasks that 
include the same elementary skills (that we derived 
from the analysis of a skill deconstruction list generated 
by robotic operations observation and interviews with 
experts [5]). For each elementary skill, we designed an 
associated elementary task to learn that specific skill. 
Fig. 1 shows the abovementioned VR tasks and skills. 
   In order to assess the user’s performances, we 
considered the following metrics: the translation error 
(i.e. linear distance between the actual and the ideal 
position of the virtual manipulator), the orientation 
error (i.e. angular difference between the actual and 
ideal pose of the manipulator), the depth error (i.e. the 
distance between tool and target along the perspective 
direction), the exchange error (i.e. the number of drops 
while performing an object instrument to instrument 
exchange) and the total time to accomplish the task. 
These were averaged across each task repetition and 
normalized in the 0-1 range by using the best and worst 
values of each metric from preliminary acquisitions. 
The final performance in each task was computed as the 
weighted sum of these metrics. 

Experimental Protocol 
   12 medical residents took part to the user study. Their 
specifics are reported in Table I. All the subjects had 
none to little experience with robotic teleoperation. 
They were randomly divided into two groups: a control 
group (N=6), performing the self-managed training, and 
an experimental group (N=6), undergoing the adaptive 
training. All the users carried out an initial baseline 
assessment on one of the two complex tasks and a final 
evaluation  test  on  both the complex tasks.  In fact,  the 
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Table I Statistics about medical residents 
CONTROL EXPERIMENTAL 

SEX 1 F, 5 M 3 F, 3 M 

AGE 28.5 ± 3.9 28.2 ± 3.3 

HAND 5 right-handed 6 right-handed 

open* 92.7 ± 58 120.8 ± 67 

laparo* 73.3 ± 37 90.4 ± 43 

robot* 0 3.3 ±3 
 

* Hours of previous experience in surgery (open, laparoscopic and robot-
assisted surgery). The data refer both to first-hand experience and to 
assistance during the procedure. 

second complex task is not part of the training 
curriculum, but it appears just in the final evaluation 
stage in order to test the transferability of the acquired 
skills on a task which is totally new to the trainee. The 
total training time (45 minutes) was selected as a 
constraint to have comparable protocols between the 
two groups. The users belonging to the control group 
directly chose their exercises and they were just 
provided with their percentage performance after each 
task repetition; the experimental group was provided 
with the task to perform according to the adaptive logic. 
This automatically modulated the training curriculum of 
the experimental group as a function of their 
performances in order to minimize the gaps in each 
elementary skill. Further details can be found in [3].  
   Additionally, one expert surgeon (number of robotic 
surgical cases > 500) took part to the experiment. His 
performances were used to test the construct validity 
(i.e. the ability to differentiate between groups with 
different levels of competence) of the designed tasks. 

Statistical Analysis 
   Due to the small sample size, non-parametric tests 
(Wilcoxon rank sum test, statistically significance at p < 
0.05) were used to compare the performances of the 
users before and after training.  

RESULTS 
 The main outcomes of the study are depicted in Fig. 2 

shows a comparison of the initial (before training) and 
final (after training) performances of the two groups. 
All the groups were characterized by a temporal 
increase in the median performances and a reduction of 
their variability. The initial baseline assessment proved 
that all the subjects belonged to the same population (no 
statistical significant difference). On the other hand, the 
expert surgeon startlingly achieved performances that 
were significantly higher with respect to all the other 
users. This qualitatively highlights the capability of the 
designed VR task to discriminate among different 
expertise levels (that means its construct validity). 
Moving to the final test, participants were evaluated 
both on the steady hand task and the skill transfer task 
(totally new to them): statistically significant difference 
between the control and experimental group was found 
in both the tasks (p=0.002, steady hand task; p=0.015, 
skill transfer task): the subjects who underwent the 
adaptive training achieved higher final performances 
compared to the ones who self-managed their training. 

Figure 2 Overall performance of control (blue) and 
experimental (red) groups in the complex tasks before and 
after training. The marked square stands for the median across 
the population, while the vertical bar represents the 25th and 
75th percentiles. Finally, the dotted green line shows the 
expert surgeon performance (without specific training on the 
task). Stars signal statistically significant difference. 
 

Additionally, since they performed better in a different 
task involving the same skills, they probably better 
learned the skills instead of the task itself.    
DISCUSSION 
This study tested the feasibility and efficacy of a skill-
oriented and adaptive curriculum for training in robotic 
surgery using virtual reality simulators. This novel 
approach was evaluated on 12 medical residents and 
compared to a traditional self-managed training. The 
proposed adaptive curriculum led to promising results, 
showing how a smart schedule can optimize the learning 
process. This automated and objective method could 
suggest the introduction of an artificial intelligence 
mentor as an integrated component of a simulation-
based platform for training in robotic surgery. This way, 
each training session can be guided by a constant and 
objective performance evaluation, followed by an ad 
hoc scheduling of the intra-session curriculum. Further 
analysis will be carried out on a wider population and 
considering longer training sessions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Surgical procedures require a high level of technical skill 
to ensure efficiency and patient safety. Due to the direct 
effect of surgeon skill on patient outcomes, the 
development of cost-effective and realistic training 
methods is imperative to accelerate skill acquisition [1]. 
Teleoperated robotic devices allow for intuitive 
ergonomic control, but the learning curve for these 
systems remains steep. Recent studies in motor learning 
have shown that visual or physical exaggeration of errors 
helps trainees to learn to perform tasks faster and more 
accurately [2]. In this study, we extended the work from 
two previous studies [3,4] to investigate the performance 
of subjects in different force field training conditions, 
including convergent (assistive), divergent (resistive), 
and no force field (null). We hypothesized that the group 
who trained in the divergent force field would show 
superior performance to those in the null and convergent 
fields.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Experimental setup and task: We used the da Vinci 
Research Kit (dVRK) [5] with the Assisted Teleoperation 
with Augmented Reality (ATAR) framework [4] to 
create a virtual reality environment for a ring-on-wire 
manipulation task. The robotic tools were simulated as 
kinematic objects resembling da Vinci endoscopic mega 
needle drivers. Subjects in the convergent (C) field 
received an assistive force that pushed the participant’s 
hand towards an ideal path, while those in the divergent 
(D) field received a resistive force that pushed the
participant’s hand away from the ideal path. In both
groups, the force applied had a magnitude proportional to
their distance away from the path. Force feedback was
only applied when the gripper was closed on the ring that
was being manipulated. Given the current pose (PC = [TC,
QC]) and the desired pose (PD = [TD, QD]), where TX is a
3-DOF position vector and QX is a 4-DOF unit
quaternion, the force (F) and torque (!)	produced on the
tip of each instrument were:

F = -kT*(TC – TD) – dT*ṪC 
!	= -kR*rpy(QD*QC-1) – dR*ωC,

where ṪC and ωC are the current translational and angular 
rate, respectively, kT and kR are the translational and 
rotational proportional coefficients, dT and dR are the 
translational and rotational damping coefficients, and 
rpy() represents a transformation from quaternion to roll-
pitch-yaw. kT, kR were positive in the convergent field 

and negative in the divergent field. dT and dR were 
positive in both force fields. 
    The visuomotor task adapted from [4] was an 
adaptation of the ‘steady-hand’ game often included in 
surgical training curricula [6]. The user moves a ring 
along a curved wire which spans along all three Cartesian 
dimensions and requires up to 90° wrist rotations from 
each hand for completion. Users received visual feedback 
on their position such that the ring’s color shifted 
gradually from red (less accurate) to yellow (more 
accurate) as the ring approached the wire.  

Procedure: 40 surgical novices gave informed consent 
for the IRB-approved study, and were pseudo-
randomized to one of three groups: convergent force field 
(n=13), divergent force field (n=15), or null field (n=12). 
Two divergent field subjects dropped out of the study due 
to physical limitations preventing task completion, and 
their data was not included in the analysis. Subjects were 
required to participate over five consecutive days, and 
were given a $75 Amazon gift card as compensation. On 
the day 1, subjects were consented, shown a video demo 
of the steady-hand task, and directed on how to use the 
dVRK system. They were instructed to perform the task 
as accurately and quickly as possible, with more 
emphasis being placed on accuracy. Subjects then 
completed 5 baseline trials in the null field followed by 
15 trials in their assigned force field. On days 2, 3, and 4, 
subjects completed 20 trials per day in their assigned 
force field. On day 5, subjects completed 20 trials in the 
null field to evaluate changes in performance from 
baseline. A total of 20 trials per day was chosen to 
minimize the effect of fatigue from confounding results, 
and a total of five days was chosen to correspond with a 
work week for ease of scheduling.   

Data Analysis: Data was recorded at 30 Hz. Four 
performance metrics were calculated for each trial: trial 
time (Time [s]), translational path error (TPE [mm2]) and 
rotational path error (RPE [Rad∙mm]) were calculated as 
in [3], and combined error-time (CET [Rad∙mm∙s]) was 
calculated as follows: 

CET = Time ∙ (RPE + cf∙TPE)   
Where cf is a constant factor of 17 rad/mm derived from 
the ratio of the average rotational path error and the 
average translational path error across all subjects and all 
trials. Improvement was calculated for each metric as the 
difference between the mean on the final day and the 
mean at baseline. Metrics were non-normally distributed 
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between groups, thus we used non-parametric statistical 
tests to evaluate differences in performance. Kruskal-
Wallis (KW) tests were performed with the different 
metrics as dependent variables and the training group as 
independent factor. Post-hoc testing was done using the 
Dunn Test (DT) to determine significant differences 
between pairs of groups. Pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank 
tests (WSR) were used to determine significance of 
within-subjects improvement.  

RESULTS 
Figure 1 presents the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of 
performance of each group at baseline and on the final 
day of evaluation. At baseline, the groups significantly 
differed in time to completion (KW; χ2=7.038, df=2, 
p=0.030). The null group had significantly lower time to 
completion (DT; Z=2.51, p=0.036). There was no 
significant difference in TPE, RPE, or CET at baseline. 

The groups significantly differed in CET on the final 
day (KW; χ2=6.8501, df=2, p=0.032). Further analysis 
revealed a significant difference between convergent and 
null groups (DT; Z=2.57, p=0.030). Divergent field 
subjects had the lowest final day median combined error-
time, though this was not statistically significant. There 
were no significant differences between groups in any 
other metric. 

Combined performance variability (CPV), measured 
as the standard deviation of CET across all trials, 
significantly decreased from baseline in all groups 
(WSR; C: p=0.017, D: p<0.01, N: p<0.01). The groups 
differed significantly in their CPV on the final day (KW; 
χ2=7.8415, df=2, p-value=0.020), and a Dunn test for that 
day showed that convergent subjects had significantly 
higher variability than null subjects (DT; 
Z=2.77,p=0.016).     
    Figure 2 shows that all groups significantly improved 
their performance from baseline. Compared to the null 
and convergent groups, divergent subjects experienced 
the most improvement in time (KW; χ2=3.18, df=2, 
p=0.20), TPE (KW; χ2=1.80, df=2, p=0.41), RPE (KW; 
χ2=2.37, df=2, p=0.30), and CET (KW; χ2=3.37, df=2, 
p=0.18). 

DISCUSSION 
Divergent field subjects improved the most from baseline 
in all metrics.  The difference between groups was not 
statistically significant, possibly due to outliers in the 
convergent field and null field groups. Even though the 
divergent group was significantly slower to complete the 
task than the null group at baseline, there was no 
significant difference on final evaluation.  

The most significant difference between groups on the 
final day was in CET, which takes into account the speed-
accuracy tradeoff. In surgery, the balance between speed 
and accuracy is especially important; it is appropriate to 
move quickly when the stakes of a surgical step are low, 
and slowly and accurately during the steps where an error 
could be catastrophic. 

Surprisingly, even after four days of training, 
participants did not reach a plateau in their performance 
(learning curves not shown). We hypothesize that with 

more days to train or more trials per day, these 
differences may become more apparent.  
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Figure. 1 The 25th, 50th (black line), and 75th percentile of 
each metric for each group at baseline and final evaluation. 
Black dots represent outliers. 

Figure. 2 Improvements from Baseline (25th, 50th, and 75th 
percentiles). Black dots represent outliers. All values had p < 
0.01 for intragroup difference using a two-sided, paired 
analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 
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INTRODUCTION 
More than 65% of our tremor-affected 

population (e.g. essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease) 
face severe restrictions in performing activities of daily 
living [1]. Current treatments involve therapy, 
pharmacotherapy and neurosurgical procedures but have 
shown limited efficacy and introduce additional risk and 
side-effects [1,2]. Wearable exoskeletons could be an 
ideal alternative to generate mechanical interference to 
cancel the manifestations. Wearable tremor suppression 
exoskeletons include the ‘Viscous Beam orthosis’ of 
Kotovsky & Rosen [2] and ‘WOTAS’ by Rocon et al.[1] 
but are bulky, and are not adaptable. Soft robotic 
exoskeletons with smart material-based actuators and 
sensors could be a potential alternative.  

We are currently working towards developing a 
smart material-based tremor suppression exo-glove. 
During the initial stages of design and prototyping of an 
exo-glove, access to patients with tremor is limited. This 
work introduces a musculoskeletal (MS) modelling-
based platform for virtual prototyping of tremor 
suppression exo-gloves based on OpenSim [3].  

This work is a preliminary assessment of the 
developed platform and aims to compare the results 
obtained from simulations and theory. To this effect, we 
first briefly present generation of tremor in a 1-DoF wrist 
MS model, then add masses, springs and dampers to the 
wrist model to analyse their impact on the original tremor 
manifestation. This platform would form the basis for our 
evaluation of different tremor suppression solutions.  

VIRTUAL PROTOTYPING METHODS 
For the assessment of our virtual prototyping 

platform in OpenSim, a 1-degree-of-freedom (DoF) 
tremor model based on the generic upper-limb model 
developed by Saul et al.[4] described in [5] is used. Eq.1 
describes the approximate linear 2nd order dynamics: 

𝐈�̈� + 𝑫�̇� + 𝑲𝒒 = 𝝉 + 𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒕                     (1)

,where eq.1 contains internal torque and gravity (𝝉), joint 
displacement ( 𝒒 ), velocity( �̇� ), acceleration ( �̈� ), and 
external torques (𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒕) to cancel involuntary oscillation.
𝑰, 𝑫, & 𝑲 represent joint inertia, damping, and stiffness of 
the system. In the present analysis, a signal with a 
primary and multiple secondary frequencies are 
combined together and applied as activation to the 
muscles responsible for flexion-extension (F-E) 
movements. This signal generates a tremor in the wrist 
with a primary frequency of ~5Hz which is in the range  

Fig.1: Tremor suppression virtual prototyping schematic 
showing MS model and actuator/forces 

of representative tremor frequencies of 4-12Hz [1].  The 
hand is in a neutral position by the side of the subject 
making a voluntary flexion (00-250) movement. 

An actuator was introduced to the tremor model 
developed in [5]. The actuator introduces a mass and 
force to simulate an external torque generated by mass, 
spring and damper-based actuators (see Fig.1). Eq.2 
expresses the torque generated by the actuator. It is 
always parallel to the Yhand-axis of the hand local 
coordinate system (see Fig.1).  
 𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒕 = −𝒉𝑭𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔 = −𝒉(𝒌𝑰𝒒 + 𝒌𝑷�̇�) − 𝒌𝑫𝒎�̈�        (2)

Substituting eq.(2) into eq. (1), we get: 

(𝑰 + 𝒌𝑫𝒎)�̈� + (𝑫 + 𝒉𝒌𝑷)�̇� + (𝑲 + 𝒉𝒌𝑰)𝒒 = 𝝉       (3) 

, where 𝑰, 𝑫, 𝑲 follow from eq.1 and 𝒉(𝑚) is the offset 
between force application point and center of mass (hand) 
in the Zhand direction, 𝒌𝑫(𝑚2) is a measure of the radius
of gyration of the actuator around the F-E joint axis, and 
𝒌𝑷(𝑁𝑠) , 𝒌𝑰(𝑁)  and 𝒎(𝑘𝑔)  are damper coefficient,
spring coefficient and mass respectively.  

After adding the external torque (according to 
eq.2) to the system, the hand+actuator system becomes 
tunable because of the changeable actuator coefficients. 
For the validation of this virtual prototype, the complete 
MS model has been restricted to a 1-DoF F-E joint. A 
controller class developed using the OpenSim API uses 
the real-time kinematics data (𝑞, 𝑞,̇ �̈�) generated by the 
OpenSim multi-body dynamics engine. 𝒌𝑷, 𝒌𝑰 and 𝒎 for
the actuator are the input variables for the simulations. 
The above mentioned inputs are varied separately, 
forward dynamics simulations are performed, and the 
resultant F-E joint angle kinematics is analyzed. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
According to the steady-state esponse of a 

second-order system and its Fourier expansion, the 
frequency distribution of the steady-state response 
remains the same as the input. However, the amplitude of 
the output signal changes according to eq.4: 
𝒈(𝝎) = 𝟏

√((𝑲+𝒉𝒌𝑰)−((𝑰+ 𝒌𝑫𝒎)𝝎𝟐)𝟐+(𝑫+𝒉 𝒌𝒑)𝟐𝝎𝟐
    (4) 

Our platform is validated by comparing amplitude-
response behaviour (see Fig.2) in time- and frequency-
domain against expected theoretical behaviour on 
changing the mass, spring and damping individually with 
other values set to zero (from eq.4). This evaluation is 
evolved analytically and hence is performed in OpenSim. 

From the frequency domain graphs, we can see 
that the output frequency of tremor doesn’t change in all 
three cases. On comparing the frequency domain data to 
the theoretical output (from eq.4), we can see that on 
increasing the mass (Fig.2(c)) and damping coefficient 
(Fig.2(b)), the damped amplitude decreases 
monotonously. In the case of changing the spring 
constants (Fig.2(a)), as expected, first there is an increase 
and then a subsequent decrease. This is due to the non-
monotonous behaviour introduced by the term: ((𝑲 +
𝒉𝒌𝑰) − ((𝑰 +  𝒌𝑫𝒎)𝝎𝟐)𝟐. In Fig. 2(a), we can see that
increasing the spring constant further will result in 
decreased amplitude. 

Additionally, from the time-domain data, it can 
be seen that increasing the mass and spring constants 
negatively affects the low frequency voluntary 
movement. In the case of the spring this happens because 
the spring tries to restore the hand to the neutral position, 
whereas in the case of increasing the mass, gravity 
inhibits voluntary F-E movement. The damper exhibits 
the best characteristics for reducing tremor amplitude 
while not affecting voluntary low-frequency movements. 

CONCLUSION 
In this work, we present a virtual prototyping 

platform for developing soft wearable tremor suppression 
exoskeletons. The platform is validated by using a mass-
spring-damper system and the simulation results are 
consistent with epected theoretical behaviour. We are 
currently working to extend the model to all 3 DoFs of 
the wrist, and are also working on generating tremor 
using actual patient-based motion-capture and EMG data. 
For the next step, we intend to implement the resulting 
platform into Simulink® environment to test and optimize 
the actuation and sensing framework for our prototype. 
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Fig.2: Effect of different spring (a), damper (b) and mass (c) values of the actuator on the wrist F-E angle affected with tremor in time 
and frequency domain. In the frequency domain, the voluntary movement frequencies (0-1.5Hz) is not considered. 

a). b). c). 
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INTRODUCTION

A large number of individuals suffer from impairments of the
upper limbs due to neurological traumas and diseases such
as stroke [1], cerebral palsy [2], and traumatic brain injury
(TBI) [3]. These impairments often manifest as overactive
reflexes and irregular muscle tone. In the hand, this causes
difficulty in extending the impaired fingers. A review of
hand exoskeletons shows many concepts have been explored
to assist finger motion, but they have rarely been evaluated
on impaired subjects [4]. Hand orthoses designed to assist
individuals with the aforementioned flexed postures may re-
quire different designs from those created to assist weakness
alone. For example, in [5] it was found that when testing
on a subject with high spasticity, a rigid hand exoskeleton
increased performance mostly during the grasping phase of
a task. When unaided, the subject did not struggle to hold
and manipulate objects, but rather struggled to extend their
fingers around the objects.

Here, we describe the preliminary design and clinical test-
ing of a Hand Orthosis with Powered Extension, the HOPE
Hand. The HOPE hand was designed to provide individuated
finger motion enabling multiple grasp patterns in the pres-
ence of high resting muscle tone or spasticity. The device
was constructed using measurements we’ve previously col-
lected related to the forces required to extend the fingers of
individuals presenting with irregular muscle tone [6].

MATERIAL AND METHODS

An exoskeleton was designed based on the concept shown in
Fig. 1. Cable guides attached to the dorsal surface of the hand
create an offset d to the joint centers of the metacarpopha-
langeal (MCP) and proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints,
reducing the cable tension needed to oppose the resisting
torque at each of these joints. The distal interphalangeal
(DIP) joint was splinted in a straight or semi-flexed posi-
tion as coordination of the PIP and DIP in the presence of
spasticity is difficult with non-rigid mechanisms.

The exoskeleton provides two degrees of motion for the
thumb. A channel across the back of the hand guides a ca-
ble to the thumb’s metacarpal where it is fixed. Flexion and
Abduction of the thumb into opposition is accomplish by
manually pushing the cable. To maintain thumb opposition,
a screw is used to lock the cable position. Furthermore, flex-
ion/extension of the thumb’s MCP can be achieved actively
by pushing or pulling a second cable running along the dorsal
surface. The exoskeleon is 3D printed from a photopolymer

rM
CP

rPIP

αPIP
αMCP

Fcable
d

d

Cable Guide

Fixed
Angle

d
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Figure 1. Flexion/Extension (FE) of the fingers provided by
pushing and pulling cables running along their dorsal surface.
FE and abduction/adduction (AA) of the thumb’s CMC joint
provided by manually pushing and pulling a cable along the
dorsal surface of the hand terminating at the first metacarpal.

Figure 2. Four motor actuation unit worn by subject.

material (Durable Resin, Formlabs) and weighs 240g with
Bowden cables, not including actuation unit.

Force was applied to the extending cables using DC motor
driven linear actuators. Based on the peak torque measured
in [6], a desired 1 second response from full flexion to full
extension, and an assumed quintic joint velocity profile, a
peak power of 3-5W delivered to each finger was determined
necessary to extend the joints against chronic spasticity. A
ballscrew with 90% efficiency (MTF-0601, THK) was used
to generate the cable pull through a 60-70% efficient Bowden
cable. Based on these parameters, a 3W continuous power
(DCX14L EB SL 6V, Maxon, inc.) brushed DC motor was
chosen under the provision that over-driving by 2-3 times
the continuous power rating is permissible for several sec-

1
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Figure 3. User interface created in MATLAB for testing.

onds as per manufacturer guidelines. Four of these motor
and ballscrew actuators were integrated into a remote actu-
ation unit mounted to the upper arm as seen in Fig. 2. A
SAM3X8E ARM Microcontroller (ATMEL, USA), on the
remote actuation unit, processes signals received from up
to two electromyogram sensors and can connect to a host
controller via USB or XBee (S2C DigiMesh Mesh 2.4, Digi
International). The microcontroller runs position control
loops for each of the linear actuators with the orthosis’s com-
pliance regulating the force applied to the user. The actuation
unit weighs 768g with battery capacity of 12.2Wh.

A MATLAB (2018A, MathWorks) based graphical user in-
terface was created for device setup, monitoring, and manual
position control. Device setup includes setting thresholds for
EMG sensors (not used for this experiment) and customizing
grasp positions to the user. The interface is shown in Fig. 3.
While used for monitoring and testing, the user interface is
not needed for device operation.

RESULTS

Upon approval of our study protocol from Worcester Poly-
technic Institute’s IRB, we conducted preliminary testing of
the orthosis on a subject with unilateral high tone and spas-
ticity (Modified Ashworth score of 3 in joints of the affected
arm) in their right hand due to a TBI. Testing consisted of
having the subject perform a box and blocks test, both with
and without the assistance of the HOPE hand providing an
assessment of the device’s benefits. The Box and Blocks test
is commonly used to evaluate manual dexterity [7]. Without
the assistance of the HOPE hand, the subject was unable to
transfer any blocks. With the use of the orthosis, the sub-
ject was able to transfer up to 2 blocks within the 60 second
testing window. For the purpose of this study, the device
was controlled to toggle between an open position and a
three-jaw-chuck grasp via a foot-pedal. The full device with
actuation unit was worn by the test subject for the duration
of testing and did not further hinder their ability to position
their impaired arm.

Figure 4. Subject moving blocks in a Box and Blocks test.

DISCUSSION

Preliminary results from testing on a single impaired subject
indicate that the HOPE hand restores partial range of motion
in the fingers enabling grasping of basic objects. The device
was focused on providing assistance in extension, overcom-
ing increased flexor muscle tone, with a small assistance in
flexion to accomplish functional grasping. The device is able
to be worn for many hours without deleterious effects on the
subject’s hand. The foot-pedal is not an optimal mechanism
for the user to control the device during daily use, and differ-
ent forms of control such as voice or EMG control should be
explored. Integration with an elbow and shoulder mechanism
may provide a more complete solution.
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INTRODUCTION 
Upper limb (UL) assistive robots, such as exoskeletons, 
prostheses or supernumerary limbs, can rarely be fully 
autonomous devices. Indeed, it is generally not possible 
to use pre-defined patterns of motions because of the 
great diversity of tasks and the variety of UL movement 
strategies to achieve any of them. Control has to be 
provided to the users. For that purpose, the most 
widespread solutions to obtain user’s motor intention 
use physiological signals (electromyograms or 
electroencephalograms e.g.)[1,2], distal functional joints 
(for instance, head or foot motions control the end-
effector position and/or orientation)[3,4] or inter-joint 
synergies models[5]. Despite interesting results, they all 
still have important limitations: the first two are neither 
natural nor intuitive and suffer from robustness issues, 
the third one does not allow very versatile devices.  
To tackle these issues, we propose a new control 
approach, together with a new paradigm, that uses the 
motion strategies naturally developed by the Central 
Nervous System (CNS). When a limb mobility is 
reduced, or when an assistive device does not work 
properly, CNS compensates and takes advantage of 
motor redundancy of the body: it calls other joints to 
still perform the desired gesture. Typical compensatory 
joints for UL movements are the trunk and the 
scapula[6]. Our concept is to servo the robot to these 
body compensations. The only task of the latter is to 
make its user come back to a comfortable posture, and 
this indirectly leads to the realisation of the intended 
motion. The reciprocal adaptation between human and 
robot allows both to reduce the body compensations and 
perform UL movements with the assistive device. We 
validated a proof of concept of this paradigm on ten 
healthy subjects who executed a path-tracking task with 
an elbow exoskeleton. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Control law 
The control law is built in such a way that the user only 
has to focus on the end-effector (EE) position, as he/she 
would have done with a healthy arm. The aim is that the 
EE position, first reached with body compensations, 
remains constant, while the device moves and makes the 
user’s compensatory joints go back to a reference 
position. An integration step is then added to prevent 
any rigid position-position coupling that does not 
enhance the mobility. 
The approach has been first applied to control an elbow 

joint with the following law (see Fig.1(a) for the 
definition of the anatomical parameters): 
1. Compute δ the distance between the EE position and
the reference position of the acromion (chosen to define
a non-compensatory posture, as it reflects both trunk
and scapula, the main joints involved in upper body
compensations),
2. Compute βn the angle the elbow should have to
allow the EE to be in its current position without any
compensation, according to

 (Eq.1) 
with Lua and Lfa the lengths of the upper arm and the 
forearm respectively. 
3. Compute the angular velocity command to be sent to
the robotic elbow:

 (Eq.2) 
with β the current elbow angle and λ the gain of the 
integrator set to 2. An activation threshold (Δβ>5 
degrees) was set to avoid instabilities. 

Validation 

Fig.1(a)Anatomical parameters of the control law. 
(b)Experimental set-up. A WAM®Arm draws a rectangle in
the sagittal plane of the subject; it pauses briefly at each
corner. Numbers 1 to 4 indicate the movements steps. The
dimensions are adapted to the subject’s morphology. The
subject is wearing a robotic joint acting like an elbow
exoskeleton and a wrist splint with a rod attached to it.
Ten healthy subjects, aged 20-23, who all gave their
written consent, wore an elbow exoskeleton prototype
that guided their motions. The task consisted in
following a moving target, carried by a WAM®Arm
(Barrett Technology), that drew a rectangle in the
sagittal plane of the subject. The dimensions of the
rectangle were adapted to the subject’s morphology (see
Fig.1(b)). There were five repetitions. The task was
performed in three different ways (later called modes):
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1. Natural (N): the subject did not wear the exoskeleton
but moved freely, without any specific instructions nor
constrains. This is to be used as the reference.
2. Elbow fixed (F): the robotic joint was locked at 90
degrees, it prevented any elbow motions. This worst-
case scenario showed the body compensations that can
be exhibited when the mobility is reduced.
3. Reciprocal Kinematic (RK) control: the subject wore
the device which, commanded with the proposed control
scheme, guided the movements of his/her elbow. The
end-effector and the acromion positions were tracked in
real time (f=100Hz) with the motion capture system
Optitrack (NaturalPoint Inc.). The reference position
was defined as the initial position of the subject. The
subjects received no instructions nor explanation; they
were only told to perform the task and that the assistive
device would help them. A training on ten repetitions
was allowed before recording five.

RESULTS 
The first thing to notice is that the task was correctly 
performed with the three modes (no statistical 
difference between the precision errors). To evaluate the 
performance of RK control, several metrics were 
analysed; two are presented here: the range of motion 
(ROM) of the acromion, which represents the 
compensatory displacements, and the ROM of the 
elbow (see Fig. 2). Statistical analysis was performed: 
Lilliefors test was used to assess the normality of the 
data, then general linear models for normally distributed 
data and nonparametric Friedman test for the others. 

Fig.2 Performance of RK controlled-motions compared to 
natural and fixed-elbow ones. (a) ROM of the acromion. (b) 
ROM of the elbow. Metrics are averaged over the five trials 
and last columns is the mean over the ten subjects.  
The ROM of the acromion is significantly higher for the 
F-mode than for N and RK ones (p<0.05) while no
statistical difference exists between N- and RK-mode.
This confirms that, due to reciprocal adaptation, RK
control indeed reduces the user body compensations.
Concerning the elbow ROM, F-mode is absent as there
is no movement of the joint. With RK-mode, we see an
over-extension compared to the natural ROM. More
detailed analysis shows that this over-extension
appeared in the third stage of the movement, when the
target is the furthest.

DISCUSSION 
To build a natural and intuitive control for UL assistive 
devices, we propose to servo the robot to the body 

compensations of its user. This new paradigm, in which
the device only focuses on correcting its user’s posture, 
was tested with an elbow exoskeleton. It makes it 
possible to perform a path-tracking task, while requiring 
only minimal compensatory movements to work. 
Without any explanation provided, the users mastered 
the use of the device with RK in few trials, which 
highlights the intuitiveness of the control.
Some points of our experiment yet deserved more 
detailed comments. First, the motions performed with 
RK tend to show an over-extended elbow in the third 
stage of the task. This could be because the subjects 
leaned on one side to see better their end-effector, which 
led to unwanted elbow activations. This points out that 
the trunk is not always compensatory but can be 
functional (i.e. essential to do the task). We are working 
to detect the utilisation of the trunk (compensation or 
function) and adapt the answer of the device to avoid 
undesirable activations.  Second, we worked with a 
motion capture system, which cannot be used in 
everyday life. However, the information it gave 
(positions of EE and acromion) can be obtained with 
other techniques, more suitable for home-use. For 
instance, it shall be possible to do the same with a 
simple set of two IMUs, one on the trunk and one on the 
arm, along with few anatomical data of the subject. 
The preliminary results we obtained attest the usability 
and the intuitiveness of RK control. They support future 
tests on disabled subjects (amputees or post-stroke 
patients e.g.) as well as further developments for several 
degrees of freedom assistive devices. Moreover, RK 
control is task-independent, as the error vector used in 
the control law depends only on the reference posture 
(neither tasks nor compensations are explicitly defined). 
The experimental test of this versatility with different 
tasks is scheduled in the very near future. The reference 
posture was fixed for this experiment but further studies 
will make possible to have an automatically adjusted 
one. RK control is thus promising for a natural and 
versatile control of UL assistive devices, from 
prostheses to exoskeletons or even supernumerary arms. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Currently, the use of Virtual Reality (VR) for training in 
Robot-Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery (RAMIS) is 
widely diffuse; the daVinci Skills Simulator (dVSS) [1], 
dV-Trainer [2], RobotiX Mentor [3], and the Robotic 
Surgical Simulator [4] are all commercially available as 
RAMIS training platforms. While these systems are not 
yet capable of reproducing in VR a fully interactive 
operating room training environment, they still offer a 
useful method for extracting real-time, quantitative 
measurements of performance in clinically relevant 
surgical tasks. These measures, however, are generally 
used to compute manufacturer-defined scoring metrics 
that are often seen as subjective [5]. Various studies [6-
8] have tried to investigate the utility of these systems in
teaching and assessing basic and advanced robotic skills,
including the predictive validity of these systems to
forecast performance in the actual OR [9].

Evaluating the concurrent validity of these systems, will 
involve comparing them to the “gold standard,” 
inanimate, and in-vivo training performance on the real 
physical da Vinci Surgical System. Both approaches to 
physical robotic training however, rely exclusively on 
structured human grading in which an expert surgeon 
rates a live or recorded training task using an objective 
assessment tool like the Global Evaluative Assessment of 
Robotic Skills (GEARS). While GEARS uses overall 
technical proficiency measures like bimanual dexterity, 
depth perception and efficiency of movement, it can be 
time-consuming, subjective, and tedious to perform. In 
addition, the metrics from assessments such as GEARS 
do not readily translate to the metrics available from the 
VR simulators. Further complicating this is the fact that 
the VR and inanimate/in-vivo task are not always 
identical.  Vargas [10] for example evaluated the skill 
transfer from training on the dVSS to sutures on a porcine 
model, but it was difficult to draw a direct comparison 
between training and validation test; the skill transfer was 
not verified.  

To easily compare VR performance with training 
performance on the real da Vinci, a direct relationship 
between the two approaches needs be established; the 
tasks should be identical analogs, both in terms of their 
physical form factor, and the measures used to evaluate 
skill. The Fundamentals of Robotic Surgery (FRS) 
training curriculum [11] attempted to solve the first 
challenge through the use of a skill training platform that 

was identical in its VR and inanimate variants. Skill 
assessment for the inanimate variant, however, lacked 
sensor-based skill measures the way the VR variant did.  

Our work represents the first step towards a sensorized 
approach to investigate the effects of skill transfer from 
VR to inanimate environments for RAMIS training. 
Given the importance of visuo-motor skill development 
for RAMIS, we have designed our initial task in the 
framework of needle driving which requires accuracy, 
precision, and overall hand-eye coordination. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In designing our needle driving training task, we wanted 
to build a measuring system that was capable of taking 
into account the needle-tissue interactions encountered 
during in-vivo needle driving. Of ultimate consideration 
was the fact that every time a needle deviates from its 
optimal, purely rotational, trajectory the tissue is 
stretched or damaged. To measure these deviations in an 
inanimate training task without kinematic information 
from the robot or external optical tracking systems, our 
sensorized inanimate platform utilizes three opto-
mechanical measuring units featuring small rigidly 
attached rings resembling the entry, pass-through, and 
exit points of a needle-driving trajectory in-vivo (Fig1).  

The base of each opto-mechanical measurement unit 
consists of two optical-based sensing elements (6-DoF) 
derived from a SpaceNavigator mouse (3Dconnexion 
Inc.) connected through a 45mm diameter spring. The 
spring is compliant enough to allow rotational and 
translational displacement of the ring in space while also 
being stiff enough to bring the ring back to the 
equilibrium point when the displacing force is removed. 
The two sensing plates can measure their relative 
rotational and translational displacements with a 
resolution of 170 increments per angular degree and 250 
increments per mm, respectively. The output of each 
sensor is published on a ROS topic, recorded, and 
mapped onto a circular RGB LED ring (Worldsemi Co., 
Limited) to provide realtime multidirectional visual feed-
back to the user. All the mechanical parts are 3D printed 
for the real setup (PLA springs, ABS structure). To create 
the virtual rendering of the inanimate task, the relative 
CAD models were imported into the ATAR VR 
simulation framework [12] and dynamically 
characterized with mass and friction to resemble realistic 
behavior. Each spring is modeled in VR as a 6 DoF visco-
elastic constraint with stiffness and damping. 
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The displacement of the ring in VR is calculated at each 
time instant by comparing the actual kinematic pose of 
the virtual rings with the pose at equilibrium. A simulated 
LED ring is used to provide real-time feedback to the 
user.  A daVinci S surgical system with EndoWrist Large 
Needle Driver instruments was used for the inanimate 
training platform. A daVinci Research Kit (dVRK) 
running the ATAR environment was used for the VR 
training platform. Two virtual robotic arms resembling 
the Large Needle Driver instruments were used to 
interact with virtual objects. The suture used for the task 
is a standard (20mm radius) GS-26 ½ round taper. 

VALIDATION &  DISCUSSION 
We recorded the data from an experienced user (>20 
hours of training in VR) performing the VR needle 
driving task with the dVRK (Fig. 1d) and the inanimate 
needle driving task with the daVinci S (Fig. 1e). Data 
shown highlights the three error displacement metrics 
(two rotational, one translation) for a single ring in both 
scenarios. The shaded yellow boxes highlight distinct 
phases of the suturing task (approach, insertion, 
extraction). The error profile is close to zero during 
alignment (pre rotation) and transfer (right hand steady 
holding the needle), maximum during extraction (non-
dominant hand). Both the VR simulator and the 
inanimate platform demonstrate their capability of 
capturing skill-related metrics for the same needle-
driving task. The modular structure of the platform can 
easily be scaled or rearranged to modify the complexity 
or the objectives of the task . 

Future experiments with both novice and expert robotic 
surgeons will be conducted to investigate differences in 
training between VR and inanimate training 
environments, while also providing precious information 
about the potential for skill transfer. 
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Figure 1. (a) Virtual Reality simulation. (b) Opto-mechanical measurement unit. (c) Inanimate task. 
(d) Raw output signals from the simulator. (e) Raw output signals from the inanimate task.
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INTRODUCTION 
Virtual reality (VR) allows experiencing 3D-rendered 
scenes in a fully immersive virtual environment that has 
proved to be useful in variety of medical applications. 
There is, however, a lack of free open source software 
to enable immersive virtual reality experience during 
image-guided therapy planning. 3D Slicer [1] is a 
widely-used free open source medical data visualization 
platform, on which image-guided therapy applications 
can be created with minimal development overhead [2].  
In an early prototype, we demonstrated the concept of 
VR-based image-guided therapy planning in 3D Slicer 
that showed improvement in the efficiency and ease of 
scene navigation compared to conventional display and 
mouse based navigation [3]. In this paper, we report the 
development of a comprehensive open source platform 
SlicerVR (www.SlicerVR.org) that provides immersive 
virtual reality exploration and navigation during image-
guided therapy planning while taking advantage of the 
full functionality of 3D Slicer. Significant novelties 
since the early prototype include enhanced controller 
interactions, multiple collaborative features and more 
extensive support for a variety of VR hardware devices. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
System Design: SlicerVR is designed as an extension 
module in 3D Slicer that connects to the VR hardware 
seamlessly with the 3D Slicer features (Fig 1).  

Fig. 1 SlicerVR architecture overview. Left side shows a 
detailed SlicerVR system with 3D Slicer and the VR 
hardware. The right side is a similar system connecting to the 
other via OpenIGTLink. 
SlicerVR is designed to provide one-button integration: 
any scene visualized in 3D Slicer is seamlessly passed 
to be viewed in the VR headset and manipulated using 
the VR controllers. No programming or setup from the 

user is required. Upon installing SlicerVR as a regular 
3D Slicer extension, the user connects the headset, 
populates the 3D Slicer scene, and then launches VR 
rendering by a single button press. By using the same 
rendering scene, SlicerVR simultaneously manipulates 
the immersive virtual scene and the conventional 
monitor-mouse based therapy planning scene. Thus, 
unlike conventional "virtual exploration" environments, 
all changes and manipulations made in the virtual scene 
are automatically propagated back to the therapy plan. 
Controller Interaction Features: Users can choose to 
perform visualization tasks with moving their head 
(look around or into objects), using the controllers (fly, 
rotate, magnify, etc.), or using the mouse to set a desired 
view then propagate camera to VR with a button press. 
SlicerVR allows for prolonged convenient stay in the 
virtual environment by automatically harmonizing 
rendering parameters with user motions and actions (i.e. 
progressive rendering), thereby preventing motion 
sickness. Manipulating objects, such as moving and 
rotating using the controllers intuitively, is also 
possible. Moving 2D slice views is achieved by 
attaching “handle“ objects to the slices via the volume 
reslice and transform functions of 3D Slicer. Surgical 
tools can be simulated by showing arbitrary tool models 
in place of the controllers. In addition, any function in 
the 3D Slicer ecosystem can be made accessible in the 
virtual environment via simplified VR-accessible user 
interface widgets, including therapy planning tasks, 
such as registration or changing therapy parameters.  
Collaborative Features: Multiple users can share and 
manipulate the same scene. The state of the 3D Slicer 
instance of each VR user is synchronized via an 
OpenIGTLink [4] connection. Headsets and controllers 
of the other users can be broadcasted and displayed as 
well. This scene sharing enables the creation of novel 
cooperative experiences, such as collaborative planning 
or telemedicine. In a 1 to N scenario, where multiple 
trainees observe an instructor explaining anatomy or an 
intervention, the trainees can watch the VR scene from 
arbitrary distance, angle and magnification. 
Hardware Support: We accommodate a wide range of 
users by supporting a variety of popular VR hardware 
through using the OpenVR software development kit 
providing hardware abstraction. SlicerVR supports all 
OpenVR-compatible headsets, such as the HTC Vive, 
all Windows Mixed Reality headsets (by Acer, Lenovo, 
HP, etc.), and Oculus Rift. 
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RESULTS
Some of the image-guided therapy planning scenarios 
enabled by SlicerVR include the following. 
Pedicle screw placement planning. The scene contains 
volume rendering of the spine CT or surface rendering 
of segmented vertebrae (set to be static), and a number 
of screws (set to be movable). The user naturally picks 
up and places the screws in the optimal position, which 
can be verified by “looking into” the anatomy along the 
screw (see Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 Using SlicerVR for pedicle screw insertion planning. 
The background shows 3D Slicer with a single 3D view 
displaying the spine CT in volume rendering and the screws. 
The bottom left shows the VR mirror – what the user sees with 
each eye. The middle left shows the user with the headset and 
controllers, placing the current screw. Introduction video: 
https://youtu.be/F_UBoE4FaoY 
Visualization of cardiac tomographic and echo images: 
Cinematic image series in standard DICOM 3DE format 
can be viewed in motion, allowing for full immersive 
visualization of the beating heart. 
Ultrasound-guided needle insertion training: These 
skills are difficult to acquire due to simultaneous 
manipulation of the ultrasound device and needle. VR 
helps in training by improving hand-eye coordination 
and spatial awareness. The trainees can re-watch their 
insertions in VR to better understand the spatial 
relationships involved.  

Fig. 3 Remote VR collaboration for brain surgery planning 
using real-time tractography. Top left: Participants local (blue 
headset) and remote (black headset). Bottom left: VR mirror 
image (local). Top right: 3D view of the SlicerVR instance 
(local). Bottom right: coronal slice in the position of the 
tractography seed (local). Introduction video: 
https://youtu.be/rG9ST6xv6vg 
Brachytherapy catheter identification: Paths of 
brachytherapy catheters are challenging to follow due to 

their diverging and often crisscrossing pattern. VR 
enables better visualization of the catheters through 
stereoscopic vision and intuitive navigation (i.e. head 
movements), thus affording faster and more reliable 
identification of the catheters. 
Collaborative surgery planning: Brain tumour surgery 
planning can be performed in remote VR collaboration 
using SlicerVR (see Fig. 3). The MRI image is shown in 
volume rendering with diffusion tractography calculated 
real-time with the tip of a needle used as seed point that 
can be moved using the VR controllers by either 
participant. The head and hands of each participant can 
be seen in the scene as virtual avatars. 

DISCUSSION 
Ongoing work includes the development of in-VR user 
interfaces. This will allow displaying arbitrary user 
interface widgets available in 3D Slicer or built 
specifically for VR. A laser pointer originating from the 
controller will interact with the panel similarly to 
conventional mouse interactions. This framework will 
make possible advanced use cases such as segmentation, 
which is crucial in planning (e.g. defining the target) or 
can be used in training (e.g. anatomy education or 
annotations). 
An increasing number of VR hardware (such as HTC 
Vive Pro) are equipped with video cameras. By showing 
the real-time stereo camera image in the background, 
VR turns into augmented reality, which opens the way 
for a wide range of novel applications of SlicerVR in 
interventional navigation. For example, by using real 
position-tracked surgical tools instead of VR controllers 
we can render highly realistic and sophisticated image-
guided therapy planning and training scenarios. 
The SlicerVR extension is freely available for download 
in the 3D Slicer extension manager for versions 4.10 
and later. To date, SlicerVR (www.SlicerVR.org) has 
been downloaded over 1,000 times. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) has become a 
widely adopted research platform for surgical robotics 
research since its initial public release in 2012. To date, 
it has been installed at 35 institutes worldwide. In the 
past decade, research interest in mixed reality (including 
augmented reality and virtual reality) has increased 
among both the robotics and medical communities [1], 
due to the improved usability of mixed reality headsets 
and the much reduced hardware cost. In this paper, we 
describe dVRK-XR (https://github.com/jhu-dvrk/dvrk-
xr), an extension to the dVRK open source package that 
facilitates the integration of mixed reality in surgical 
robotics research. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Software Architecture 
The system architecture of dVRK-XR is shown in Fig. 
1. The dVRK employs a component-based software
architecture [3], in which different modules can be dy-
namically loaded with a JSON-based configuration. In
fact, this feature enables us to extend the dVRK soft-
ware stack in a clean and reliable way. We implement a
new component: sawSocketStreamer, which can be
connected to the existing dVRK program and send
JSON-serialized messages at a fixed framerate over
UDP. The message to send, the destination IP address,
port number, and framerate can be dynamically config-
ured using a JSON file. For example, with a Patient-
Side Manipulator (PSM), we can inform sawSock-
etStreamer to retrieve the results of a function named
“GetStateJoint” at 100Hz from the dVRK, then serialize
the returned results and send to a specified destination.
Robot Representation in Unity 
The application is built with Unity (https://unity.com), a 
popular development tool for mixed reality applications. 

The Unity program can receive and deserialize the in-
coming messages. Therefore, the result of “GetState- 
Joint” of the PSM is available to the Unity environment. 
We use the DH parameters of the manipulator to build a 
tree of GameObjects in Unity that corresponds to its 
kinematics tree. The relative transformation of a parent 
node and child node can either be fixed, controlled by a 
specific field of an incoming message, or associated 
with another joint to reflect a passive mechanical link-
age. The convention is similar to Unified Robot De-
scription Format (URDF). We construct the PSM, ECM 
and MTM for Unity. With real-time messages contain-
ing joint state, the visualization of the manipulators can 
be synchronized with the real robot.  
Target Mixed Reality Platforms 
A major advantage of using Unity as a framework is its 
compatibility with multiple mixed reality platforms, e.g. 
VR platforms like Oculus (Desktop) and Google Card-
board (Android), AR platforms like Microsoft HoloLens 
(Windows UWP). Although Unity takes care of the 
graphics API of multiple platforms, the socket API and 
threading API does not cover Windows UWP, which is 
not a POSIX-compatible platform. Therefore, we ex-
plicitly implement an asynchronous UDP client using 
Windows UWP APIs. Currently, dVRK-XR supports 
Windows, Linux, Windows UWP and Android.  

Fig.1 Overview of dVRK-XR open source package and integation with existing dVRK software stack 

Fig. 2 An example application using dVRK-XR [2] 
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Multi-Threading and Rendering Performance 
For a mixed reality application, it is critical to keep the 
rendering framerate as high as possible in order to pro-
vide a smooth user experience. We implement dVRK-
XR with such concern in mind. On the server side, saw-
SocketStreamer is asynchronous with respect to the 
dVRK control and on the client side, the socket han-
dling and rendering are done in different threads. When 
the rendering of a new frame is triggered, the latest 
message is pulled from the socket client, then deserial-
ized and visualized.  

RESULTS 
End-to-End Latency 

Fig. 3 The evaluation of end-to-end latency 
We evaluate the end-to-end latency (T) between a real 
da Vinci robot and its virtual representation in dVRK-
XR, as shown in Fig. 3. The runtime latency is: 

T = TSS + TN + TR                                      (1) 
where, i) TSS: the latency between sawSocketStreamer 
and the joint state generated from the robot, ii) TN: the 
networking time for sending the UDP packet, iii) TR: the 
time between arrival and rendering. We assume that the 
latency introduced by the receiving mechanism of saw-
SocketStreamer and rendering is half of the average 
frame time, therefore: TSS = 0.000278 ms,  TR = 0.5 / R . 
We add a timestamp to the data packet, recording the 
time that a specific joint state is generated from the ro-
bot. The evaluation of TN is not trivial because the time 
on the device and robot is not synchronized accurately. 
Therefore, we configure the socket client to echo the 
exact same message back, and we assume that TN’ = TN.                                   
We measure the round-trip time TRD, w.r.t. different 
frame rate of socket streamer. So,  

TRD = TSS + TN + TR + TN’                    (2) 
Combining (1), (2), the overall latency is: 

T = (TRD + TSS + TR) / 2                       (3) 
We configured the framerate of sawSocketStreamer to 
be 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 150 Hz, 200 Hz and 250 Hz, and used 
Windows Desktop (tethered device, e.g., Oculus Rift or 
HTC Vive) and HoloLens as mixed reality platforms.  

Fig. 4 Mean and standard deviation of end-to-end latency 
The resulting end-to-end latency is shown in Fig. 4. The 
latency for a tethered device is less than 10 ms, and for 

an untethered device, it is also smaller than a single 
frame if the sawSocketStreamer runs at 100 Hz or high-
er. The visualization is real-time and low-latency. 

DISCUSSION 
dVRK-XR can enable many research opportunities that 
integrate surgical robotics and mixed reality. As an ex-
ample, we developed an augmented reality application 
for the patient-side assistant in da Vinci surgery [2]. The 
assistant may need to insert a robotic instrument without 
knowing the position of the tip before it enters the field-
of-view of the endoscope. Moreover, he or she may 
navigate a laparoscopic instrument with bad hand-eye 
coordination, due to the mis-orientation of the endo-
scopic view. With dVRK-XR and fiducial tracking, we 
can provide real-time visualization of the robotic in-
struments, endoscope and its field-of-view indicator, via 
the optics of HoloLens. The virtual rendering appears 
overlaid on top of the actual instrument (Fig. 2). A 
comparative study between ARssist and traditional vis-
ualization for the first assistant shows that the hand-eye 
coordination was much improved and the time to com-
plete tool manipulation was significantly reduced [4]. 
Apart from benefiting the patient-side assistant, there 
are many other application scenarios with dVRK-XR: 
- Teleoperation of virtual PSM or ECM
- Port/Trocar planning in robotic surgery
- Collaboration and interaction with remote experts
- Immersive visualization for training and education.

CONCLUSION 
We developed dVRK-XR, an open source extension that 
enables mixed reality research with surgical robotics. 
The design considered compatibility, modularity, and 
user comfort. Our evaluation shows that dVRK-XR 
achieves real-time low-latency visualization on both 
tethered and untethered mixed reality platforms. We 
believe dVRK-XR will benefit the open source surgical 
robotics research community by easing the implementa-
tion of XR applications and extending the current re-
search spectrum. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Continuum Robots (CR) have enabled dexterous access 
for surgical interventions for tasks requiring dexterity at 
a macro-scale resolution, with the finest resolution in 
sub-millimetric motion, for example as demonstrated in 
[1]. However, there are a host of tasks requiring micro-
scale motion such as micro-vascular reconstruction and 
image-based biopsy (e.g. [2], [3] [4]) or confocal endo-
microscopic imaging (e.g. [5]). Recently, a new concept 
of  micro/macro motion generation using CR with 
equilibrium modulation (CREM) was presented in [6]. 
According to this design concept (Fig.1a) macro-motion 
is achieved by pushing and pulling on tubular 
backbones as in [7]. Micro-motion is achieved by 
sliding equilibrium modulation wires inside the 
backbones, thereby, shifting the static equilibrium pose 
of the robot (equilibrium modulation).  

In [6] we integrated a custom B-mode optical 
coherence tomography (OCT) probe modified from [8] 
and demonstrated the ability of CREM to achieve 
micro-motion. The integrated probe still requires 
significant work on image dewarping as was 
demonstrated in [9]. Since the goal of this work is to 
discern feasibility of 3D OCT using CREM and to 
determine the attainable 3D scan resolutions, we present 
a proof-of-concept system using an external OCT probe.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
To obtain 3D OCT using a B-mode probe, micro-
motion was used to move a sample perpendicular to the 
imaging plane of the probe (this motion direction will 
be referred to as normal motion direction (NMD)).  Fig. 
1(B) depicts this process. To achieve this goal, the setup 
shown in Fig. 2 was used. A CR segment was bent 30̊ 
relative to its straight configuration. This pose was 
designated as a sample configuration within the macro 
motion workspace and macro motion joints were held 
fixed. The end effector (EE) was monitored from 
opposing sides using a microscope camera for visual 
tracking using the method in [6] and a Thorlabs OCT 
probe (Thorlabs Telesto-II-1325LR-5P6 – 3.5 to 7 mm 
imaging depth with 5.5 to 12.0 µm Axial Resolution in 
Air) for OCT imaging of samples attached to the EE.  

For each experiment, different sample materials 
were attached to the EE and micro-motion was achieved 
by inserting three equilibrium modulation wires within 

the tubular macro-motion backbones. At every 0.5 mm 
of insertion a B-mode OCT scan was acquired while 
pausing the insertion. OCT images were segmented 
using Matlab image processing toolbox and processed 
in order to create a 3D OCT model.  

Fig. 1 (A) CREM Concept: b-base disk, c-central backbone, 
bc - secondary backbone, e - end disk, w - equilibrium 
modulation wire, f-spacer disk. (B) an example of OCT image 
acquisition along the robot‘s EE micro-motion path in the 
normal motion direction (NMD): 1- Robot EE path, 2 – three 
sample images of a multilayer cellophane tape along the path.  

Fig. 2 Experimental setup: 1-micromotion AU, 2-CR AU, 3-
XPC Target, 4-EE, 5-Microscope camera, 6-OCT probe, 7-
Thorlab OCT machine, 8- Matlab Host Computer. 

RESULTS 
Three samples were used in three experiments in 

order to test the feasibility of our method with different 
materials and different shapes. First, a metric brass 
screw (0.8 mm diameter, 0.2 mm pitch) was scanned, 
Fig. 3. A profile image of the screw was taken to 
compare to the known screw pitch geometry (Figs. 3 A-
B). Micro motion was initiated to generate a 3D scan 
which was reconstructed in Figs. 3 C-E. The pitch based 
on the profile image (Fig. 3A-B) was 209.8±5 μm while 
based on the 3D scan it was 210.7±5 μm based on 
analysis of Fig. 3D. This designates an average error is 
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0.5%. The micro motion seen in Fig 3E corresponded
with 92μm motion in NMD and it corresponds to 89 
scans. Therefore the NMD resolution was 1.03 μm. 

In the second experiment, a multilayer cellophane 
tape with an additional layer of double-sided tape on top 
was enclosed in Agar, Figs 4 A-C. The double-sided 
tape was added to simulate a thicker layer at the top of 
the sample. This experiment was motivated by a future 
application of 3D retinal layer reconstruction.  

Fig. 3 Screw pitch reconstruction: A-OCT Image, B-Screw 
sample image (OCT camera view), C-D-E-3 different views of 
the reconstracted profile. 

Results of the 3D reconstruction are shown in Figs. 
4 D-F. The thickness of the layers measured based on a 
single OCT image had an average of 71.7 μm while the 
thickness measured from the reconstructed model had 
an average of 67.4 μm. The average error is circa 6%. 
According to the regular tape supplier, the tape layer has 
an average thickness of 70 μm, including the glue layer.  
To simulate the reconstruction of a capillary blood 
vessel we used an artificial channel generated in agar, 
Fig. 5. The channel was made by placing a 220 μm NiTi 
wire in liquid agar. After solidification, the wire was 
removed, and the sample scanned. The average area 
measured using three B-mode OCT images as in Fig. 
5A was 2.4746e+04 μm2. The cross-sectional area 
average for the 3D reconstructed model was 2.6329e+04 
μm2. This represents an average deviation of 6%. 

Fig. 4 Multilayer cellophane tape reconstruction: A-OCT 
Image, B-Side view of the multilayer cellophane tape with the 
double-sided tape added on top, C- Multilayer tape Sample 
image (OCT camera view), D-E-F- 3 different views of the 
reconstracted profile. 

DISCUSSION 
Micro motion generated using CREM has been 
demonstrated and shown to achieve NMD motion 

resolutions close to 1 μm. This suggests that the 3D 
reconstructed models can have a resolution of adjacent 
B-mode images that exceeds the OCT probe’s image
scan resolution. In this work, we have used optical
tracking of the EE position for reconstruction. Future
work will use modeling of micro-motion kinematics to
achieve such reconstruction. Recent results we obtained
using calibration of micro-motion demonstrated that
such a model can be within 5 μm from the ground truth
tracking data. Future work will include integrating a
custom-built B-mode OCT probe into the CR and
performing real-time 3D OCT reconstruction using
micro-motion kinematics.

Fig. 5 Micro Channel reconstruction: A-OCT Image, B-NiTi 
wire used to create the channle still in the agar sample, C- 
Channel sample image (OCT camera view), D-E-F-3 different 
views of the reconstracted profile. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Gastrointestinal perforations may be caused due to 
complicated flexible endoscopic procedures such as 
Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection (ESD), Endoscopic 
Full-Thickness Resection (EFTR), and Natural Orifice 
Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES). The most 
reliable approach of closing gastrointestinal perforations 
is by suturing which, however, is usually done through 
open or laparoscopic surgery. Suturing through flexible 
endoscopic procedures is highly desirable but 
challenging due to the confined space of the lumen and 
target area, high dexterity and force demands of suturing 
tasks, and critical size and strength requirements of the 
closure. Although two endoscopic defect closure devices 
exist on the market, i.e., Over-The-Scope Clip (OTSC, 
Ovesco Endoscopy Inc., Germany)[1] and OverStitich 
(Apollo Endosurgery Inc., US)[2], both devices are not 
for standard suturing due to the use of clips or fastening 
elements, and they are limited with large sizes and the 
lack of dexterity or tool triangulation. 
We developed a flexible endoscopic robotic suturing 
system [3] which can endoscopically close 
gastrointestinal wounds with standard stitches and knots 
using a robotic suturing arm (Ø4.4 mm) and a grasping 
arm (Ø4.2 mm). Both arms are flexible, through-the-
scope, and have five Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs). This 
paper presents an in-vivo test of this system suturing an 
incision on the rectum wall of a live pig. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The two robotic arms, remotely controlled by a surgeon 
via a master console, can be inserted through the two 
tool channels of a customized endoscope which is 
controlled by an endoscopist. This through-the-scope 
feature enables tool exchange without withdrawing the 
endoscope during surgery. As shown in Fig. 1a, the 
suturing arm is a five-DOF grasper (gripping, yaw, pitch, 
roll, and translation) with two jaws. The double-point 
lancet needle (gauge 21, 10 mm long) can be inserted 
into the needle receiving holes on the two jaws. The 
needle can be switched between the jaws by a pair of 
tendon-sheath-driven locking blades (Fig. 1 b and c) 
which can be translated to engage or disengage with the 
notched slots (Fig. 1 b) on the needle tips. During 
suturing, the 10-mm-long needle is locked to one of the 

two jaws, resulting in a profile of the suturing device 
much larger than the endoscope tool channel(Figure 
1a~c); thus, a nitinol guidewire was proposed to deploy 
the needle so that the suturing arm can be delivered 
through the endoscope channel [3]. The grasper arm is a 
simplified version of the suturing arm without the needle 
manipulation mechanism. The prototypes of the two 
arms are shown in Fig.1d-e. 
This suturing system was tested via an in-vivo study on a 
live pig (about 70 kg) with ethical approval (NO.: 
INH2018/017). The setup of the animal study is shown 
in Fig. 2. A colonoscope was inserted into the rectum of 
the pig under general anesthesia. A 10 mm submucosal 
incision was cut in advance. Then, the robotic arms were 
inserted to the incision site through the two working 
channels of the colonoscope. The needle was deployed  
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Fig. 1 (a) suturing arm; (b) needle and blade engagement, (c) 
tendon-controlled blades, (d)-(e) working prototype. 
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through a nitinol guidewire. Four running stitches were 
made for the incision, followed by a Surgeon’s Knot by 
passing the needle through suture loops. Stitching and 
knot-tying were intuitively teleoperated by the operator 
via the robotic system through the master console. The 
suture was then cut; the needle and the instruments were 
withdrawn through the endoscope channels. The pig was 
euthanized after the procedure. 

RESULTS 
It took around 3 minutes to deploy the needle and 
withdraw the guidewire. Fig. 3 shows the suturing 
process. The suturing arm on the right pointed the needle 
tip to the desired stitching point (Fig. 3b) and to the 
suture loop (Fig. 3d). Meanwhile, the grasper on the left 
helped lift and feed the tissue to the suturing arm as well 
as handling the suture thread. By translating the two 
arms into opposite directions, the knot was securely 
tightened (Fig. 3e). After the closure, the suture was cut, 
and the needle was completely released from the 
suturing device and subsequently taken out by the 
grasper. The times spent on stitches and knot (three 
throws) were 11 mins and 4 mins, respectively. 

DISCUSSION 
The needle locking mechanism was reliable and ensured 
successful needle switching during the trial. When the 
needle penetrated through tissue, the rotating jaw always 
had a snapping motion and the needle tip became visible, 
both of which indicated that the needle was ready to be 
switched. The needle could then be easily switched by 
pressing the associated button on the handle of the right 
haptic device. This approach made needle manipulation 
easy. In this trial, the robotic grasper played an important 
role in lifting and feeding the tissue to the suturing arm 
as well as handling the suture thread. The cooperation 
between the two arms made suturing more natural and 
intuitive. The five DOFs of the two arms were vital for 
tool triangulation which naturally suits suturing tasks 
while other existing devices [1-2] have only one arm 
without triangulation. In particular, the rolling DOF 
ensured that the grasper/needle could grasp/puncture 
tissue edges at any desired orientations, which is 
necessary for incisions with random orientations. 
Moving the tip of the endoscope was occasionally 
needed to help the arms reach the suture or tissue in 
difficult scenarios. The through-the-scope feature is 
particularly useful when a new needle needs to be used 
for additional stitches. The feasibility of deploying the 
needle using a nitinol guidewire was also confirmed 
robust. Suturing in this trial took much longer time than 
previous ex-vivo trials [3] because of the limitation of 

the system in sealing insufflation gas. The time can be 
significantly shortened with proper insufflation. The 
jaws, with unilateral opening, can be opened with 78 
degrees and thus the suturing device can maximally bite 
tissue with 3.4mm thickness while the thickness of 
stomach and colon tissue is normally within 3mm. 
Further development with bilateral opening jaws can 
enhance the reach of the instruments, and thicker tissue 
would be handled easier. 
This in-vivo trial confirms that the system can be used to 
endoscopically make standard stitches and knots (not 
possible with existing devices) in a realistic surgical 
scenario. It is expected that this system be used to close 
defects or perforations in ESD, EFTR, and NOTES, etc. 
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Fig. 2 Setup of the in-vivo animal study 

Fig. 3 Suturing process and result. (a) robotic arms deployed at 
the incision site (the blue circle); (b) driving the needle through 
the tissue; (c) four stitches made; (d) creating knots by passing 
the needle through suture loops; (e) securing the knots by 
translating the robotic arms into opposite directions; (f) suture 
was cut, and incision was closed. 
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Fig. 1 Tracheal intubation with robotic assistance. 
A: REALITI device, B: Assisted tracheal intubation, 
C: Anatomy of the larynx from the endoscopic camera view. 

INTRODUCTION 
From general anesthesia to emergency medical services 
(EMS), tracheal intubation (TI) is considered to be the 
worldwide gold standard to secure the airway of a patient 
in need of respiratory assistance [1]. State-of-the-art TI 
consists of placing a tracheal tube (TT) into the trachea 
of the patient while lifting their jaw with a laryngoscope. 
This approach is called “direct-laryngoscopy” as it 
provides a direct view on the glottis, which is the entrance 
of the trachea. Inability to perform TI in time or TT 
misplacement can result in severe morbidity and 
mortality caused by asphyxia, hypoxemia, and 
pulmonary aspiration [2]. These casualties occur more 
frequently in EMS situations where TI is performed 
under difficult and stressful circumstances [3]. Moreover, 
anatomical factors or systemic conditions can make TI 
more difficult even for an experienced anesthesiologist in 
a hospital setting [4]. Alternatives to alleviate difficulties 
of direct-laryngoscopic TI have been established and 
include video-laryngoscopes or flexible endoscopes used 
to guide the TT [5]. However, when performed manually, 

a successful TI still relies solely on the dexterity and 
experience of the physician to first recognize key 
anatomical features such as the glottis, and then to steer 
the TT into the trachea. Our aim is to develop a robotic 
assistance for TI for these two critical aspects of the 
procedure using a Robotic Endoscope Automated via 
Laryngeal Imaging for Tracheal Intubation (REALITI). 
This work is focused on the development of a first 
prototype of the REALITI device, and its use in 
performing an assisted TI on a standard intubation-
training manikin.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The REALITI is a handheld device comprised of a 
motorized 2-degrees-of-freedom endoscope, a handle, 
and a processing unit, as depicted in Fig. 1A. The 
articulated section located at the distal end of a rigid shaft 
acts as a guide for the TT. An endoscopic camera placed 
at its tip provides a constant video feedback of the distal 
end of the endoscope to an external monitor wired to the 
device.  
To perform a TI with the device, the endoscope is 
inserted into the patient’s mouth and moved forward 
manually towards the trachea (see Fig. 1B and C). The 
TT is then fed over the endoscope, and the device is 
removed from the patient’s mouth while the TT is held in 
place. The device is intended to operate in two modes 
when being inserted into the trachea; (1) a manual mode 
where the bending motion of the endoscope is manually 
controlled by the user via a joystick, (2) an autonomous 
mode where the endoscope is automatically steered 
toward the glottis. Switching between the modes is 
triggered by the user via a button. Both the joystick and 
the button are located on the front of the handle and can 
be operated by the user with the thumb while moving the 
whole device. This design ensures that the user is kept in 
charge of the procedure by having the possibility to 
manually control the tip motion at any moment. 
The prototype of the device developed within the scope 
of this work integrates a customized, innovative design 
for the articulated section. This section consists of 24 
interlocked segments cut from a 5.5 mm stainless steel 
rod using a micro-waterjet fabrication process. The outer 
diameter of the endoscope shaft is suitable for the 
positioning of standard TTs (6.5 to 9.0 mm inner 
diameter). The endoscope is steered by two pairs of 
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antagonistic pulling wires attached to an actuation unit 
comprised of two DC-motors (1000:1 HPCB 6V dual-
shaft, Pololu Co.). A processing unit (Odroid-XU4, 
Hardkernel Ltd.) with a Linux OS (Ubuntu 18.04) 
generates the control signals for the motors in both 
modes, and detects the anatomical features within the 
camera image (MD-VBS20904L-120-01, Misumi 
Electronics Co.). The user inputs coming from the 
joystick are used as the reference signals for a PID 
velocity controller for the two bending directions of the 
endoscope. A visual servo-control approach [6] is 
implemented to minimize the distance between the image 
center and the centroid of the detected glottis, when the 
autonomous mode is triggered by the user. Both 
controllers are tuned to ensure a smooth and stable 
motion of the endoscope within the two operating modes. 
The maximum speed of the distal orientation is limited to 
60 deg/s in order to provide ergonomic handling of the 
device.  
The detection of the anatomical features is performed 
using Haar Featured-based Cascade Classifiers [7] 
implemented in Python using the OpenCV library [8]. 
Four key features depicted in Fig. 2 are detected, and the 
recognition training is performed using 500 to 700 
positive images and 500 to 900 negative images for each 
feature.  
A dedicated user interface depicted in Fig. 3 is displayed 
on an external monitor and is comprised of the tip camera 
image, the detected anatomical features, the state of the 
tracking, the configuration of the endoscope, and the 
activated mode. Two crosshairs are reported on the video 
feedback and represent the center of the glottis, and the 
center of the image. This latter is the target position of 
the glottis center in the autonomous mode. Depending on 
the detected anatomical features and the recorded history, 
general instructions are also given, e.g. “Move the device 
to the left”, “Go forward”. 

RESULTS 
The initial testing of the endoscope manual control was 
first performed in an open environment. The endoscope 
could be controlled in a stable manner without overshoot 
for orientations of up to 60° around its central axis and in 
all directions, which would be sufficient to perform a 
standard TI on a human patient.  
When using the device to perform the TI on a manikin, 
the trachea was successfully entered using both operating 
modes and without prior training of the user in standard 
TI procedures. The autonomous mode could be used in 
the first stage of the procedure, i.e. right after the initial 
detection of the glottis, or when closer to the trachea, 
without further need to adapt the visual controller 
parameters. The anatomical features were detected at 200 
Hz with the tip camera running at 30 fps, which is 
compatible with the required dynamic of the procedure. 
When first inserting the device into the oral cavity, the 
corniculate cartilage and/or the posterior commissure of 
the larynx are encountered (Fig. 2A). When moving 
toward the larynx, the glottis should be detected (Fig. 
2B). Successful intubation occurs when the tip of the 

device has entered the subglottic trachea after passing the 
vocal folds (Fig. 2C). 

Fig. 2 Detected anatomical features in an intubation manikin 
along a TI with the REALITI device. A: Larynx (purple) and 
corniculate cartilage (blue), B: glottis, C: trachea. 

Fig. 3 User interface of the REALITI device. The state of the 
endoscope is represented as a line within a circular target 
indicating the azimuthal direction (angle of the line) and the 
amplitude of the direction (length of the line). 

DISCUSSION 
Our device is the first robotic endoscope dedicated to TI, 
which can assist the procedure by detecting features 
within the endoscopic image and by automated steering 
of the device toward the trachea. In this work, a prototype 
was developed to perform both manual and automated 
intubation on a training manikin. Results showed a 
distinct detection of the glottis and a stable motion in both 
modes. The relative performance of both modes, and the 
impact on the user of the general instructions displayed 
on the interface are to be investigated within proper study 
settings involving several users on pre-defined tasks. 
The next steps will also include the development of a 
preclinical prototype for ex vivo testing and the 
implementation of the glottis detection on in vivo 
endoscopic images. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cleft palate is a congenital anomaly that requires 

surgical repair. The procedure is technically challenging 
due to the small confines of the infant oral cavity and the 
reduced visualization and access. Surgical robotics offers 
a promising approach that improves visualization and 
provides increased dexterity in challenging small 
workspaces such as the infant oral cavity. The da Vinci 
Surgical System (dVSS) is the most widely adopted 
robotic surgical platform, yet the instruments are too 
large for the infant oral cavity [1]. A novel, 
miniaturizable, pin-jointed wrist mechanism that has a 
more compact articulation was proposed by Podolsky et 
al. in 2018 [2]. Here the mechanism has been further 
reduced in size to a functional 3mm diameter wrist as a 
more suitable instrument for infant trans-oral robotic 
surgery.  The mechanism was evaluated in several 
teleoperation tasks to demonstrate the efficacy of the 
instrument. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1. Design Updates, Fabrication and Set-up

A guide curve was incorporated in the centre of link-
1 to balance the moments about the centre pin of link-1 
(see Figure 1). Additionally, a backend mechanism was 
designed to mitigate cable slack caused by link-2 rotation 
(see Figure 2b). As link-2 pivots about joint-1, the path 
lengths of the link-3 cables changes since the cables are 
not passing through the centre of link-1. A mechanism 
utilizing specifically shaped cams was designed to 
compensate for the changing cable path lengths. The 
cams were coupled to link-2 and rotate as link-2 rotates, 
pushing on sliders to increase the backend cable 
pathlength by a distance equal to the change in the 
pathlength of the wrist (see  Figure 2b and c). 

Links 1 and 2 were fabricated from stainless steel 
using direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). The link-3 
gripper tips were 3D printed with SLA using Verowhite. 

The da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK), an open-source 
customizable dVSS, was used to perform all teleoperated 
tasks [3]. The Deviant-Hartberg (DH) parameters were 
adjusted to match the wrist dimensions in the dVRK 
configuration files. 

Figure 2. (a) Image of overall wrist and backend mechanism, 
(b) path change of drive cables (purple to aqua line) as the wrist
pivots (yellow to yellow line), (c) concept diagram of backend
cam mechanism
 

Figure 1. (a) CAD of new wrist with centre pivot (joint-1 
motion is the rolling of the shaft, (b) exploded view of links. 
 

Figure 3. (a) Tracing task paths in cleft palate phantom, (b) 
completed suturing task, (c-d) sample images taken for pixel 
count at four key positions in the cleft palate (c) 3mm tools (d) 
8mm tools
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2. Contact Time during Teleoperated Tasks
Collisions between the instruments and oral aperture

can be dangerous, resulting in tissue trauma.  During the 
two teleoperated tasks, the time that the tools were in 
contact with the oral aperture was measured. The oral 
aperture and the tools were lined with foil so that contact 
between the tools would result in a short circuit that could 
be measured with an Arduino. 
2a. Tracing Task

Critical positions of the cleft palate were traced in a 
validated phantom [4] using the 3mm and 8mm 
instruments (see Figure a). The trace simulates incisions 
made on the hard and soft palate of the cleft. 
2b. Suturing Task 

The 3mm and 8mm instruments were used to suture a 
rectangular piece of silicone (30x7x1mm, Ecoflex 20 – 
the same material utilized in the cleft palate phantom) to 
form a loop (see completed suture in Figure b) all within 
a 30mL medicine cup. 4-0 polyglactin suture of length 
50mm was used and two knots were tied. The cup, which 
is smaller than the cleft palate workspace, was used to 
simulate working within a confined area. This simulation 
mirrored the closure of the palatal mucosa and the 
difficulties of working near the edges of the workspace. 
The task was completed five times for each of the 8mm 
and 3mm instruments by both a cardiac and plastic 
resident who are trained surgeons. 
3. Pixel Count

ImageJ (NIH) was used to trace and count the pixels
of the obstructed portion of the field of view (area 
occupied by the instruments) to assess the difference in 
visualization when using 8mm versus 3mm instruments. 
To obtain the images, the instruments were placed at four 
key positions within a cleft palate phantom and a 
screenshot of the camera view was taken (see Figure 3c 
and d for sample images). 

RESULTS 
The contact times for the 8mm versus 3mm 

instruments for the tracing task (2a) and suturing task 
(2b) are shown in figure 4a and 4b, while 4c shows the 
overall time taken to suture. No statistical analysis was 
performed due to the low trial count (n = 10) for this pilot 
data. From a qualitative assessment of the boxplots, the 
3mm instruments had less contact time than the 8mm 
instruments for the both the tracing and suturing tasks 
(Fig 4a and 4b), but it took approximately the same time 
to complete the suturing task with the 3mm instruments. 
Furthermore, it is clear from figure 5 that the view is less 
obstructed with the 3mm tools. 

DISCUSSION 
The ability of this 3mm wrist mechanism to compactly 

articulate and perform a complex surgical task such as 
suturing is demonstrated by the reduced collision time 
within a small workspace. Furthermore, the smaller 
instruments provided a less obstructed view that 
improves visualization.  

Using the 3mm instruments increased the time taken to 
perform the suturing task due to several manufacturing 
and set-up issues listed below.  
1. Unnecessarily large gripper size due to brittle 3D

printed material that would otherwise easily break.
2. Pins that protrude from the wrist catching on the suture.
3. Instruments colliding with the camera system as it is

much wider than a true dVSS endoscope.
Future work would address these limitations and also 
include the development of various end effectors (i.e. 
blunt dissector, suction, scissors/scalpel), to evaluate the 
instruments in a full cleft palate repair. Overall, the wrist 
mechanism proposed allows further miniaturization and 
more compact articulation that results in improved 
visualization and reduced collisions within small 
workspaces and is a more suitable design for infant oral 
cavity surgery compared to existing instruments.   
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Figure 5. Stacked bar graph showing obstructed area

Figure 4. (a) Box plot of contact time during tracing cuts into cleft palate anatomy, (b) box plot of contact time percentage during 
suturing task,  (c) box plot of overall time taken to suture. 
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INTRODUCTION 
  Transoral laser surgery is a commonly used method in 
which a laser beam is used to perform vaporization, 
incision, ablation, or photocoagulation of the 
hypopharynx and larynx tissues, for example, the vocal 
cords tissue. Two techniques are commonly practised; 
free beam and fibre delivery. Free beam delivery uses 
an articulated suspension arm to transmit the laser to a 
laser micro-manipulator, which reflects the beam to the 
target tissue via optical lenses and mirrors. The distance 
between the laser aperture and the target tissue is about 
400 mm. In contrast, the fibre delivery technique uses a 
flexible optical fibre to transmit the laser beam, and the 
maximum distance of the end tip of the fibre to the 
tissue is only a few millimetres. 
  In the free beam delivery technique, a galvanic mirror-
based laser beam scanner is integrated on the laser 
micromanipulator. The laser scanner allows patterns 
such as straight lines, arcs and circles to be projected on 
the target tissue. Accurate laser scanning improves 
surgical outcome by removing diseased tissue while 
preserving non-targeted areas. Additionally, operation 
times are reduced, and thermal damage is limited. 
However, the scanning laser beam can only be used 
under direct line of sight, and a rigid straight suspension 
laryngoscope is needed during surgery to create a direct 
working channel for the laser beam. This can be 
uncomfortable for the surgeon during prolonged 
operations, the manipulability is poor and extensive 
training is required. Furthermore, suspension 
laryngoscopy may lead to surgical cervical vertebrae 
and dental arch lesions and postoperative pain.  
  In contrast, fibre delivery transoral laser surgery 
overcomes the limitation of the direct line of sight, and 
a suspension laryngoscope is not necessary. The laser 
fibre tip can be controlled by a hand-held surgical 
instrument or teleoperated surgical robot arm. This can 
only achieve manual level accuracy, repeatability and 
velocity and does not allow for automated laser 
scanning. Recently, a robotic-assisted transoral laser 
surgery system, µRALP, was developed [1], which 
incorporates a micro-fabricated laser deflecting 
mechanism on the distal tip of a semi-flexible 
endoscope robotic system. Another system relies on a 
magnetic laser scanner [2]. Both systems are currently 
at the pre-clinical stage. 
  ESD CYCLOPS [3, 4] is a cable-driven parallel 
surgical robot currently undergoing pre-clinical 
validation in advanced GI techniques. Here, a transoral 
robotic surgery (TORS) system based on the same 
concept of the CYCLOPS is presented. This is based on 

a cable-driven parallel mechanism (CDPM) used to 
manipulate the tip of a flexible laser fibre. This is 
achieved by thin cables connected to a fibre-
accommodating over-tube, which like string puppets 
achieves movement of the laser fibre in space. Unlike 
serial mechanisms, parallel approaches do not suffer 
from errors accumulating through the kinematic chain 
and are expected to allow accurate laser scanning. The 
CDPM can be attached at the end of a flexible 
endoscope or a curved laryngeal blade, obviating the 
need for a suspension laryngoscope. Therefore, this 
approach has the promise to overcome the limitations 
related to the line of sight and perform pattern or free 
scan paths. In this paper two prototype designs are 
introduced for TORS: an endoscope-based system 
(endoTORS) and a laryngoscope-based (laryngoTORS). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
  A robot mechanism for transoral surgery was designed 
and fabricated, composed of two parts: the cable-driven 
parallel manipulator and the control system. The CDPM 
includes a scaffold, cables inserted through small 
openings positioned around the scaffold, and two 
instrument-accommodating over-tubes. The shape of the 
scaffold is a hollow cylinder (20 mm diam., by 20 mm 
long). Size and shape can be changed based on patient-
specific data and operational needs. Two over-tubes are 
used, one for controlling the position of the laser fibre 
and the other for a surgical instrument, such as forceps. 
Each over-tube is driven by 6 cables and each of the 
cables is connected to a remote servomotor. This allows 
the over-tube assemblies to be controlled in five degrees 
of freedom (DoF); three translations, yaw and pitch. 

Fig. 1 Early prototype of the endoTORS. a) The robot 
mechanism assembled on a tip-articulating endoscope. b) 
Front view of the robot showing the scaffold, cables and over-
tubes. c) Endoscopic view of the robot scaffold. d) The setup 
of the endoTORS robot on a head and neck phantom. A mouth 
gag is used to keep the mouth open. 
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  The laser fibre (FiberLase  CO2, Lumenis Ltd., Israel), 
being cylindrical, does not require a 6th (roll) DoF. If 
required by the surgical instrument, the roll can be 
achieved by an external motor to rotate a torsionally 
stiff flexible instrument. Opening and closing of the 
grasper are also achieved by retrofitting an external 
motor with its handle. Twelve brushless DC motors 
(1226S012B, Faulhaber, Germany) and an EtherCAT 
controller (MC 5004 P, Faulhaber, Germany) are used 
to control the bimanual system. Motor control could be 
achieved in teleoperation mode using a pair of haptic 
manipulators (Geomagic Touch, 3D Systems, USA), or 
programmatically from a connected computer. 
  Fig. 1 shows an early prototype of the endoTORS 
system. The CDPM is attached to the articulated tip of 
an endoscope. The distal diameter outer end of the 
endoscope is 10 mm and the angulation range is 100 
degree in four directions (ENDOEYE FLEX 3D, LTF-
190-10-3D, Olympus, Japan). This allows the robotic
end-effector to move with the endoscope.
  Fig. 2 shows the prototype of the laryngoTORS 
system. Like commercial video laryngoscopes (Fig. 2a), 
the CDPM was built on a curved laryngeal blade (Fig. 
2c-d). The curve angle can be defined based on patient-
specific data. The robot position can be fixed by means 
of an adjustable and locking supporting arm after the 
desired positioning has been achieved (Fig. 2e-f). A 
miniature camera is used for visualisation. 

Fig. 2 a) An example of a video laryngoscope (GlideScope 
Video laryngoscope, Verathon, Inc., USA). b-d) The design 
and prototype of the laryngoTORS system. e-f) Demonstration 
of the operational position of the robot, based on a head and 
neck phantom.  

RESULTS 
  Testing using a silicone head and neck phantom 
showed that both systems – endoscope-based and 
laryngoscope-based – were able to access and expose 
the epiglottis, glottis and vocal folds. For the 
preliminary validation of the two designs, a simulated 

incision path –shown in Fig. 3a as a red arc line with 
dimensions 8x2 mm– was manually traced via a master 
manipulator. The root mean square error (RMSE) and 
the maximum absolute error (MAE) are 0.11 ± 0.08 mm 
and 0.20 mm respectively.  
  Computer generated and automatic straight and arc 
line pattern scans were performed by the laryngoTORS 
system. The fibre projects a red aiming beam. Using 
MATLAB, the trajectory of the aiming spot centroid 
was tracked and compared with the predefined scan 
patterns. The experimental results are shown in Table 1 

Table 1: Experimental results of pattern scans performed by 
the laryngoTORS.
Experiments RMSE (mm) MAE (mm) 
Straight line (6 mm), 6 times 0.12± 0.07 0.40 
Arc line (6x1.5 mm), 6 times 0.10± 0.06 0.49 

Fig. 3 a) An example of the incision path tracing test 
performed here with the endoTORS system. b-c) The 
experimental results of the automatic pattern scan performed 
by the laryngoTORS robot.  

DISCUSSION 
Both systems can overcome the limitations of the line of 
sight. The endoTORS system is currently based on the 
size specifications of the directional tip of ENDOEYE 
FLEX 3D endoscope, where bending point and tip 
length are fixed. This can introduce certain restrictions 
but does not invalidate the ability of the robot to be 
customised on patient-specific data. In contrast, the 
laryngoTORS is fully customisable. Visual servoing 
control and semi-autonomous task performance are 
under development. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The possible addition of autonomous functions to 
robotic devices is fueling an intense debate on their 
impact on work and daily activities. Two classifications 
of autonomy have been proposed for the fields of self 
driving cars [1] and surgical robots [2] with six levels: 

0 No Autonomy/Automation during the task 
1 Assistance to the operator during the task 
2 Partial automation on executing single acts 
3 Supervised plan/execution of act sequences 
4 Unsupervised plan/execution of a full task 
5 Plan/execution of full task 

However, the discussion is mostly focusing on aspects 
that are far in the future, neglecting to address the 
specific difficulties and benefits of reaching the lower 
levels of autonomy. In fact, reaching autonomy level 1 
would already imply that the system has enough 
perception and reasoning to understand the situation and 
give useful advice to the operator. In level 2, the system 
will be capable of task-level autonomy, thus the initial 
two levels set the foundations that will support the full 
autonomy stack. In this paper we present our efforts to 
associate robot motions to their semantic meanings by 
developing a hybrid cognitive framework to support 
task understanding, i.e. learn a specific motion, provide 
its semantic interpretation and execute it within a task.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The quest of a cognitive architecture for robots goes 
back to the early days of robotics [3] and still produces 
new results, e.g. the I-SUR (Intelligent Surgical Robot) 
framework [4]. However, the integration of a priori 
knowledge with experimental data is still an open 
question. Here, we represent a-priori knowledge with 
an ontology and robot motions with a Finite State 
Machine (FSM) in the context of a peg-and-ring task 
[5]. We chose this task because is a standard training 
exercise for robotic surgery and could be used as an 
early benchmark for autonomous surgical robots. 
Figure 1 shows the framework four main components as 
green rounded rectangles. The FSM represents the 
model of the peg-and-ring task learned from 
experimental data. Ontology represents the a-priori 
knowledge, used for high-level task planning and 
reasoning. Vision performs segmentation and tracking 
of objects, i.e. pegs, rings and the table. Dynamic 
Motion Primitive (DMP) describes the end-effector 
trajectory within each state of the FSM. The overall 
framework is implemented in Robot Operating System 

(ROS). The labels on the directed arrows show ROS 
topics and data flow between the framework 
components: colorID represents the element ID’s; peg 
pose and ring pose represent their poses; all pegs poses 
contains all poses; current state shows the state inferred 
by ontology; task execution status contains the status of 
the action; tracking information contains status of ring 
tracking. The ontology encodes the semantic knowledge 
about the task and the FSM represents the different 
motion controllers. 
Motion controllers are learned using the Dynamic 
Movement Primitives (DMPs) approach [6] that 
generates a point-to-point trajectory by solving the 
following second order Ordinary Differential Equation 
(ODE) of spring-mass-damp type: 
τ !v = K(g - x) - Dv - K(g - x0 ) s +Kf ( s)

τ !x = v
where: x  and v  are the trajectory and its velocity, 
respectively, x0  and g  are the starting and goal position, 
K  and D  are the elastic and damping matrix, and f  is a 
forcing  term, which depends on a re-parametrization of 
the time governed by the so-called canonical system: 
τ !s = -αs;     α  > 0
The matrices K and D are chosen to be diagonal, in 
order to separate the evolution of the solution along 
each dimension, and such that the system is critically 
damped  (Ki,i > 0 , Di,i = 2 Ki,i ) . 

We employ this method because the trajectory can be 
learned from a single instance of a motion and can be 
generalized to multiple instances. Furthermore DMP 
trajectories adapt to new starting and goal positions and 
to changes in the environment at execution time.  
Clearly, this task is very different from an anatomical 
environment and to address realistic surgical tasks we 
are developing new computational models and 

Fig. 1: A knowledge-based architecture for task execution. 
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localization methods for the instruments. 
Since living tissues are highly deformable, it is 
necessary to model their response to the mechanical 
interaction with the robot. Realistic models of soft tissues 
are usually developed with the finite element method 
(FEM) [7]. FEM describes the tissues as continuum media 
and determines their future positions by solving physical 
balance laws, trading high accuracy for high computation 
cost. Since this makes them non real-time compatible, we 
use geometry-based approaches, e.g position-based 
dynamics (PBD), to model objects as an ensemble of 
particles whose positions are updated, as a solution of a 
quasi-static problem subject to geometrical constraints [8]. 
Because of the deformable environment, standard 
localization methods, e.g. Simultaneous Localization 
and Mapping (SLAM) cannot be applied directly to 
command instrument motions, landmark tracking must 
replace identification to localize the instruments [9] 
A-priori knowledge is not sufficient to capture all the
aspect of an intervention, and data collected with da
Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) are not very representative
of surgical tasks. Thus we are starting to analyze real
clinical data to extract task structure, by integrating
Deep Learning techniques [10] with a-priori knowledge,
e.g. ontologies, to reduce training time and dependency
on data set annotation.

RESULTS 
Figure 2, shows an example of the peg-and-ring task 
using the proposed cognitive architecture. The actions 
of peg reaching, grasping and moving to destination are 
learned by generalizing the DMP execution of three 
separate actions, one per color. The position of the rings 
on the table are randomly set and the DMP module 
adapt the trajectory parameters to the current ring and 
peg locations. The pre- and post-conditions of each 
action are verified by the ontology module, that also 
checks the validity of the sensory data. The nominal 
motion was learned without obstacles, while the 
executed trajectories accounts for the presence of 
obstacles, without explicit programming. Learning 
requires only a few task repetitions and is very fast. 
Because of this method generality we ported the peg-
and-ring task to the dVRK without major efforts. 

DISCUSSION 
The main goal of this research is to make the robot 
understand, i.e. be aware of, its own actions and, in our 
approach, we define “task understanding” as task 
explanation by ontology rules identification. We define 
a hybrid cognitive architecture where rules represent the 
discrete (or logical) state of the task while motion 
control, i.e. the continuous, time-driven, part of the task, 
are implemented using the DMP paradigm.  Motions 
can be abstracted and adapted to different anatomical 
situation, without changing the logical task structure. 
Each motion is described by a DMP with a specific set 
of parameters that can represent its semantic meaning. 
Thus the robot can learn a motion, represent it with an 
abstract concept, e.g. a suture, and adapt it to a specific 

case, all within the ontology and DMP hybrid anatomy. 
In the future, the robot will learn the environment 
model, use it to localize its instruments in the anatomy 
and learn from the data how to interact with the tissues. 
These elements will help us map a generic surgical task 
to a specific patient situation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
We develop a novel means of detecting tumors to          

better assist in early detection of cancer. Several        
conventional methods such as MRI or CT scans detect         
tumors, but these methods are time consuming -- taking         
around 20-90 minutes, need expertise to handle the        
machines and are less affordable in lower income        
settings [3]. Due to the cost and time involved in these           
methods, surgeons use palpation techniques for      
preliminary tests on superficial tumors on the breast,        
tongue or the prostate. Physicians typically palpate the        
tissue manually to get a qualitative estimate of stiffness         
[4]. As these palpation techniques are qualitative, the        
diagnosis depend on the expertise of the doctors        
investigating a particular case. The qualitative nature of        
the estimation makes it difficult to keep records of the          
tissue stiffness and analyze it over time. 

To quantitatively interpret palpation, researchers have       
worked towards developing devices for tissue stiffness       
measurement. Fischer [4] was one of the first to devise          
tissue compliance meter to quantitatively investigate      
soft tissue consistency. Arokoski et al. [5] and Oflaz [6]          
measured the tissue’s resistance to a deforming force as         
a measure of stiffness for a constant, preset indentation         
depth. The use of a constant length probe in [5] and [6]            
limits the range of stiffness which can be measured.         
Jalkanen et al. [7] suggested measurement of resonance        
frequency piezo crystal in contact with the tissue to         
estimate the stiffness of the underlying tissue.       
However, this only gives information about the local        
stiffness, but not the location of the point of         
investigation. Nguyen et al. [3] suggested the use of         
tactile photoelastic films to quantify the location and        
shape of the tumours. These techniques involve       
complex setup and specialized hardware.  

Taking these issues into account, this work presents a          
stiffness measuring device which uses a simple setup        
using a monocular camera [9] along with a commercial         
force sensor. In addition to measuring the stiffness at a          
point, our device also generates a map of the stiffness          
distribution over the surface of the tissue. This makes it          
easier to visualize the shape and size of the tumor (refer           
to Fig. 1) compared to [4], [5], [6]. Since we do not            
need to use a constant length indenter as [5] our device           
gives a wider range of operation. In order to test our           
device, we perform experiments on silicone tissue       
phantoms embedded with stiff inclusions.  

Fig. 1 (a) Our device with position sensing at the top and a             
force sensor at the tip. (b) Approximate location and shape of           
the tumors in breast phantom (c) Stiffness map generated         
using our device shows a stuff region in the top of the breast. 

We also provide qualitative (stiffness map images) and        
quantitative (RMS error in stiffness) comparison results       
of our method to a ground truth generated using an          
industrial robotic arm.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The position sensor is inspired from a recent work by           

Wu et al. [9] on a 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) tracking            
pipeline for a passive stylus for mixed reality        
applications. The method uses a 3D printed fiducial of         
known geometry (a dodecahedron of 2 cm side length in          
this case) with binary square markers (we used ArUCo         
markers [9]) glued to the faces, as shown in Fig. 1(a).           
The 6 DoF pose of the stylus is inferred by imaging the            
fiducial with a monocular machine vision camera (we        
used a Point Grey Chameleon3 camera with a Fujinon         
2.8mm-8mm/f1.3” lens) and refining the pose estimate       
by performing two unconstrained minimization steps.      
The first step minimizes the reprojection error of the         
marker corners for the pose estimate and the second step          
minimizes the appearance distance (difference between      
observed and expected image intensities) to further       
refine the estimate on the pose. In our experiments, we          
achieved a worst case position error of 0.4 mm.  

For the force sensor, we use a commercial 6 DoF           
force torque sensor (ATI nano 25E). We fabricated a         
tissue phantom by embedding a hard plastic of unknown         
shape in a silicone specimen (Smooth-on EcoFLEX-20)       
of dimensions 10cm x 10cm x 2cm. 
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Fig. 2 (a) Flat tissue phantom with embedded plastic         
tumor. (b) Ground truth stiffness map generated using        
industrial robot arm (c) Stiffness map generated using our         
device. (Pink points shows probing locations)  

The tissue phantom was manually palpated at 150         
points at approximately uniform intervals and the visual        
and the force data were logged in real time. A threshold           
force was estimated by placing the probe in contact with          
the organ. The readings of position and force sensor         
were recorded. The stiffness at a point was calculated         
when the force measured by the force sensor was above          
the threshold force. For each indentation, we calculated        
the slope of force vs displacement of the indentation         
point, to obtain the local stiffness. This data was used to           
interpolate the stiffness information of the surface in        
between two indentation points [8]. 

To generate the ground truth stiffness map, we        
repeated the probing experiment using an industrial       
robot arm attached with the same force sensor. The         
tissue sample was probed at 100 points in a raster scan           
pattern. The stiffness map generated using our device        
was found to be similar to that of the ground truth (see            
Fig. 2 (b) , (c)). 

In order to calculate the error in the stiffness, We          
selected a grid of 20x20 points at approximately same         
position on the ground truth and the stiffness map         
generated using our device. The root mean square error         
in stiffness was 0.86 N/mm. Work is currently        
underway to improve the bounds on the measurement        
errors. 

As an edge usage, we demonstrate our device to         
obtain surface geometry of organs. Since generating       
point clouds for tissues is challenging using       
vision-based sensors, we use our probe to perform        
contact based geometry estimation. We show a 3D        
surface map of a kidney phantom, generated using our         
device  in Fig. 3. 

DISCUSSION 
This work demonstrates the development of a hand         

held device for quantitative and qualitative estimation of        
stiffness over the surface of a tissue sample. In addition          
to finding the stiffness map, we also demonstrate the         
use of this device to find the geometry of an organ           
surface. Since our device uses a combination of position         
and force sensing, it does not require prior knowledge         
of stiffness range of the  

Fig. 3 (a) Kidney phantom. (b) 3D map of kidney phantom           
generated using our device. (Black points show tip contact         
locations)  
organ, unlike most prior devices. As a result, our device          
can be used for soft organs such as the breast as well as             
stiffer organs such as the kidney (Fig. 1, Fig. 3).  

An important benefit of our device is the low cost.          
However, the use of an industrial force sensor slightly         
offsets this benefit. As future work, we plan to integrate          
an inexpensive and light-weight, miniature force sensor       
developed in our previous work [10]. We also plan to          
perform tests on ex-vivo and live tissues to obtain better          
understanding of the problems that might arise in real         
world situations. Currently we process the data offline,        
however, future work will address this by using a C++          
implementation of the pipeline for realtime tip tracking.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The current state of the art in neurosurgery for deep-
seated brain tumors and cerebrovascular lesions still 
yields high postoperative rates of cerebral infarction and 
cranial nerve deficits. In particular, petroclival 
meningioma resection is one of the most challenging 
and risky procedures: reported rates of permanent 
cranial nerve deficits range from 20% to 76%, while the 
rate of gross total resection ranges from 20% to 85% 
[1]. Robotics has potential to reduce morbidity and 
mortality by performing assistive functions such as 
reduction of unwanted motion and minimization of 
force applied to nerves and vascular structures. 

Handheld robotic instruments for neurosurgery may 
offer advantages in terms of cost and ease of use 
compared to other approaches such as teleoperated or 
shared-control robots [2].  This paper describes a 
method for minimization of force applied by an active 
handheld robotic micromanipulator known as Micron 
[3]. Wells et al. [4] previously presented a method for 
parallel position/force control of Micron. As an 
alternative approach with a clearer physical 
interpretation, this paper presents an admittance control 
approach [5] that modifies the setpoint of the position 
control to minimize applied force, and demonstrates the 
approach in an artificial simulation of neurosurgical 
blunt dissection. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Robotic Instrument 
Micron is an actively handheld surgical tool composed 
by a miniature Gough-Stewart platform attached 
between the end-effector and a cylindrical handle (Fig. 
1). The position control, which considers the human 
presence in the loop, actuates the end effector to provide 
functions such as physiological tremor compensation, 
virtual fixtures, or force control. 

A Fiber Bragg Grating force sensor with two degrees of 
freedom [6] was embedded in the end-effector of 
Micron.  To emulate a force sensor with three degrees 
of freedom, the sensor was augmented with a load cell 
mounted underneath the workpiece; load cell data were 

fused with the onboard sensing to obtain the force 
parallel to the long axis of the instrument. 

Admittance Control 
The inputs to the admittance control are the set-point of 
the position loop and the force measurements. Then the 
control provides an updated set-point for the position 
loop (Fig. 2). The main goal is to modify the set-point 
of the position control with the aim of reducing the 
applied force: when no force is acting on the 
manipulator, there is no force feedback and the position 
control should fit the desired trajectory. When an 
external force is present, the controller changes the 
position in accord with the selected mass-damper-spring 
dynamics. 

Since microneurosurgical tasks generally involve small 
velocities and very small accelerations, the virtual mass 
coefficient is set to zero. The environment has low 
stiffness, so contact stability can be easily achieved [5]. 
Hence, decoupling the admittance control for each 
direction, we get the following dynamics (Figs. 2, 3): 

Fig. 2 Complete position and admittance control block 
diagram of Micron. 

Fig. 1 Micron, an active handheld microsurgical 
instrument. 
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	 	 	 	 	 	 	  (1) 
where d and k are the virtual damping and virtual 
stiffness coefficients, f is the external applied force and 

	  is the desired position change. The parameter 
values, selected by manual tuning, are: 

0 			 ⁄⁄  
10 			 ⁄⁄  
0.02			 ⁄  

Fig. 3 Admittance control block diagram with one degree of 
freedom. 

Experiment 
The method has been tested under a board-approved 
protocol in a blunt dissection experiment with a human 
in the loop.  Sorbothane® rubber was chosen as an 
underlying substrate due to its tissue-like properties [7]. 
On each rubber workpiece, to enable a simulation of 
blunt dissection, 10 circles of polyethylene film (12.7 
Pm thick, 3.6 mm in diameter) were placed (Fig. 4). 

The task involved peeling of the polyethylene from the 
Sorbothane.  The experimental subject, not a surgeon, 
had considerable experience with Micron. The 
procedure was performed under 16x magnification 
using a Zeiss OPMI® 1 stereo operating microscope. 
The subject was instructed to apply the least possible 
force during the task.  The subject peeled 32 circles 
under each of two test conditions: with tremor 
compensation only, and with tremor compensation plus 
admittance control. Force was measured in three 
dimensions throughout each task. 

Fig. 4 Representation of a peeling test in progress. (a) FBG 
sensor embedded in Micron end effector; (b) Sorbothane® as 
artificial tissue model; (c) circular layers of polyethylene film. 
Inset: view through microscope. 

RESULTS 
Averages of the maximum applied force in the three 
directions are reported in Fig. 5, together with the 
standard deviation. Forces are reported in body 
coordinates (where z is the long axis of the instrument). 

Table 1 Comparison between applied forces [mN] under 
position control and applied forces under admittance/position 

control. 
Maximum applied 
force (confidence 

interval 90%) 

Average applied 
force (confidence 

interval 90%) 

Position 
Control 

X 18.30 r 0.92 3.38 r 0.16 

Y 8.90 r 0.71 2.48 r 0.44 

Z 12.53 r 0.96 4.84 r 0.01 

Position 
Control and 
Admittance 

Control 

X 13.26 r 0.81 2.62 r 0.14 

Y 6.17 r 0.49 1.65 r 0.15 

Z 8.09 r 0.38 3.38 r 0.01 

DISCUSSION 
This paper reported on the implementation of 
admittance control to minimize force applied during 
blunt dissection with an active handheld microsurgical 
instrument.  Preliminary results showed a decrease in 
the exerted force by 27% and 30% in the transverse 
coordinates, and 35% along the long axis of the 
instrument.  Future work will deal with optimization of 
the control system tuning, and testing under more 
realistic conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Performance of microsurgery has been mainly limited 
by physiological limitations of humans. For instance, 
humans have physiological hand tremor which has 
amplitude around hundreds of micrometers and 6-12 Hz 
frequencies [1]. During the microsurgery, it prevents 
surgeons from maneuvering surgical tool precisely, 
usually resulting in unintended motions which might 
damage to a surgical lesion. 

To overcome this issue, several types of handheld 
microsurgical manipulators such as Micron and 
SMART have been developed to assist precise and safe 
surgical operation [2, 3]. Both of them have more than 
one PZT motor as an actuator, and measure the distance 
between the end-effector and surgical target by an 
optical tracking system and common-path optical 
coherence tomography (OCT), respectively. They 
demonstrated the reduction of hand tremor by utilizing 
feedback loops such as P and PID control for regulation 
control. 

Furthermore, feed-forward tremor suppression using a 
Kalman filter and tremor prediction algorithm have also 
been suggested for better tremor cancellation [4, 5]. 
Kalman filter estimates an end-effector’s velocity and 
converted it to a feed-forward input by considering a 
time latency of a plant. However, Kalman filter consists 
of dynamic mathematical model and requires tuning of 
its coefficient for performances on both small and large 
scale of hand tremors. 

In this study, time delay estimation (TDE)-based 
tremor estimator is added to the regulation control loop 
which works as a P-control. Because its sampling rate is 
40 times faster than physiological hand tremor, TDE-
based estimator can be worked. The performances in 
both time domain and Fourier domain are compared 
with P-control without TDE estimator by calculating 
root mean square error (RMSE) after achieving Fourier 
transformed results, respectively.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. System Configuration
Figure 1 shows the system configuration of the SMART
manipulator. This system has one PZT motor, so that it
has one degree-of-freedom.

Fig. 1 System configuration of the SMART manipulator (a) an 
internal structure of motor configuration, (b) an implemened 
image with a housing, (c) a magnified image of its tool tip 
including an optical sensor. 

The tool tip is connected to the PZT motor through a 
rigid joint as shown in Fig.1 (a) and the PZT motor is 
fixed to the housing in Fig.1 (b). An fiber-optic OCT 
distance sensor is attached to the tool tip to get real-time 
positions from the sample (Fig.1 (c)).  

Fig. 2 Control procedure and parameter setting in the SMART 
manipulator (a) right before control is initiated, (b) after 
control activated. 

In Fig. 2, the control procedure and parameters are 
described. Before the control is initiated, the distance, x 
from the tool tip and static floor only depends on the 
human hand’s motion. As described in Fig.2 (b), once 
the control is activated, all the parameters: x0, xPZT and 
xTrem can be measured with respect to initial positions in 
Fig.2 (a). From these parameters, Eq. (1) can be derived 
as follows. 

     (1) 
where t is the time variable and x0 is the tool tip’s 
position measured right before the control is initiated. 
xPZT is the displacement of the tool tip by the PZT motor, 
and it can keep the tool tip at the desired position, xd.  
Among the parameters in Eq. (1), xTrem is a noise which 
needs to be cancelled. It encompasses the uncertainties 
which are hard to predict; however, once the sampling 
interval, L, is small enough compared to tremor, next 
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tremor can be estimated by its previous value. In that 
sense, the Eq. (2) can be derived. 

  (2) 

By the time delay estimation, it is possible to 
approximate xTrem to previous known value.  

B. Block Diagram
The control loop using the time-delay-based estimator is
described in Fig.2, and it is to keep current position at
the desired position by compensating tremor.

Fig. 3 Block diagram for TDE-based tremor reduction system. 

The control input, u is achieved by adding the outputs 
from the controller and the term of TDE, as in Eq. (3).  

   (3) 
In this study, the P controller is adopted and the total 
feedback loop is repeated so that the error ( ) between 
the desired position (xd) and current position (x) 
converges to zero. 

    (4) 
where  means inverse Laplacian and  and 

 denote the plant transfer function and the plant 
input, respectively. Especially,  is modeled as fPZT/s 
and  can be regarded as UC(s) + U TDE(s), as shown 
in Eq. (3). By taking time derivative on both sides, Eq. 
(4) can be written as

 (5) 
In Eq. (5),  can be approximated to 

 by using Eq. (2).  
       (6) 

When we applied the P controller (uC=KPe(t)) and the 
TDE in Eq. (6), the final error dynamics can be derived 
as  

       (7) 
As shown in Eq. (7), the error dynamics can be an 
asymptotically stable and the error can converge to zero. 

RESULTS 

Fig. 4 Regulation control result (a) measured probe position 
during control off, P control with and without TDE estimator, 
(b) zoomed result of two cases.

Figure 4 shows the results of the regulation control 
where xd is 500 μm. From the result, the tremor can be 
effectively reduced by the proposed control algorithm. 
In detail, the P controller with TDE can show lower 
peak-to-peak fluctuations compared to the P controller. 
The performance of the controllers (P controller without 
or with TDE) are quantitatively compared in the time 
domain and the frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 5. 
We found that the proposed algorithm shows the 
decreased RMSE value by 26.92% during five trials and 
the reduced tremor amplitude in the interest frequency 
domain (6 to 12 Hz). 

Fig. 5 Evaluations on two control performances (n=5) (a) 
RMSE comparison, (b) Fourier domain comparison. 

DISCUSSION 
In this study, we introduced TDE to estimate the hand 
tremor in the SMART and demonstrated the 
performance of regulation control algorithm using a 
conventional P control and TDE. From the experiment, 
it secures that the proposed algorithm could successfully 
reduce tremor amplitude in both time domain and 
frequency domain. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Flexible endoscopic robots are expected to be a next- 
generation surgical robot platform overcoming the 
barriers of single-port surgery and Natural Orifice 
Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery (NOTES) with their 
high lesion accessibility and versatility. Unlike the 
laparoscopic robots which consist of rigid links, flexible 
robot platforms mainly use tendon-sheath mechanisms, 
to maintain flexibility. However, tendon-sheath 
mechanisms cause hysteresis problems, degradeing robot 
performance. Therefore, various hysteresis reduction and 
compensation methods have been proposed in previous 
study to overcome this problem. A feedback method 
using image information from an endoscopic camera has 
been proposed, as well as a hysteresis model based 
feedforward method [1-2]. These previous studies have 
focused on hysteresis reduction, but did not extend to 
verifying whether the proposed methods were effective 
in improving robot performance during surgery. It is 
desirable to establish criteria for the amount of hysteresis 
reduction needed for high performance from a flexible 
endoscopic surgical robot. 
To determine these criteria, endoscopic tasks should be 
performed under various hysteresis conditions. For this 
purpose, a master-slave system that can intentionally 
adjust hysteresis and perform endoscopic tasks has been 
developed in this paper. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A master-slave system capable of hysteresis adjustment 
and performing endoscopic tasks was developed in this 
study as shown in Fig. 1. The slave robot consists of 5 
DOFs (roll, pitch, yaw, translation, and grasping) 
surgical tool, seven motors (XM-430, ROBOTIS, Korea), 
four load cells (333FDX, KTOYO, Korea), and two 
encoders (7S-400-2MC-50-00E, NEMICON, Japan). 
The master device was developed with the same degree-
of-freedoms (DOFs) and kinematic configuration as the 
surgical tool. 
It was assumed in this study that hysteresis occurs only 
in two wire-driven bending joints. Therefore, the 
hysteresis was adjusted only for those two bending joints. 
To intentionally adjust the hysteresis, the surgical tool 
should have sufficient accuracy. Analysis of the 
developed surgical tool showed inherent hysteresis 
problem due to wire slack. In order to overcome the 
hysteresis problem caused by wire slack, an antagonistic 
tendon control scheme for controlling both position of  

Fig. 1 Hysteresis adjustable 5-DOFs Master-Slave system 

Fig. 2 Concept and notation of proposed control scheme 

joint and wire tension was used. This control scheme has 
mainly been used in wire-driven system such as robotic 
hands. 
Previous antagonistic tendon control schemes input 
torque directly to the motor based on the equations of the 
robot dynamics. In this paper, the control scheme was 
implemented by using the compensated rotation value of 
the motor to simultaneously control the position of joints 
and tension of the wires. Since the actual state of the 
robot was used in the proposed control scheme, an 
encoder was used to provide feedback of the actual 
position of the joint, and a load cell was used to provide 
feedback of the actual tension of the driving wire. The 
concept of the proposed control scheme and the notation 
used in the equation are shown in Fig. 2.  
The position of the bending joint and the tension of the 
driving wire were controlled using a PID controller. The  

5-DOFs master device

5-DOFs surgical tool

Load cell

Motors 
(Dynamixel)

Encoder
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Fig. 3 The concept of hysteresis adjustment function 

required torque for the bending joint to rotate from the 
actual angle θ to desired angle θ𝑑 can be expressed as τ.

τ = 𝐾𝑝𝑒 + 𝐾𝑑�̇� + 𝐾𝑖 ∫ 𝑒

Where 𝑒 is the position error of the joint. The required 
torque for the driving wire to maintain the desired tension 
𝑇1𝑑 can be expressed as τ𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡1.

τ𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡1 = 𝐾𝑝𝑡1𝑒𝑡1 + 𝐾𝑑𝑡1�̇�𝑡1 + 𝐾𝑖𝑡1 ∫ 𝑒𝑡1

Where 𝑒𝑡1 is the tension error of the driving wire. The
rotation value to be compensated for motor 𝑀1  that
satisfies both the desired joint angle θ𝑑  and desired
tension value 𝑇1𝑑 can be expressed as 𝑒1.

𝑒1 =
1
𝐾 ( 

1
2 τ + τ𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡1 )

𝑒1 is updated for each control cycle and compensated for
actual rotation value of the motor 𝑀1. The compensated
rotation value can be expressed as �̂�1. 

�̂�1 = 𝜃1 + 𝑒1

The motor 𝑀2  is also compensated using the same
equation. Here 𝐾𝑝 , 𝐾𝑑 ,  𝐾𝑖 , 𝐾𝑝𝑡1 , 𝐾𝑑𝑡1 , 𝐾𝑑𝑖1 , and 𝐾  are
hyperparameters of the controller, and were tuned by trial 
and error. 
After implementing the proposed control scheme, the 
hysteresis adjustement function was designed to 
intentionally adjust the hysteresis of the two bending joints 
as shown in Fig . 3. Using the values of 𝜃𝑚1, 𝜃𝑚2, and 𝜃𝑚3
obtained from the master device, a transformation matrix, 
and orientation mapping strategy to calculate 𝜃𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ ,
𝜃𝑦𝑎𝑤, and 𝜃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, maintaining the same orientation for
the master device and surgical tool is achieved. After that, 
𝜃𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ  and 𝜃𝑦𝑎𝑤  are input to the hysteresis adjustment
function to obtain the intentionally adjusted angles �̂�𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 
and �̂�𝑦𝑎𝑤. Finally, the value of angles �̂�𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ, �̂�𝑦𝑎𝑤, and 
𝜃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  are input to surgical tool. The amount of
hysteresis is adjusted by changing the value of 𝐻. 

Fig. 4 (a) Tracking performance of pitch joint, (b) Tracking 
performnace of yaw joint, (c) Hysteresis adjustment of pitch 
joint, and (d) Hysteresis adjustmnet of yaw joint 

RESULTS 
To confirm the performance of the proposed control 
scheme, and the effectiveness of the hysteresis 
adjustment, a non-periodic trajectory was input to the 
surgical tool using the master device. The maximum 
position error of two bending joint was approximately 
3.43° and 3.25° respectively. The hysteresis was adjusted 
to between 5 to 30°, with intervals of 5°, as shown in Fig . 
4. 

DISCUSSION 
In this study, a 5-DOFs hysteresis adjustable master-
slave system was developed. An antagonistic tendon 
control scheme was used because the surgical tool should 
have enough accuracy to intentionally adjust hysteresis, 
and the hysteresis adjustment function was designed to 
adjust the hysteresis of bending joints from 5 to 30° with 
intervals of 5°. 
As a future work, by performing endoscopic tasks under 
various intentionally-adjusted hysteresis conditions 
using this system, we will identify the effect of surgical 
tool hysteresis on performance of tele-operated 
endoscopic tasks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
While advances in surgical and optical technologies 

have led to the advent of microsurgical procedures, it is 
now the limitation of human dexterity that limits the use 
and extent of these procedures. Robotic systems that offer 
finer motor control and improved precision may allow a 
larger number of patients to benefit from these 
interventions that are currently constrained by human 
ability [1]. The Galen robot is a next generation research 
system of the original Robotic ENT Microsurgical System 
(REMS), a 5 degree of freedom robotic platform designed 
primarily for microsurgical applications. It works 
cooperatively with the surgeons, can hold adapted standard 
surgical instruments with its universal surgical tool 
exchanger and identification system, and helps mitigate 
hand tremor, which may offer advantages over 
conventional interventions in the form of reduced damage 
to the surrounding tissues and time savings in the operating 
room [1-2]. This paper summarizes the methods and 
findings of three studies conducted to quantify the benefits 
of using the robot over freehanded approaches. 
Specifically, the authors have studied the use of the 
platform in simulated microlaryngeal phonosurgery, 
microvascular anastomosis, and stapedotomy tasks. 

Disclaimer: The Galen System is under development by 
Galen Robotics, Inc. and is not for commercial sale. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1 – Microlaryngeal Surgery Study 

The setup for the microlaryngeal surgery study was 
devised to simulate phonosurgery by traversing a spiral 
channel using a mock laryngoscope under microscopic 
vision [3]. Nine participants of varying experience levels 
were tasked with guiding a 0.4 mm diameter 
microlaryngeal needle through spirals of three different 
channel widths both with and without the REMS while 

avoiding contact with the sides of the slot. Data was 
collected in the forms of contact time – time the needle 
spent touching the edges of the spiral – and a survey to elicit 
feedback from the participants. 

2 – Microvascular Surgery Study 

Six naïve participants and one expert were recruited for 
this study. To simulate microvascular anastomosis, a 
chicken thigh model was used [4]. Participants were seated 
at a surgical microscope and tasked with performing three 
front wall sutures with three knots tied per suture on an 
artery of 2.4-3.0 mm inner diameter, with and without 
REMS assistance for their dominant hand. Along with 
measuring time to completion (TTC), a new microvascular 
tremor scale (MTS) was used to score the performance, and 
the interrater reliability of the scale was determined. 

Fig. 2 Left: Microvascular study setup. Right: close up of REMS-
assisted trial. 

3 – Stapedotomy Study 
A middle ear phantom modeling the view of the incus 

a surgeon would have after removing a calcified portion of 
the stapes was created using 3D printed parts and a 
force/torque sensor (ATI Nano 17, Apex, North Carolina) 
[5]. Six participants were asked to place and crimp a piston 
prosthesis onto the model both freehanded and with robotic 
assistance, three times each. The means of both the 
maximum force applied to the model incus and the change 
of force over time (dF) were recorded for prosthesis 
placement and for crimping. 

RESULTS 
1 – Microlaryngeal Surgery Study 

Nine participants completing three different spiral 
widths led to 27 sets of data to compare [3]. Of those, 24 

Fig. 3 Stapedotomy study setup. Left: Stapedotomy 
visualization. Right: 3D-printed incus. 

Fig. 1 Left: Microlaryngeal study setup. Right: Close up of 
the smallest spiral and the tool tip inserted into it. 
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show reduced contact time in the REMS group compared 
to the manual group. Additionally, five test conditions 
yielded no contact time at all, all of which were achieved 
with robotic assistance. The overall contact time was 
significantly decreased when using the REMS over 
freehand, as well as with the larger two spirals. When 
subgroup analysis was performed of the smallest spiral 
width, the group more familiar with microlaryngeal surgery 
demonstrated improved performance with the robot 
whereas those without did not.  

Evaluation of the exit surveys indicated that all 
participants determined that they thought the task was a 
good representation of laryngoscopy, rated their surgical 
skill more highly with the robot than without, and indicated 
a desire to use the robot once clinically available.  

2 – Microvascular Surgery Study 

The microvascular naïve participants received a mean 
MTS score of 2.40 freehand and 0.72 with REMS-
assistance, more than a three-fold reduction [4]. While the 
score was also reduced for the microvascular expert, the 
difference was not significant. The time to completion did 
not have a significant difference between free-hand and 
REMS-assisted trials for either the naïve or the expert 
participant(s); however, there was a meaningful reduction 
in TTC between the first and second trial, regardless of the 
set of conditions they started with which they started. 

To determine the inter-rater reliability of the MTS, the 
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was calculated. 
Between seven expert microvascular raters, the ICC for 
consistency was 0.914. 

A qualitative self-assessment was performed through 
an exit survey. All six naïve participants found the REMS 
more accurate and thought it improved instrument handling 
and stability compared to freehand. Five out of six also 
preferred using the REMS over the freehand procedure. 

3 – Stapedotomy Study 

Across all participants, the mean maximum force 
exerted while crimping the prosthesis around the simulated 
incus freehanded was 469.3 mN, which was significantly 
more than the robot-assisted value of 272.7 mN; the 
placement force and there was no significant difference in 
dF value between freehand and robot-assisted crimping [5]. 
Comparison of the freehand performance of the expert 
participant versus the non-expert participants revealed that 
the expert surgeon applied significantly less force during 

placement (p = 0.002) and crimping (p = 0.004), along with 
significantly less dF during crimping (p < 0.0001). 
Evaluating the expert participant’s freehand performance 
against the nonexpert robot-assisted performance reveals 
no significant difference between the two groups. 

CONCLUSION 
The studies discussed above examine the use of a 

cooperatively controlled robot in three different 
microsurgical applications – microlaryngology, micro-
anastomosis, and stapedotomies. In simulated 
phonosurgery, the system offered objective improvement in 
precision over the participants’ manual performance [3]. 
Subjectively, the participants felt that the REMS aided their 
performance and expressed an interest in using the REMS 
in their clinical practice [3]. The second study demonstrated 
that it is feasible to use the REMS in microvascular 
anastomosis for microvascular naïve subjects, as well as 
showed that the MTS was a reliable grading system for 
assessing microvascular tremor [4]. Finally, the 
stapedotomy study showed that the robot was able to help 
reduce the maximum force exerted while crimping a stapes 
prosthesis around a simulated incus [5]. Along with that, 
the nonexpert surgeons went from applying significantly 
more force during placement and crimping as compared to 
the expert to having no significant difference between them 
[5]. 

These studies represent the beginning of an effort to 
quantify the benefits of using a cooperatively controlled 
robot in microsurgical procedures. Further testing can be 
done in order to include more middle strata in terms of 
participant expertise to better define the robot’s role in 
teaching and clinical settings. Furthermore, additional 
studies mimicking different surgical procedures can 
elucidate the robot’s potential contributions to those types 
of operations. 
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